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Foreword

I am grateful to Erwin Flaxman. Director of the ERIC Clearinghow:e
on Urban Education, for inviting me to prepare this manuscript. I have
had an interest in Achool reform for more than thirty _vicars, beginning, I
think, when I attended the All-College Lectures at Teachers College,
Columbia University; as a student to hear the debates: When James B.
Conant conducted his Study of the American High School thong with
several colleagues, I conferred with Dr. Conant and his staff.

In 1976, I was honored to be selected to deliver the Julius and Rosa
Sachs Memorial Lectures on secondziry educzition. The title of my Sachs
lectures was Secondary Educatton Rtflimn: Retrospect and Prospect. In
preparing this manuscript. I have used pages 9-37 of that publication for
pages 7-27 of this one. In addition, I have drawn p_ages 23-26 of this
manuscript from an article entitled The Future of the High School" which
appeared in the September, 1977, Teachers College Record. In setting out
the historical context of reform reports; I had stated the case as well as I
could in those two documents and so have included those pages here.

The purpose of this book and a companion volume is to help educators
and other individuals find their way through the maze of the reform
reports ofthe 1980s as they come to grips with reform in their own schools
or school systems. The Appendix (companion volume), specifically
reviewing current reports on the secondary schools is entitled .4 Review of
the Major Current Reports on Secondary Education. Change takes place
on many different levels and the change zigents differ from setting to
setting: Educators can neither accept all of the diagnoses and
recommendations made by the various reports lock, stock, told_ barrel, or
ignore them. They need to be viewed critically and intelligently. I hope this
publication is helpful in that respect:

A. Harry Passow
leachers College, Columbia University
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I. Once Again, Reforming Education

The year 1983 will undoubtedly be remembered as "The Year of the
Educational Reform Reporis." Mortimer Adier!s educational manifesto,
The Paideia Proposal, had been published in 1982 and opened with the
assertion that "The long-needed educational reform for which this country,
is at least ready will be a turning point toward that new era [in our national
lifer (Adler, 1982. p. 3). However, it was the report of the National Com-
mission on Excellence in Education entitled. A Nation at Risk: The
Imperative jar Educational Reform which was the first of a flood of reports
and which set the tone for urgency in drastic educational reform.

Created by Secretary of Education T. H. Bell to define the ills afflicting
education and to propose solutions for these problems, the Commission
concluded that the very, future of the nation was threatened by the erosion
of its educational rJundations. Noting that the nation's "once unchallenged
preeminence in commerce, industry, science and technological innovation
is being overtaken by competitors throught the world," the Commission
asset-Jed that its concern went beyond these matters and included the
intellectual, moral, and spiritual strengths of ou: people which knit to-
gether the very fabric of our society" (National Commission on Excellence
in Education. 1983, pp. 5, 7). In rhetoric clearly designed to catch the
nation's attention. the report described the condition of education in
alarming terms:

If an unfriendly power had attempted to impose on
America the mediocre educational performance
that exists today, we might well viewed it as z. a at
of war. As it stands, we have allowed this to happen
to ourselves: We have even squandered the_gains in
student achievement made in the wake of the Sput-
nik challenge. Moreover, we have dismantled
essential support systems which helped make those
gains possible. _We have. in effect, been committing
an act of unthinking unilateral educational dis-
armament (p. 5).

Presented to President Ronald Reagan at a press conference on April 26;
1983: A Nation at Risk immediately became a media event setting off
discussions and debates among political leaders, educators, scholars, lay
leaders, and other groups, quickly moving education to a high priority
level which it had not enjoyed -since the launching of Sputnik in October,
1957. As with the Sputnik effects, once again the nation's schools and
particularly its secondary schools were viewed as crucial to the nation's
security and its commerce:

_ A flood of other reports followed in the months thereafter, with such
titles as Action for Excellence: Academic Preparation for College; High



School. Place Called School: Meeting the Aecelfeir Quality: Horace's
Compromise': 77w Dilemma Of the American High School: An Education
of l'alue: hnprovement of Secondary Education through Research:
Educating AmericanslOr the_2lst Century; and Education. Character and
American Schools. At the Wingspread Conference on Studies of the
American High School which was held in Racine: Wisconsin: November
4-6. 1982. a total of 29 projects were represented and included in the con-
ference compilation of study project descriptions. These_projects varied in
purpose. design, time frame: expectations: and outcomes: Al of them:
however. were studying some aspect or aspects of the afflictionsand_short-
comings of American education. particularly those of the nation's high
schools. John I. Goodlau's Study of Schooling extended over a decade and
Herbert J. Klausmeier's Wisconsin Program for Renewal and Improve,
ment of Secondary Education was a five-year project. Other groups issued
reports in a matter of months. Some study projects involved extensive data
collection from school sites while others relied on discussions of specially
prepared position papers on which to base conclusions concerningeduca-
tionl malaise and to propose recommendations for dealing with these
problems:

The common element in all of the reports was the clear and firm con-
clusion that there was a serious crisis in American eduction which, if left
unattended. would result in the nation being vulnerable to its commercial.
industrial, and evea military competitors. As former United States
Commissioner of Education Harold Howe II observed. "Frustration over
the diminishing capacity of the U.S. to compete in worldwide markets has
awakened new interest in the old idea that the quality of human resources
is a key element in the efficiency of the nation's economy" (Howe, 1983,
p. 167). Relating the deterioration of the nation's schools to national
security as well as to the national_economy aroused memories of the out-
pouring of condemnations of the schools _following the _launching_ of
Sputnik in October. 1957, when the "sorry state of teaching of mathematics
and scien,:c" in the nation's high schools was blamed_ for the Russians'
victory in the race to orbit the earth in outer space. True, the Sputnik-
initiated criticisms had been prececiA in the early 1950s with calls for
abandoning "life adjustment education" and other forms of progressive
education and for returning to the basic subjects and academic disciplines.
The proposals in current reports aimed at improving teachingand learning
in mathematics and science: raising the requirements in these subject areas;
and recruiting and educating better science and mathematics teachers, are
reminiscent of the Sputnik era and the National Defense Education Act
of 1958 which followed:

Just a decade ago, the nation's educators and citizenry were discussing
some eight or ten (depending on which were included) reports which set
forth the shortcomings of high schools: examined the nature and causes
of the problems of educating and socializing youth. and proposed policy
and programs changes which. had they been Implemented fully. would
have affected all of the institutions and agencies serving youth as well as
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society generally. While some of the criticisms of the high school in the
reports of the 19705 are similar to those found in the current crop of
reports. there seemed to have been a different tone in the earlier reports:
The 1970s reports seemed to focus more on the _lack of relevance and
humaneness of the high schools rather than on the schools as units in
industrial production and national security. The reports of the 1970s sawa
nation at risk because of what was happening to the personal development
of students and to society in general. The National Commission on the
Reform of Secondary Education (Brown, 1973), established by the
Kettering Foundation shared the feeling of several other reports at that
time in seeing as one of the sources of the problems of the high schools
"society'S insistence on sudden and traumatic changes in their missions."
As that commission observed:

The American comprehensive high school today
must be viewed as an establishment striving to meet
the complex demands of society in the throes of
social change, at a time when the school system has
become too large an - institution and is literally
overrun with a mix of young people from incon-
sistent social backgrounds. This is a difficult
circumstance: The pressure of these forces exhausts
the strength of the high school as an organized
institution (p. 10).

Similarly, the National Panel on High Schools and Adolescent
Education (Martin. 1974), established by the United States Office of
Education: concluded that the high school was still failing to respond
adequately to the needs of individual_ students. This panel noted an
"increased public awareness that the high school, as an institution. is not
metely inappropriate for a growing number of students: it is increasingly
ill-matched to many, possibly a growing majority, of its present adolescent
population who are either too old or too mature to live under the routine
controls and strictures of a large high school without serious disturbances
to _them and to the school" _(pp. 36-37).

Several reports in the 1970s were concerned that the almost complete
absorption of "teenage adults" into the high school had resulted in zi de-
coupling of generations and segregation and isolation of youth a segrega-
tion which "facilitates the specialization of activities in society, but . .

inhibits the experiences of youth in incidental activities that form e-eryday
life; and thus the learning that accompanies those activities" (Coleman,
1974, p. xx).

B. Othariel Smith and Donald E. Orlosky (1975): as with other critics
and reformers of the time, were more concerned with this matter of age
segregation than with a common curriculum or an increase in the study of
mathematics and science. They viewed the situation in which youth are
denied association with adultstheir perception of the high school in the
1970sas



a situation of which [society] is scarcely aware, and
yet one that rivals in the gravity of its ultimate con-
sequences the discrimination against minorities and
the hazards of environmental disruption. It is the
breakdown of the processes of socialization result-
ing in an increasing dissipation of the productive
potential of youth and their moral fiber. The youth
Of all social classes, of the cultural majority no
less than the minorities; are being squandered in
idle dissipation, assigned to martyrdom by isolation
and monotony (p.

In their publication entitled High School, Ronald Gross and Paul
OSterrtian (1971) noted that by 1970 serious student disruptions had
occurreJ in more than two-thirds of all urban and suburban schools and in
more than half the rural schools. They observed that the three issues most
cited and the basis for major complaints were in-zlevance, racism, and
authoritarianism. The issue of irrelevance had to do with curriculum and
Gross and Osterman concluded:

The ideas that study involves devoting oneself to
boring or uninteresting subjects of the teacher's
choosing, that good grades equal good education,
and that studying hard to pass an exam is a worth-
while expenditure of energy and spiritall are
typical of the ideas which Inform most high-school
curricula. Equally outdated is the idea that there
is a given body of knowledge all students should
learn. The world has changed too muchthere are
too many disciplines to make an arbitrary judgment
about which are important . . . . Students are
insisting that the curricula grow out of their own
interests and concerns, that they be permitted to
choose which path into learning to take (p. 13).

In contrast to the Gross and Osterman description of curricular irrele-
vance; current reports are calling for high school graduates to complete a
specific minimum number of units which would constitute a common
curriculum for all; for higher standards in all subject areas; for the reduction
or eliminatijn of electives; doing away with a "smorgasbord curriculum;"
for improved selection and preparation of teachers who will be capable of
teaching the requffed curriculum; for competency testing of both students
and teachers; for more homework; for longer school days and longer
school years; and for a variety of other curricular, personnel, and organi-
zational changes all of which are aimed at achieving new standards of
excellence, defined in academic terms for the most part: In the 1970s; the
schools were at fault because they did not provide curricula which grew out
of student interests, needs, and concerns. In the 1980s, the schools were at
fault becaiiSe they did not have stiff enough requirements, were mediocre
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or worse in the quality of teachers and teaching: were riot educating
workers adequately so that the nation would he unable to_compete_ rn
NA odd markets. and were doing an especially poor job in teaching mathe-
matics. science, and the new computer technology.

After the national distress which followed the launching of Sputnik.
there were what have been de scribed as "massive efforts" in curriculum
reform in mathematics. science, and foreign languages which eventually
spread to almost all subject areas: The National Defense Education Act
focused initially on reeducation of teachers at both the pre-service and
in-service levels. The assumption was that teachers could be trained to
implement the new curricula being developed through various committees.
research and development centers; and subject matter_ groups._ Currently.
a variety of recommendations aim at raising standards for admission to
teacher preparation programs. at increasing salaries so that teaching
becomes more respected and rewarding: at developing career ladders, and
at increasing the liberal arts component of preparation while decreasing or
eliminating the professional education component. Merit pay figures in
some of the reports as a means of upgrading teaching. The difference
between the _post-Sputnik efforts and the current reform reports is that in
the _1960S the focus was on \curriculum development and on teacher
reeducation on the assumption that the teacher corps was basically capable
of redevelopment: The current reports seem _basically_ skeptical as to
whether teachers. corning as they do from the lowest scholastic aptitude
level. are really capable of teaching to higher standards: Therefore; the
recommendations emphasize_ recruiting at higher levels. employing non-
certificated persons. and making teaching more attractive so that more
outstanding individuals are attracted to the profession:

The year 1983 witnessed another unusual phenomenon. One observer
estimated that there were more than 140 state committees, commissions,
panels_ and other groups studying educational reform, almost three per
state. Regular news roundup indicated that in all 50 states and the District
of Columbia efforts were underway for legislation or state department
regulation to ma ndateseform. These ranged from an $800 million reform
bill passed by Utz California state legislature which set higher graduation
requirements; lengthened the school day and extended_ the school year by
five days, raised_the salaries of beginning teachers and provided bonuses
for master teachers. eliminated lifetime credentials for teachers; and
provided mini-grants for teachers with innovative curriculum ideas. in
contrast, other states had only set up area meetings aimed at informing
citizens of the Commission on Excellence in Education's recommendations
and begun to develop goals for improvement. While states had taken
actions during the post-Sputnik era, it was primarily the leadership of the
federal government which stimulated the "era of curricular reform" at
that time. Never before had states: which have basic responsibility for
providing public education to their citizenry, been so actively involved in
considering and mandating reforms in schools. Some states, such as
California, New York, and Ohio, had initiated reform efforts prior to the



release of various reports:
Other groups were also involved in educational reform. For instance, at

a November, 1983, meeting of the Association of American Publishers, a
number of speakers including the chief school officers of California and
New York urged the textbook publishers to fulfill their roles in helping
schools raise the standards in their classrooms by improving the quality of
their textbooks, making them more difficult. All of the speakers were in
agreement on the importance of textbooks and the need for raising the
quality of text materials. However, there seemed to L some caution on the
part of publishers who were concerned about a possible conflict between
tightened standards and more difficult texts and the general marketability
of their products.

Certainly the recommendations of the commissions, committees, and
panels of the 1970s did not result in the same kinds of extensive and inten-
sive reform efforts as appears to be underway throughout the nation on
many different levels and by different agencies and institutions in the 1980S.
Even the frenetic efforts which followed the launching of Sputnik were of
a different order. Nor was the term "excellence" so pervasi_ve_in the 1970s.
John Gardner had chaired the panel on education for the 1958 Rockefeller
Brothers Fund study, The Pursuit of Exceltence, and had later raised the
question as to whether we could be excellent and equal in his book,
Excellence (1961). The term "excellence" figured prominently in the
post-Sputnik debates, was almost absent in the 1970 discussions, and
reappeared repeatedly in the reports and discussions of the 1980s.

In the evolution of secondary education in America, for almost a century
there have been criticisms and proposals for ief.:,rin. Educators and lay
persons alike have always believed that our schools could be better and
different from what they were andare. No matter how intense the criticisms,
schools have always been viewed as making a significant contribution to
the transition of children and youth to adulthood: The tension between
what the schools do and what educators and laypersons think they can and
should do is reflected in the rhetoric and the substance of reports over the
past nine decades. In !983, once again as has been occurring almost con-
tinuously since 1893, America is being pressed to reform education. And
once again, the prime focus is on the high school, that institution which
John Gardner described as a "peculiarly American phenomenon" respon-
sible for providing good and appropriate education; both academic and
vocational, for all young people within a democratic environment which
the American people believe serves the principles they cherish" (Gardner,
1959; p: x): Gardner's idealized view of the American comprehensive high
school came at a time when the secondary school was the focus of con-
siderable controversy following the launching of Sputnik in October, 1957.
For many years, educators and lay persons alike had pointed with pride
to the fact that no other nation provided free full-time schooling for 90
percent of its youth population, a substantial portion of whom went on to
some form of tertiary education. Yet even as the holding power of the high
school rose steadily, questions were constantly being raised as to whether
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the schotilS were indeed providing "good and appropriate education."
These questions have been ongoing ones with committees and commissions
inquiring regularly With more Or less urgency into the purposes, cur-
riculum, and design of schoolsespecially high schoolsfor some ninety
years. A look at some of these reports and events is helpful in putting the
present crop of reports into perspective.

II. Secondary Education Reform in Retrospect

For most educational historians; the 1890s are viewed as a watershed,
marking the emergence of the high schckil as an accepted extension of the
common school. The Report Of the Committee on Secondary School
Studies, better known as the Committee of Ten (1893), was widely
discussed and hotly debated by school and college people_ for many
yearsprimarily by subjeet Matter teachers and admissions officers who
felt they had been Slighted somehow by the recommendations for electives
(modern academic subjects were to be as acceptable_ for college admission
as the classics) and for an "eqUality" of subjects. Although the Committee
was appointed to study the demands for more uniformity in college
admissions, the bulk of the report consists of the recommendations of
bodies of experts in nine subject areas detailing -curriculum. The Committee

proposed four alternatiVe programs classical, Latin-scientific, modern
languages, and English. The subject experts spelled out in great detail what
was to be taught; when to begin, how Often, and for how long. For example,
the English repOrt recommended "the reading of certain masterpieces of
English literature, not fewer in number than those at present assigned by

the Commission of New England College!, Shotild be required" (p. 95):
The Committee deClared flatly that the preparation of a small percentage

of graduates for college was not the principal purpose of the public high
schools. Rather,

Their main function is to prepare for the dittieS of
life that small proportion of all children in the
countrya proportion small in number; bi:t very
important to the welfare of the nationwho shoW
themselves able to profit by an edUcation pro-
longed to the eighteenth year, and whose parents
are able to support them while they remain so long
at school (pp. 52-53).

Thug, the Committee declared that thesecondary school program must
be designed primarily for students Whose education was to he terminal
with the high school, but argued that preparation for college was really
the best preparation for life: "every subject which is taught at all in a
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secondary school should be taught in the same way and to the same extent
to every pupil so long as he pursues it. no matter what the probable
destination to the pupil may be, or at what point his education is to
cease" (p. 17). The C ommittee also held that the chief purpose of education
was to train the mind: Throughout the report there are statements that a
subject is "an instrument_for_trainine the mind to habits of intellectual
consciousness, patience, discrimination, accuracy.. and thoroughnessin
a word: to habits of clear and sound thinking." Each of the committees of
experts urged that some_elements of their subjectsperspective views or
broad surveys.-- shbula he taught earlier and offered in_ the elementary
schools so that the high schools could take i.he same subjects up in more
detail. The report deplored the existence of short information courses,
which touched on a subject superficially, and proposed coherent courses of
two or more years. The Committee also emphasized the need for better
prepared teachers:

There is some question about how influential the Committee of Ten
report really _was: the differences stemming from the criteria of influence
being applied. Lawrence A. Cremin (1961) saw the acceptance given the
report as overwhelming with most schools having moved into line behind
the proposals within a decade after publication. Yet, he points out, "in this
very same period, political, economic: and social changes of the first
magnitude were beginning to occasion new demands on the school
demands destined to alter the outlook of 1893" (p. 299).

In the next two decades or so: the National Education Association
appointed_six other national committees. The Committee on College-
Entrance Requirements (1899) declared the principle of election but found
unlimited election inadvisable: The committee proposed a set of constants
(four years of foreign languages, two of mathematics: two of English: one
of history, and one of science) to be taken by all students with the remain-
ing six _units to be filled out by electives: That committee also urged a
"unif,ed six-year high school course of study beginning -with the seventh
grade." The Committee of Nine on the Articulation_ of High School and
College (19 11) was charged with urging the colleges to drop the entrance
requirements of two foreign languages and _accept instead all subjects
which were "well taught in the high school." The Committee of Nine went
beyond its charge and discussed the purposes of the high school as including
good citizenship: vocational _education: and attention to the needs of
students who were not college bound. Thus, some aspects of the Committee
of Nine's report were harbingers of the Commission on the Reorganization
of Secondary Education7s report in 1918. As for the NEA committees,
Thomas H. Briggs_ (1951) dismissed them as having "made_ little con-
tribution to the solution of the problem of what the secondary school
should attempt_to do and what means it should use:" He urged that criticism
of these committees not he too_ severe "for they reported on their assign-
ments, which evidenced that the profession was more interested in the
mechanics of education than in education itself" (p. 408).
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One particularly important report which emerged in 1909 from the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching established what
came to be known as the Carnegie unit. The Carnegie or standard unit
represented an effort to regularize high school "credits" on the basis of
classroom hours and to enable calculation of college entra-ice requirements
quantitatively. It was assumed "that a satisfactory year's work in any
major subject cannot be accomplished in less than 120 sixty-minute hours,
or their equivalent." As Edward A. Krug (1964) put "Thus was the unit
sent forth on its long and controversial mission in the annals of American
schooling" (p. 161). For the next half century, the Carnegie unit did indeed
exercise considerable influence on standardizing curriculum in secondary
schools:

At the turn of the century, incidentally, almost three-fifths of the high
school population v'as female. Julius Sachs, writing on "Coeducation in
the United States" ueclared that it was "'little short of monstrous' that
boys in high school received 'almost all of their intellectual and moral
impulse from female teachers,"' (Krug, 1964, pp. 171-2) and this, in
Sachs' view, was a major reason for boys dropping out of school:
Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education; 1918

The Commission of the Reorganization of Secondary Education was
appointed in 1913 but did not issue its report, the Cardinal Principles of
Secondary Education, until 1918: This commission according to Briggs;
did concern itself with education. Cremin (1961) has pointed out that:

An expanding industrialism; a changing immigra-
tion, and a vigorous democracy exerted
fundamental new demards on American schools
between 1893 and 19:8: Equally important in
the evolving pedagogy of the era, however, were
changes in the conception of the school itself of
its relationship to society and to the individuals
who attend it (p. 301).

The important word in the Commission's title was reorganization.
Secondary education, the report argued, "should be determined by the
needs of the society to be served, the character of the individuals to be
educated, and the knowledge of educational theory and practice avail-
able" (p. 1). The Commission detailed changes in society (as citizen, as
worker, and as independent personality, the individual required a higher
degree of intelligence and efficiency), in the secondary school population
(aside from the numerical increase with the high school_population having
doubled each year since 1890, the students differed in "widely varying
capacities, aptitudes, social heredity, and destinies in life"). and in educa-
tional theory and practice (knowledge about individual differences in
..apacities and aptitudes, reexamination of the subjects and methodologies
as related to "general discipline," and concern with the application of
knowledge). The evidence was strong; the Commission asserted, that a
comprehensive reorganization of secondary education was imperative.

it



All education in the United States, the Commission declared. should be
guided by a clear conception of the meaning of democracy: "Education
in a democracy, both within and without the school. should develop in
each individual the knowledge, interests, ideals, habits, and powers
whereby he will find his place and use that place to shape both himself and
society toward ever nobler ends" (p. 20): The main objectives of secondary
education, determined by an analysis of the individual as he functions
normally in a variety of reference groups, were health, command of
fundamental processes; worthy h ,me membership, vocation, citizenship;
worthy use of leisure, and ethical character. These objectives applied not
only to secondary education, but to elementary ono higher education as
well.

Thus; the Commission stressed the preparation of students for social
responsibility in a democratic society. R. Freeman Butts (1975-76) has
pointed out that the report shifted:

the emphasis in schooling away from preoccu-
pation with the academic and intellectual
disciplines and [broadened] the social role of
education almost beyond recognition. The "con-
stants" were now to be thought of in terms of the
common social needs and activities required of all
individuals rather than the subject matter to be
mastered: the variations and electives appropriate
to differing individuals could be served in con-
nection with vocation and leisure (pp. 6-7).

The Commission had appointed a series of subject-matter committees
to flesh out from their respective fields what should be taught. The report
asserted that every subject now taught in the high school was in need of
extensive reorganization so that it might contribute more effectively to the
seven objectives"the place of that subject in secondary education should
depend upon the value of such contribution." Of course. the Commission
did not demand that every subject contribute to all seven objectives to the
same degree.

Secondary education had to fill two functions: one of specialization
"whereby individuals may become effective in the various vocations and
other fields of human endeavor," and the other of unification, the attain-
ment of those common ideas, common ideals, and common modes of
thought, feeling, and action that make for cooperation, social cohesion;
and social solidarity." Specialization called for a wide range of subjects,
opportunities for exploration and guidance, adaptation of content and
method, flexibility of organization and administration, and differentiated
curricula: Unification called for direct studies (especially in the social
studies and English), organization, and administration of the school to
pro' ide for social mingling and student participation in common activities
which were to provide for a large measure of responsibility. The report
urged hat all normal students be encouraged to stay in high school until
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age eighteen on a full-time. basis; if possible or part -time if not: The
Commission declared that "the comprehensive (sometimes called com-
posite or cosmopolitan) high school, embracing all curriculums in ane
unified organization; should remain the standard type of secondary school
in the United States" (p. 16).

In conclUding its report, the Commission called attention to the seven-
teen additional reports in which the principles were supposedly applied to
the various aspects of secondary education. Again. Briggs observed that
these subject matter reports almost entirely failed in their assignments:
"Either tney did not comprehend the definitions and recommendations
of the commission or they did not have the time and the ingenuity to
propose exemplification" (p. 409),

Contrasting the Report of the Committee of Ten with that of the Com-
mission on Reorganization of Secondary Education; Cremin (1956)
observed:

Formerly: when the content_ and purpose of secon-
dary education had been fairly well defined. equal
opportunity meant the right of all who might profit
from secondary education as so defined to enjoy
its benefits. Now. the "given- of the equation was
no longer the school with its content and purposes
but the children with their backgrounds and needs:
Equal opportunity now meant simply the _right of
all who came to be offered something of_va tut:, and
it was the school's obligation to offer it. The magni-
tude of this shift cannot be overestimated; it was
truly Copernican in character (pp. 17-18),

In secondary school reform; the report of the Con-,,nission on the
Reorganization of _Secondary Education is perceived as having begun a_
new era. for what the Commission proposed was a different conception of
what the secondary school was and what it should be doing.

Reports of the 1930s
Fourteen years later...with the nation %yell into the Great Depression with

as consequent economic, social, and political upheavals, the Department
of Secondary School Principals appointed a Committee on the Reorienta-
tion of Secondary Education_under the chairmanship of H. 3riggs.

he Committee was charged with presenting a clearcut statement of the
functions and purposes of secondary education: The Committee divided
its task and issued two reports; one dealing with Issues of Secondary

Ediwation (1936) and the other. Functions of Secondary Education (1937).
Briggs saw his committee as being the first nrofessional group which con-
sidered the unanswered questions in the philosophy of secondary education
and then set out definite functions for secondary education. The Com-
mittee observed that the high schools exhibited almost all of the
fundamental defects which characterize any enterprise which has been
permitted to grow practically. fortuitously. More specifically. the
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Comtnittoc asserted that secondary education "now. as in the Past. is
guided as a whole: by no dearly formulated plan: it rests on no carefully
collet:IN:cd and fully envisaged educational philosophy: it has aehieVed nil
consistent Standaids b, which to evaluate its own endeavors"(p. 19). What
was needed was an intelligent. comprehensive and long-sighted plan,
something more than the ( ordinal Principle% of Secondary Lducatiiiii.

iich Of ten issues was Stated and the arguments pro and con each
iltornativ.c were presented: I he Committee then left their resolution to
the public. although its own position was made dear with respect to each
of the issues. '1 he issues were of this order:

2. Shall secondary education seek to retain all
pupils in school as long as t'rey wish to remain,
or shall it transfer them to other agencies when
in the judgment of the school authorities, these
agencies promise to serve better the pupils'
immediate and probable future needs?

3. Shall Secondary education provide a cornimin
eurrieulum for all, or differentiated offerings?

4. Shall secondary education include vocational
training, or shall it he restricted to general
education?

8: Shall seem dary education present merely
organi/cd knowledge, or Shall it also assume
responsibility for attitudes and ideas? (pp: 20 -21):

The second rep-Ma, I:Unctions of Secondary Edcation, detailed each of
the ten functions, together with a discussion: These functions served as the
basis for several later re- parts .)f the National Education ASS-rich:rift:in in:
eluding its EducatiOrIal Policies Commission's Education/Or ALL Ameri-
can Youth.

The Progressive Education_ Association established its Commis:Si-Oh on
.he Relation of Sehtierl and Coilege in 1933 to improve_coordinanon of
Sch-Ohl and college work and to enable secondary schools to undertake
major program revisions, The_Commission initiated what came to be called
the "Eight-Year Study" in 1932. with 30 high schools (one withdrew later)
and 300 eblleges putting aside the normal subject and unit requirements for
admission to college: The Eight-Year Study represented perhaps the most
comprehensive and potentially significant curriculum study ever Under:
taken. Careul evaluation pre. idures were devised to measure the success
in college of graduates from the experimental schools. The contribution
to the field of evaluation alone, in the eves of some educatOn;. Made the
study worth undertaking, for the committees specified the objectives in
terms of behaviors and then devised techniques and procedures for
gathering data on these behaviors: The evaluation compared 1,475
matched pairs of students. one each from a traditional school and an
experimental school, with respect to a variety of behaviors in college.,Not
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tun% did the experimental school students do better than those who came
from more traditional programs, but those who came from the more
experimental schools showed es en greater differences. Findings of the
study which terminated in 1941 were presented in a series of five volumes
which described the overall stuu the curricular modifications undertaken
by the schools, the es aluation procedures, the success of the high school
graduates in college, and the story of one school's experience as seen by
its students (Aikiit 1942).

There has been much speculation as to why the Eight-Year Study did
not have the impact which might have been expected from an experiment
of this design and magnitude and with such outcomes as emerged. One
possibility is that the results were published in 1942 just as the United
States had entered World War !Land; when the war was over: conditions
had so altered as to cause the profession and the public to fail to appreciate
the results. In any event, when Frederick I.. Redder ( 1952) visited each of
the 30 schools eight years later: he found that little remained of the experi-
mental programs.

1-wo major surveys were conducted during the 1930s: the National
Sunny of Secondary: Education (1932) and a study of the conditions and
attitudes of 16- to 24-year-olds in Maryland by the American Council on
Education's American Youth Commission. In 1951. Briggs charactetiied
these as "the two great tragedies in modern history of secondary educa-
tion._" As he put it, 'the_ National_ Survey labored under the obsession:
highly popular two decades ago, that the collection of data, presented in
fables and graphs with medians, modes, and probable errors calculated
with unnecessary niceness: was of paramount importance."The 28 volumes
in the National Surrey now repose, Briggs observed. "in impotence on
literary ..shelves" fp. 414).

Although Briggs viewed the American Youth Commission as a tragedy
lecause of its statistical nature, the study was tragic in a very different
;ease. The report, Youth Tell Their Story (1938). presented a picture of
he conditions and attitudes of some 13,528 Maryland youth who perceived
hat the schools and the economic structure had failed to meet their needs.
Inere w as a pervasive dissatisfaction with schooling in general and an
ndication that technical training and vocational guidance were needed.
the study showed that the schools had failed to serve as vehicles for social
nobility socioeconomic status, race, and sex were the outstanding
actors that affected the amount of schooling youth received. Vigorous
ocial action _was _called for in the areas of education, employment, and
eereation, with the Commission urging "the development of a national
n-ogram of constructive and profitable activity for its youth."

In 1938; the results of the Regents of the University of the State of New
ork's Inquiry into the Character and Cost of Public Education were

iublished in a general report accompanied by 10 supporting volumes. The
barge of the Regents was for a critical study for the entire educational
nterprise of the state, its outcomes, methods, and costs and for the formu-
ation of long-range policies and programs for dealing with the problems
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and issues indentified. The inquiry concluded that the educational system
had "not yet adjusted its program to carry the new load by Cie coming into
the schools. particul.aly the secondary schools: of all the children of all
the people, with their many new and different needs" and that the pro-
grams had "not been redesigned to fit [students] for the new and changing
N,%ork opportunities which they must face in modern economic life" (p. 5).
It the Cardinal Principles of Secondar Education's main objectives had
been accepted. the schools of New York State had simply not 'Sheen
replanncd to meet the new conditions of modern life_ and new ways of
living. in which the family. the church, and early work now exercise less
influence. and in which increasing leisure in later life calls for, and makes
possible. a rich and growing inner life." In Education for American Life
and in several supporting volumes the Regents' inquiry spelled out a
secondary school _program which would encompass grades seven through
twelve: would make general education the central objective of the program
by stressing through grade twelve the study of general science, human
relations, community life. world history, general mathematics, and the
arts: would "inake understanding and enthusiasm for the democratic
system part of character education:" and would include vocational educa-
tion which emphasized broad vocational training rather than the
development of specialized skills as part of the program of every compre-
hensive high school Presumably the study became the basis for redesigning
education in New York State and: by virtue of being commercially
published: received wide distribution across the country.

Reports of_the 194N
-I oward the end of World War II. the NEA's Educational Policies

Commission published a volume entitled Education:16r Al.!. American
Youth (1944) which stemed "from a firm conviction on the part of the ...
Commission that the extension. adaptation,- and improvement of secon-
dary education is essential both tothe security of our American institutions
and to the economic well-being of our people." The Commission decided
"to dig beneath statements of general principles and to suggest in some
detail how approved principles can he carried outin practice" (p. vi). TWO
secondary school programs. one for American City and other for Farm-
ville. were indeed described with the schools encompassing grades seven
through fourteen. In an accompanying publication. PlanningfOr American
Youth, the Department of Secondary School Principals summarized and
popularized the EPC volume and added a list of ten "Imperative Educa-
tional Needs of Youth." The curriculum of American City's schools
included four divisions of learning._ designated as common learnings,
vocational preparation. individual interests, and health and physical
education. aimed at providing a balanced program to help students grow
in the areas described in the Cardinal Principles. Education for ALL
American Youth_ was revised and reissued in 1952 with minor changes to
remove the anachronisms which had emerged since_the war's end. Com-
munities could have schools as good as American City's and Farmville's



if they would but demand them and see that they were brought into
existence. Hollis L. Caswell (1946) thought it "improbable that national
or regional committee reports --even such an admirable report as
Edzwationfor A LL American- Youthcan be the primary source of actual
change." Change, he asserted, "rests with the individual schoolwith a
principal and a group of teachers working with the problems of a given
community and its youthto do the job" (p. 258).

Life-Adjustment Education Movament
Concern with the inadequacy of vocational education had been voiced

continuously since the turn of the century and passage of the Smith-Hughes
Law in 1917; with its provisions for federal aid in home economics, agri-
culture, trade and industrial subjects in the high schools: the act did little
to resolve the issues. The George-Dean Act of 1937 added provisions for
distributive education, but the arguments concerning a separate vocational
education system vis--vis vocational education in tie comprenensive
school accelerated. In January 1944, the Vocational Division of the USOE
undertook a study of "Vocational Education in tlie Years Ahead:" Some
sixteen months later, a conference was convened to discuss the study. The
meeting is remembered not for its discussion of vocational education in
the postwar period, l-ut for the beginnings of the life-adjustment education
movement: Asked to summarize the conference, Charle A. Prosser (who
had served earlier as lobbyist for the National Society for the Promotion
of Industrial Education) introduced what has since come to be known as
the "Prosser Resolution:" That resolution expressed the belief that, with
the aid of the conference report, the vocational schools would be better
able to prepare 20 percent of secondary school youth to enter desired
skilled occupations, and that high schools would continue to prepare
another 20 percent for college entrance. It was the middle 60 percent which
were not "receiving the life-adjustment training they need and to which
they are entitled as American citizens," and they were not likely to "unless
and until the administrators of public education with the assistance of the
vocational leaders formulate a similar program for this group" (Jones
& Gregory, 1948, 0. 15). The call was for regional conferences to consider
the reforms needed in curriculum, guidance provisions, and opportunities
for work experience, and the life-adjustment education movement was
launched. Cremin (1961) has commented: Of all the postwar refinements
of progressive education none has achieved the publicity, or indeed the
notoriety, of the so-called life-adjustment movement" (p. 335). The move-
ment soon came under sharp attack and even ridicule and the term "life
adjustment" faded away, although the basic problems which the Prosser
Resolution had tried to address clearly remained to be solved.

Two commissions on Life Adjustment Education for Youth were
appointed for three-year terms each but no new commission was
appointed in 1954 due; to a large extent. to the attacks made on life-
adjustment education_ and on progressive education generally. Arthur
Bestor (1953) was in the vanguard of critics of progressive education and
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lite-adjustment education which tie described as being at the_ very _root_ ot
Americi's eilucitiontil ills. In his Reporation of Learning he ctilled for
reform by returning to th,: basic academic disciplines. by focusing educa-
tion on systematic intellectual training. and .1'm returning te.icher training
to the_ticatiemic scholars (cutting it loose from the "interlocking direc-
torate" of school zniministrtitors, education professors. and state
department itireaucrats):

Effects of Sputnik
The launching o Russia's Snutnik in October 1957. opened the flood-

gates of criticism of Americ i's educational system. especially the high
schools where the "watering down" of the curriculum was perceived as a
central cause for Americtr's _runner-up status in _thi. space race. For
example. Admiral Hyman Rickover became one of the most% Dual spokes-
men not only for abolishinr all sigrs of progressive and life-adjustment
education. _but for questioning the .very existence of the comprehensive
high school as the prototype institution for serving :America's needs. Even
before Sputnik. in February. 19:57. James B. Conant was invited by the
Carnegie Corporation of New York -to undertake a _study of the compre-
hensive _high school's ability to provide adequately tor youth with a wide
range of differences and needs.

Conant's response in his report, The ...Inlet-icon High School Thda
(1959). Wati that the_comprehensive_ high school :ould indeed meet that
responsibility and that no radical alteration in the basic pattern of
American education k necessary in order to improve our public hth
schools" (p. 40). (John Gardner wrote in a foreword to the book: "When a
man like James Conant says it can :le done. the nation must take notice"
(p x). Conant did propose some twenty-one recommendations. some of
which were not unlike those of the reports_of the Committee of Ten and
the _Haryard University Committee on _Objectives of Gener;I Education
in that they specified what subjects should be studied and for hrAv long.
Conant's rzcommendations gave particulai attention -to the "academically
taiented"students (thetop 15 percent) and to the "highly gifted" (the top
3 percent) since Sputnik had triggered questions allout the comprehensive
high school's capability for meeting America's needs for trained brain,
power. In retrospect, aside from hastening the closing or consolidation of
small schools and adding to the number of guidance counselors. Conant's
report brought little reform to American secondary education. Too many
boards of educat.lnn and school administrators Were able to justify their
programs as meeting "Conant's standards." Two yvars later, in a report
entitled Minns and Suourbs. Conant turned his attention to the particular
problems of the inner city high schools and the surrounding suburbs.
urging that youth in the former be provided with "marketable skills"' while
those in the latter he counseled to aspire to other than the most prestigious
colleges:

The post-Sputnik period ushered in what has since become known as the
"Era of Curriculum Innovation."' The National Defense Education Act
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of 1958 p:ovided funds for_ upgrading, the teaching of science: mathernatics
and foreign litrigatiges through content revision. development of in-
structional materials. and training of teachers. The act also provided for
in:proved guidance and counseling especially in the high schools. The
National Science Foundation increased its support for projects to improve
course content in science and mathematics. Various foundations invested
heavily in projects to upgrade instruction: The 1960s were marked by
projects in practically all subject areas which produced new curriculums,
instructional resources. orgtimitition. technology. teacher training, and
personnel deployment patterns: Hie report of a conference of scientists,
matiiematicians. and psychologists at Woods Hole: The Process of
Education. argued that t he "st:-uctures of thedisciplinesT should be the
hasis for formula ing school ,:tirriculum. and this publication became the
guide for many cup riculum committees and commissions (Pruner 1960).

Social Ferment in the 1960s
How much imptict the ITenetic tictivities of the curriculum projects

of the 1960s have had on America's high schools is being argued still:
Charles _Silberman (1970) observed tout "the reform movement had
produced innuimir.1 hie ch:tnges, and yet the schools themselves arc largely
unchanged" (p. 50). A Ford Foundation stud concluded that its $30
million intestment in school innovations had had few lasting or significant
results: Mostionovaticns sc,'med to wither when the charismatic promoter
moved elsewhere or external funding wa; reduced.

In the 1960s the civil rights movement and the so-called "war on
!,overty". focused attention on the failure of the schools to provide ade-
quat-ii, for various minority groups a rid the children of the poor. It was
not that the :elective nature of the high school had beau ignored before
this Geo:gc ti. Counts published a study_ entitled. 77w Seletive
Character of Secondary 1.:ducation (1972) and there were a number of
other studies such as Elm/own:5 Youth (1949). .tfiddletown (1929); and
Yankee City (1941). But a new. .awareness of social .problems and the
passage of federal legislation. such as the Civil Rights Actof 1564 and the
Elementary' and Secondary Education Act of 1965, nrought the questions
of quality education and provision of equal6 of educational opportunity
to the central attention of pr)fessional and community groups alike.

When student dissent and tnrest spreac to the high schools from the
colleges in the late 1960s:_cries of "curricular irrelevance" and "inhumane
constraints- triggered still another reassessment of _the _goals. structure,
;verations and control mechttnisms in the high schools. Proposals for
reform ranged from minor tinkering (i:e:: provide for a pass fail option)
to deschooling society

Readiness fir Change in the 1970s
Wh-eii Charles Silberman published Crisis. in the Classroom: The

Remaking ref American Education (1970) he aimed at the widest possible
audience to_ bring about reform. In answer to the question_ of whether
American education was tt success or failure. Silberman concluded that it
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was both: "In almost every area; improvements beyond what anyone
thought possible fifty or twenty-five or even ten years ago have produced
anger and zinxiety rather than satisfaction" (p. 19). Silberman expressed
his indignation at the failures of the schools, the"mutilation of spontaneity,
of joy in learning, of pleasure in creating. of sense of self," and blamed this
situation on mindlessness, the failure or refusal to think seriously about
educational purpose. the reluctance to question established practice"
( p. 10): This failure seems in sharp contrast with a continuous refining of
purpose. not only by committees at the national level whose reports are
discussed here, but by various professional groups (e.g.. National Council
of Teachers of English. Foreign Language Association; Association for
Super\ ision and Curriculum Development, and the National Association
of Secondary School Principals) anel by noneducational groups (such as
the Rockefeller Brothers Fund Panel and the President's Commission on
National Goals).
Th 1972, )rmer United States Commissioner for Education Sidney

Nlarland saN the high school as a "troubled institution and the most likely
arena of edu:ational change for the balance of this decade. While there is
dissatisfaction. frustration. and readiness for change throughout all of
education, the opportunities for reform are especially timely in high
school" (pp; 5 -6): Addressing secondary school principals in February,
1975, U.S. Commissioner of Education Tem' H. Bell posed two basic
challenges facing secondary education: One was a need for restructuring
to accommodate young people who are more mature, more capable of

responsibility, more willing to- begin the transition to adulthood thanany
other recent generation" (1975. p. I). Thc second challenge was for high
school educators to get back in touch wits the community and its many
institutions that_can and should contribute to the education of the young."

In the early 1970s, there were a number of reports once again aimed at
reforming our high schools. Some proposals called for major restructuring
while others dealt with some single aspect of secondary education. The
National Panel on High Schools and Adolescent Education (Martin.
1974) was established by the USOE to provide a status report on secondary
education, identify the kinds of reform needed; and describe the policy
issues and research and development programs which would provide the
knowledue needed for renewal. The panel concluded that major problems
exist in the high schools :!s a consequence of changing patterns of
adolescent growth and development: that the institutions must become
more flexible to respond to the shifting demands placed on them; that the
schools have isolated adolescents both from adults and children, while
having themselves become increasingly isolated from other institutions;
that ,Ahile the nation has nearly attained its egalitarian aim of universal
secondary education, it has not created the reality of a comprehensive high
school encompassing both "a range_of educational_ purposes and an inte-
grated social setting for all youth:" that so-called innovative efforts to
respond' to changing needs too often result in schools splintering "their
curriculum into busywork" and drifting "deeper into an imposed custodial
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function that often drives the majority of stud. nts out of school shortly
after the roll is taken:" and that vocational education is frequently so out of
phase with real-life requirenients that graduates are no more employable
than are dropouts. The N-ational Panel argued that the golds of compre7
hensive education cannot all be attained inside the high schools nor should
the responsibilities for comprehensive education he placed on the high
school alone: if the school is to be reliin ed of the sense of responsibility
of solving most if not all of the social ilk and problems of the country, then
it must __find ways of sharing the time of students with other delivery
systems" (p. 61).

The Panel_ on Youth of the President's Science Advisory Committee
(Coleman, 1974) focused on the period of transition from child to adult
(the age period 14-24 and the institutions in which the transition takes
place, the high school and college, both_ of which have replaced work
settings in which youth was spent in earlier generations. The Coleman
panel argued that schooling does not provide a "complete environment
giving all the necessary opportunities for becoming adult." The school
pro% ides a particular kind of environment "individualistic, oriented
toward cognitke achioement. imposing dependency on and withholding
authority- and responsibility from those in the role of students." When the
period of schooling was short, with young people being brought into
economic productivity as early as possible, then the school represented
only a supplement to the main activities of growing up and thus mattered
little: But when school expanded to fill up the time which other activities
mainly work had once occupied and youth were kept off labor
market. then "society's prescription for youth has been merely more of
what was prescribed them as children: more school." The pa nel _urged that
we now move toward a new phase in our treatment of youth, a phase
"including schooling but neither defined nor limited by it." And it argued
that "widely different objectives require different institutions, and the
school is not adequate as, a pervasive environment for all these objec-
tives" (p.

As did the `ational- Panel, the Coleman panel raised a number of issues
about the consequences of age segregation segregation of youth from
adults, children, and even other-aged youth by Institutional grouping
practices. Distinguishing between what the panel called "self-development
or learning activities" and "productive activities," the Coleman panel saw
youth engaged almost completely in lelirning activities until formal school-
ing ended at which time there was an abrupt shift to productive-type
activities. There was increasing evidence, the report noted, that this
pattern is not the best one for all youth. and perhaps is best for none."
There are alternative patterns with different mixes of study and work;
full- and part-time. The panel weighed the values of including nonacademic
activities in formal schooling and argued that the productive activities
proposed are best developed outside the school. Finally, the report urged
a reexamination of the legal status and rights of youth, suggesting that
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present legal protections in fact provide serious constraints on the tran-
sition of youth to productive adulthood.

The National Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education
(Brown, 1973) was established by the Charles F. Kettering Foundation.
The Kettering F9Undation_a Iso sponsored Task Force:74: a National "Task
Force for High School Reform. Kettering's National Commission set forth
six "conditions" which they saw affecting secondary schools and which
have implications for reform:
I. The costs of operating high schools more than doubled in the preceding

decade and the student population came from diverse backgrounds.
With the nation's population now at zero-growth: education: which had
been the country's fastest growing enterprise, ceased expanding and
became instead the victim of an economy of declining populations."

2. In the past 20 .years: what had been a major teacher shortage changed to
a teacher surplus providing new conditions for selecting and training
teachers with the high schools now exercising far greater influence in
the design and implementation of teacher training programs:

3. A decade of innovation and experimentation in secondary education
was perceived by the Commission as having had little or no lasting
c t on the content of school programs or the quality of teaching and
lea, itiug."

4. The high schools were described by the Commission as "beleaguered
institutions" compulsory attendance laws are no longer working,
tardiness and class cutting are rampant: and crime has become part of
the normal experience of many high schools.

5. The schools' problems are compounded, the Commission observed, by
society's insistence on sudden and traumatic mission changes:

6. The Commission noted but discounted efforts to eliminate high schools
and to deschool society as simply "an exercise in scholarly discourse"
(pp: 4-12):

The Kettering Commission's Task Force 74 (Brown, 1973) examined
three issues which had been raised by the National Commission on the
Reform of Secondary Education and argued that if schools were to
respond better to the students enrolled, four principles would have to be
accepted and implemented: First: citizens and parents must become
actively involved in forming policies, making decisions, and governing
their schools. Second, saidents must be informed as to their rights and
those rights must he assured through due process procedures. Third,
education for responsibility must become the school's prime function; and
such responsibility is best acquired through experiencing the relationship
between action and consequences. And, finally, a variety of programs
alternative to the traditional high school must be tested and established;
especially alternative work/ study and youth service programs.

The California Commission for Reform of Intermediate and Secondary
Education (California RISE Commission; 1975) observed that the
unparalleled and tumultuous changes that have taken place in American
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society and in the character of American youth particularly in the last
three decades are pres.mting public education today with a new and
be%% ilderirw set of challenges" (p. 10): Citing "the alarming statistics
that . .. reseal the unstable social climate_in which children are being raised
today and the magnitude of some of the problems schools throughout
California now face" (p. xi), the Commission asserted there was a desperate
need for comprehenske reform. The RISE Commission rejected what it
called the traditional 1 ick% of schooling "restricted to ii piece of real
estate w here licensed adults teach and students passively learn during
specified times of the day" and projected in its stead "a school system that
takes_ place_ at many times and places in which both adults and young
people work as teachers and learners . . . [one] that attracts, motivates,
and satisfies young people" (p: 2): In such a system: the Commission
observed: "society itself is at the core of schooling." The Commission
proposed a new learner, a new learning environment, a new emphasis on
learning, a new educator, and new resources and responsibilities; all
designed "to create a flexible; challenging; and satisfying environment
for learning that motivates young people to remain in school, strive for
excellence, and pursue lifelong learning."

I he National Manpower Institute (Wirtz. 1975) tackled the problem of
education and work being "distinctively separate developments controlled
by independent institutional sovereignties- with the consequence that in
most people's lives learning and earning pass as totally isolated chapters"
(p. I). The report asserted that_an "education-work policy is not one that
misconceives of education as having for its purpose the preparation of
people for work" but rather "it includes this purpose as part of education's
function of preparing people for life. of which work is one part; it_takes
full account of learning as a human value itself." Similarly, work should
not he viewed in a narrow vocational sense but "it mchides vocational
values" with labor conceived of "not only as a unit of production but as a
human value" as well (p. 3). The Institute Council raised serious questions
about an educational norm of not 10 years but 14 to 16, suggesting that "it
is by no means clear that what is now being covered can be best absorbed
by every human system at one long sitting." The idea that "everybody
should 'stay in school unti! you're finished."' has already disintegrated,
the report noted, "to the point that it is now held together mostly bva com-
bination of administrative convenience and false parental pride and
concern." The Institute explored_ possible arrangments for youth to move
out of school for a year or two or longer when appropriate to their develop-
ment; and then move hack in when that makes sense. The basic argument
of the report was that education and work are not two worlds - --one tor
youth and the other for adults; that no new and sufficient meaning of
growth will result from building better bridges between schoolroom and
employment office: and that what was needed was the development of a
lifetime continuum of education and work opportunities. The report
concerned itself; therefore; with alternative provisions for continuous
self-renewal interspersing learning and the earning of a living.
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In its deliberations, the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education
(1973) had studied the interrelationships between the schools and the
colleges from many aspects. In an earlier report A Chance to Learn; the
Commission had recommended that "the first priority in the nation's
commitment to equal educational opportunity be placed upon the
increased effectiveness of the nation's elementary' and secondary schools"
( p. 53). In its report, Continuity and Discontinuity: Higher Education
and the Schools, the Commission discussed needed improvements in
secondary education as these relate to school- collc ;e relationships: The
key issue schools faced according to the Commission was the old but
importan. ,ne of freedom versus restraint: "The sharp swing of the
pendulum toward freedom and relaxation of rules throughout the country
has created an atmosphere in which _the general public sees lack of
'discipline' as the most serious problem" confronting the schools. At the
same time, liberal critics describe 1 the schools as "among the most formal,
hierarchic: and even authoritarian institutions in American life" (p. 63).
The report urged deliberate experimentation with a diversity of means for
reaching common ends and a system of accountability for teachers and
adminstrators: The Commission suggested a review and analysis of the
general educational requirements for graduation from high school,
expanding the options, and linking school and college studies to provide
continuity: Questioning the historical domination of textbook writing by
college faculty members, the Commission suggested a national study "to
seek ways to improve the system by which curricular materials are chosen,
created, and marketed," including possible uses of educational technology.

The National Committee on Secondary Education of the National
Association of Secondary School Principals (Conference Report,
Marland, 1972) studied means for broadening options for youth in the
15-20 age bracket. The report urged promotion of the idea of action
learning, "learning from experience and associated study that can be
assessed and accredited by an educational institution" (p. vi). Such ex-
periential learning is to take place in settings other than the classroom, may
imolve paid or unpaid work or service, or personal performance, as in
writing, art, drama, or music. The National Commission on Resources for
Youth is already implementing this concept.

The Educational Facilities Laboratory and I /Di El A (Weinstock 1973)
conference asserted that "though youth is no longer_ the same and the
world is no longer the same, high schools are essentially unchanged from
what they were at the beginning of the century" (p. 67). Youth live in two
worlds one inside the high school where every phase of their lives is
dictated and the other outside where they are Involved in decision making
and exercise considerable self-determination. The report called for break-
ing the institutional mold and creating_"a fresh organizational structure
that will remove from the school some obits traditional functions and by so
doing, inject new life into them. By placing these functions outside the
school; there is a chance of freeing people to move beyond bureaucratic
practice" (p. 71).
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Summary
The Nine's, commissions, and conference groups sere not unlike their

predecessors in issuing reports calling for reforming high schools:
however, their membership appears broader in some cases. While earlier
committees were dominated first by college personnel a-d later by school
administrators, a few students. parents, teachers, representatives of labor
and industry, and members of the general public were to be found On some
of the committees of the 1970s. Male domination still persisted and racial
and ethnic minorities were still scarce: The groups deliberzited and studied
anywhere from two to three days a_ period of years. Special papers were
commissioned by some panels. A published report urging change was the
product as it had been with their predecessors. 'Hie number of recom-
mendations range up to the 32 contained in the Kettering Commission
report. The specific recommendations varied from major radical pro-
posals to other which seemed quite mundane. .1 here appeared to be a
number of common themes in the recommendations including the
following:
1: The objectives of youth education are broad _a nd encompassing. When

the reports are explicit as to the objectives of youth education, they set
forth aims more like those areas in the Cardinal Principles of-Secondary
Education than statements limited to the acquisition of_cognitive skills
and knowledge. Such aims. however, are concerned with the education
of youth and not with secondary schooling alone.

2. The high school does not and cannot provide a complete environment
for youth education. The Coleman Report (1974) concluded that "the
school system, as now constituted, offers an incomplete context for the
accomplishment of many facets of maturation" (p. 2). The Martin
Report (1974) proposed "replacing the unattained concept of the
comprehensive high school with a more practical goal of providing
comprehensive education through a variet of means including
schools" (p: 19), The task of the high school, the Martin panel argued,
should shift from one of to iching to one of arranging for delivery of
services: "scheduling, evaluating, registering, monitoring and con-
tinuously communicating information on adolescent education" (p. 43).

3. The age,segregation of youth must be overcome if they arc to be
provided with a more complete environment for transition to adult-
hood. The Martin Report asserted that in prolonging, youth's
dependence we have used our schools, inadvertently, as the social
'aging vats' that have isolated adblescents and delayed their learning
adult roles, work habits, and skills" (p. 3), The isolation of adolescents
could he reduced, the panel suggested, by the creation of comunity-
based_ learning centers for youth and adults, separate from the high
school, and the inauguration of programs involving joint participation
of adolescents and adults who would together "learn by doing what is
socially useful, _personally satisfying, and health supporting for the
individual and the community."
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4. An effective education-work policy must he developed. _The Martin
Report proposed prodding youth with real-jobs-with-real-work
through a program that would empha_sife job-knowledge, on-the-job
training, occupational citizenship, and doh placement. More radical
proposals come from the Coleman. Report which advocated testing
programs including alternating school and work to provide_ a mixture
of part-time work_ and part-time schooling in a variety of time cycles;
reserving time within work organizations for formal instruction so that
both adults and youth "would engage in a mixture of roles including
learning, teaching, and work;"_establishing youth communities and
youth organizations in which adolescents would provide "most of the
services, have most or the authority, and carry out most of the responsi-
bility:" and creating work opportunities through federally funded
public service programs. The National Manpower Institute (Wirtz,
1975) recommended developing the concept of career education more
fully by "infusing the_general education process with various_forms of
exposure to the meaning of work and service:" making actual work or
service experience an integral part of all young people's education; and
facilitating a student's moving in and out of the educational sequence
as it seems appropriate to the individual.

5. 1 he harriers to youth for work and service, in both law and custom,
should he reexamined. Two reports proposed experimentation with a
dual minimium wage lower for young workers than for more mature
ones. The National Manpower Institute advocated establishing a
broad-based Community Education-Work Council.

6. Citizenship education should_ be moved into the larger community
while, at the same tit, e, it is developed in the school through exercise
of students' rights and responsibilities. The Martin Report proposed
that education for citizenship involve youth in social, political: and
governmental agencies where they can practice citizenship skills, with
the experiences supplemented by the academic study of the social
sciences with their distinct methodologies and including seminars and
classes in which the community experiences are mediated. The Brown
Report proposed that the exercise of due process rights of students
would contribute to development of their citizenship skills:

7 A variety of educational options and alternative programs should he
provided both within and outside the school with public financial
support for students exercising choice among the alternatives. The Task
Force 74 Report suggested two categories of alternatives: one that
includes a degree_of structure, including use of space and allocation of
time; the other that includes curricular design and the student popu-
lation serviced. The Martin Report (1974) suggested that alternatives
might include_, but not be limited to, "mini-schools, schools-without-
walls, open schools, alternative schools, optimalprograms, internships,
parallel courses, independent study, free schools, and apprentice and
action learnin_g"_(p._ 44). The _Brown Report (1973) saw the variety of
alternatives "limited only by the legitimate needs of adolescents and the
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vkacity of the imagination of educational planners.- !n fact, the report
recommended that: "every adolescent should,Nvah proper guidance, be
able to select those forms of schooling and learning most congenial to
his htisie learning style: philosophic orientation; and tastes"

8: The range and kinds of nonformal educational opportunities should be
he expanded. Flit. reports iissert thtit the :schools' obsession with
credentitiling and accreditation causes them to prefer formal education.
Many of the alternative programs provide learning experiences in
nonformal settings, moving students out of the classrooms and into the
community were they engage in experiential 'diming: The Brown
Report (19i3) urged that schools recogni/e "thitt authentic learning
can take place in a wide variety of settings: many of them remote from
the schoolhousebb and that credit should be given hit both nontraditional
and nonformal learning experiences (pp. 99-100),

9: Compulsory attendance laws should he changed so as to lower the
school-letiving age. I ndividutils should be offered alternatives to the
conventional 12-vetir schooling pattern. The Brown Report tirgues that
earlier physical: sexual; and intellectual maturity mandates an option
tor earlier deptirture Irom formal schooling. Furthermore, the Brown
Report declares: -By the age of fourteen: a student who has not
developed some moti%ation toward lettrning, is not likely to profit from
compu.sory schooling- (pp. 41-42).

1O.- Individuals should be provided with educational vouchers that could
Ke used for a wide range of skill training its well as further educatien.
Ihe Brown Report proposes federal and state legislation that would

entitle every citiien to fourteen ears of tuition-free education, only
eight of which would be compulsory: The remaining six years would be
available to th individual for use at tiny stage of his life. The Coleman
Report (1974) recommends the use of eductitiontil vouchers from age
sixteen that would be the equivalent in value to the average cost of four
years of college: Thus: the Coleman Report _argues_ for placing the
decision for further education and tritining in the hands of youth "who
Mill themsek es experience the consequences: and would .'kely
encourage wiser management of one's affairs than do current institu-
tions- (p, xxiv).

I I. N'outh should be provided with opportunities for furloughs whereby
they can move in and out of schools as appropriate. :F_he National
Mzinpower Institute ( Wirti._ 1975) recommends "a considered break"
wherein the student with adequate counseling, would step out of the
educational sequ nee for a year or two and then return, receiving credit
for his out-of-school experience. The California RISE Commission
(1975) ttdvocitted student furloughs of flexible duration, of educational
ttlue to the leitrner, and consistent with the learner's educational needs

and objectives- with credit being given the learner if he meets specified
objectives (p. 11).

12. The learning and teaching resourds of school and Community should
he integrated, not just for alternative programs but r;tther for the total
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educational process. !quell learning takes place in the community or
"real world." Elie Martin Report (1974) urges schools "to identify,
obtain, and utilize fully and effectively those physical and human
resources in the community that can contribute to achieving learning
objectives" (p. 132); Included in thes.: resources are the family, the
media. museums, religious institutions; as well_ as business. labor:
industry. government. service agencies, and individual residents.

13. Secondary education should he designed as an integral part in a life-
time continuum of education, alternating incidental and informal
lifelong learning with more organized and intentional educational
opportunities. The various proposals for broadly usable educational
vouchers are aimed: in part. toward one kind of continuing education
as is the notion of furloughs.

14. FleXibility in time sequences hourly. daily. weekly, and yearly--
should he provided so that youth can have the time needed for a
particular kind of_ learning in which they are involved: If community
resources are to he utili. ed. standard high school periods are not
possible and blocks of time appropriate to the activity need to he
arranged. If secondary education is to take place in work settings,
flexible time arrangements are required.

15. The size of the high school should be drastically reduced and_its
functions made more specialized. The Coleman Report -uggests that
high schools should have not more thalitive hundred st'...dents and that
each school should he genuinely specialized, including but not limited
to academic specialties. Youth should be free to attend one or more of
such specialized schools simultaneously: Other reports urge the estab-
lishment of schools- within. - schools, mini-schools, and alternative
schools aimed at creating different kinds of environments from those in
the traditionally large high school:

16. The high school should accept responsibility_ for intellectual develop-
ment of youth with other agencies and institutions taking_responsibility
for other kinds of development: Work citizenship education, and
aesthetic education are among the areas for which nonsehool agencies
would be given greater responsibility by the Martin Report (1974)
which hoped "that the removal of non-academic fat will result in a
needed lean and hungry devotion to the development of a maturing
intellect" (p. 60). That report suggested an academic day of two-to-four
hours with every adolescent involved in one or more programs in
settings away from the high school;

The various reports had other specific recommendations that dealt with
student and ,cicher accountaUity, school security: institutional sexism
and racism, and community involvement, among others. However, the
common themes in the vari.Jus reports provided a clear picture of what was
being advocated_ in the v.-y of restructuring secondary education: The
main purposes of secondary education were generally being reaffirmed but
the functions of secondary schools were heing questioned. Viewing the
present high school as an overburdened: beleaguered institution;
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sometimes on the verge of collapse, the various panels and commissions
recommended that secondary educators. with community participation;
assert leadership in the building of a system of youth education that used
more of the community's educative resourcesincluding those of the
high school.

There are many educating and socializing agencies, some or many of
which may be more influential than formal schooling in their develop-
mental effects on youth. The reports proposed reforming the schools by
integrating the learning resources of school and community, by making
available a wide variety of educational options and program alternatives
to attain educational objectives, by involving the school in providing valid
and meaningful work experiences for all, and by the school's shedding
some of its primary and ancillary functions.

The recommendations of the various commissions and panels were
based on certain assumptions and interpretation of data that may have
been inaccurate or incomplete. They seemed to focus on that quarter of the
youth population that was white, male, and middle class and neglected the
minority groups. the poor. and females: They seemed to have a unitary
view of the fifteen thousand or so high schools across the nation, although
they did single out large urban schools from time to time. They did discuss
the "youth culture" but seemed to view this culture as that which existed
at the time the studies were being donelate 1960s and early 1970s. Basic
curricular questions were only vaguely addressed. And, the reports did not
deal with the prime residents of the high schoolstudents, staff, and
parents.

At the time the reports were criticized because they gave little attention
to the life and the climate of the school, the intricate networks of social
interaction involving the individuals and groups who comprise the
school's social system. The classrooms are but one part of that social
system affected by the hierarchies and the exercise of power; by learning
environments. structured and unstructured; and by the formal and
informal transactionsall of which exercise considerable influence on
learning and socialization. Students were maturing earlier; they were more
Knowledgeable about some aspects of life. having been exposed to tele-
vision and other media. Insights into the professional staff and teaching
have raised questions about the existence of a sense of community and
professional colleagueship as these affect learning: Attention to the school
climate could well affect curriculum and instructionboth in their formal
and informal aspects. To the triad of learner, society, and knowledge on
;vhich curriculum was to be based as propounded in the Cardinal
Principles, a fourth element now needed to be addedthe school as an
institution with a life, a climate, and ongoing transactions of us own.
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III. 1983 The Year of the Education Reports

A November. 1983, publication of the Education Commission of the
States began as follows:

1983 has been the Year of the Report on Education.
Hardly a month has passed without the release of a
major report by a prestigious group of citizens
concerned about the nature of American education.
And sprinkled between the major releases have
been dozens of state task force reports, interim
studies and articles about school renewal, effective
schools; business-school partnerships or ways to
meet the educational needs of a rapidly changing
society (p. 1).

Looking at the virtual avalanche of reports, it is sometimes difficult to
recall that there was a similar outpouring barely seven or eight years ago
although on a somewhat smaller scale. The analyses at that time took very
different directions from those of current studies and certainly the recom-
mendations differed dramatically. Interestingly, the reform reports of the
1970s are virtually ignored by the present studies.

Students of this reform report phenomenon of the 1980s have raised a
number of questions about it: Why this burst of activity on the part of such
diverse groups at this time? Why so many panels; commissions; and study
groups? Some 29 different ones participated in the Wingspread Conference
in November, 1982. Why is the focus once again on the secondary school
as the educational unit most in need of reform? Since reform reports have
been issued regularly for almost a century, why should the reforms called
for be expel ed to be Implemented at this juncture in our educational and
national history? There are speculations concerning these many ways but
no clear answers

Some Reform Reports
The National Commission on Excellence in Education was created by

Secretary of Education T. H. Bell on August 26; 1981, to examine the
quality of education in the nation's schools and colleges; paying particular
attention to the educational experiences of adolescents and youth. The
Commission was created as a consequence of Bell's concern about "the
wide-spread public perception that something is seriously remiss in our
educational system" and the need for defining problems which must be
faced and overcome if we are successfully to pursue the course of
excellence in education:" (pp: 1-2): Although the National Pancl_on High
Schools_ and Adolescent Education had been created in 1972 by the
then-U.S. Commissimer of Education, Sidney P. Marland, Jr., for the
very same purpose, it was T. H. Bell in his capacity as U.S. Commissioner
of Education who received the report in 1974.
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In his foreword to the Carnegie Foundation report, High School, Boyer
recounts that the trustees met in the spring of 1980 to consider a study of
secondary education. While acknowledging the importance of home
influences and the early years of schooling on the development of children
and youth. the_ trustees agreed that the upper years were strategically
important. As Boyer (1983) reports:

There was also broad agreement that the
American high schools are severely buffeted by
changes in the community, in family life, and in
student attitudes. They also have been weakened by
reduced support, declining public confidence, and
confusion over goals. We could not ignore these
signals of distress.

The trustees concluded the time had come to
examine the current condition of American
secondary education: the time had come for the
nation's high schools to serve their students more
effectively and regain public confidence and
support (p. xi).

A decade earlier, the Kettering Foundation established its National
Commission on the Reform of Secondary Education; chaired by B. Frank
Brown, with a charge to make a comprehensive examination of secondary
education and provide the American public with a clear, factual picture of
their secondary schools; indicating where and how they can be altered to
better serve the nation's young people" (1971 p. xiv).

In the preface to A Ptace Called School, Goodlad (1983) wrote:
An intriguing thing has happened since the time

my colleagues and I began the work on which this
bo_ok is based. The context of widespread dis-
affection with sChooling in the United States has
shifted to one much less easily characterized.
Criticism abounds; to be sure; but the indis-
criminate giving of it has become less fashionable.
There is even a growing mood that some schools
are now beginning to improve rather than con-
tinuing to get worse. if some schools are getting
better, so can Others (p. xv).

In the prospectus for A Study of High Schools, Sizer observed that the
sense of optimism and comitment surrounding America's efforts to meet
an unprecedented variety of academic and social needs in its secondary
schools" seemed to be slipping away, that America was losing confidence
in its high schools. Sizer noted that for more than a decade educational
commentators; social researchers and reformers have pictured high
schools as a source of social problems rather than as a solution to them:" A
Study of High Schools was undertaken, Sizer noted, to provide a fuller
perspective on the high schools before they are pronounced failures and
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radical solutions are adopted."
"rhe College Board's Educational EQUality Project. begun in 1980, is a

ten-year effort "CO Strengthen the academic quality of secondary edu-
cation and to insure equality of opportunity for postsecondary educati6n
for all students" (College Board, 1983). The Task Force on Higher
Education and the Schools, Of the Southern Regional Education Board;
was appointed in January, 1981 to examine the linkages between schools
and colleges and to identify the issues and problems which must be dealt
with to_strengthen education at all leVelS.

'Fhe TWentiethCentury Fund's Task Force on Federal Elementary and
Secondary Education Policy (1983) noted in the foreword to Its report
that "there are few problems more critical than thbse facing the nation's
public schoolS" and consequently, although the Fund had never done
studies in education, its trustees; "convinced that the problems of Ameri-
can education are at the heart of many of our economic and social
difficulties. urged that [the Fund] undertake an examination of our
schools" (p. v.).

In its letter of transmittal to the Natibnal Sbience Foundation's National
Science Board (1983), the Commission on Precollege Education in
Mathematics, Science and Technology pointed out that the "Commission
does not simply decry the present inadequate State 61- many of the Nation's
schools. Rather, we spell out a detailed plan of action for all sectors of
society to address the very serious problems facing America's elementary
and secondary educational systems in roathematicS, science and
technology."

The Education Commission of the State's Task Force on Education for
Economic Growth, convinced that the nation's survival depends on
revamping the educational system, argued that our future success as a
nation -our national delenSe, our social stability and well-being and our
national prosperity will depend on our ability to improve education and
training for millions of individual citizens" (1983, p. 14).

Reasons to Press for ReforiiiS
That the nation's SelibOIS have serious problems and are in trouble is a

point of view on which all of the study groups seems to be in agreement.
However. the shoricomings and problerriS of the schbOlS and the issues of
education in the f980s are hardly now. For instance, the areas of concern
and criticism cited a half dozen years ago included the following:

;he inadequacy and inappropriateness of szhool
curricula which are so characterized both for
omissions and COMInissions. EmphaSiS on tra-
ditional subject matter or life skills on cognitive or
affective development, on academic or social learn-
ingseach focus is criticized depending on the
Varied conceptions of what the mission of the
secondary school is or should be
The apparent decline in achievement frs maniksted
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in the nationwide drop in various rest scores. The
concern with the steady drop in SAT and ACT
scores of college applicants has been the subject of
much study and speculation. More important,
however, has been the introduction of legislation
and regulation for state- and system-wide minimal
competency testing designed to insure basic levels
of performance for a high school diploma.
The quality and performance of the teaching staff.
Not only is the initial training and continuing
education being debated . . . but the absence of
accountability and the growing organizational
strength and exercise of power gained through
collective bargaining agreements and political
alignments are also concerns.
The maCtequac of vocational and technical educai-
lion programs. The quality of vocational and
technical education programs even for the minority
of the secondary school population that has access
to them continues to be questioned. The incomplete
development of the notion of career education has
not yet made possible a valid testing of the concept
for the youth population generally.
The serious que-tioning of compulsory attendance
laws. When truancy is now coupled with the newer
phenomenon of rampant cutting of classes; the
problem is confounded. It is being argued that
compulsory attendance laws are either not enforce-
able or that the cost of cnforcement is too great.
Isolation of the high schools. Secondary schools are
perceived as isolated from other youth-serving,
educating, and socializing institutions and agencies
so that the impact of experiences in these non=
school settings is not purposefully related to those
under the guidance of the schools.
Program inflexibility and lark of individualized
instruction. Despite perennial rhetoric concerning
individual differences and the need for differen-
tiated instruction; secondary schools tend to be
programmatically inflexible, routinized, and even
authoritarian. (Passow, 1977, pp. 19-21).

There are other areas of concern as well violence and vandalism, issues
of equality and inequality, to name just two The annual Gallup Polls on
the public's perception of theschools and education have been remarkably
consistent over the past decade in recording an erosion of confidencein the
schools as well as concern about their functioning and the quality of
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education delivered: However; in the past year or two. the public has
viewed some tisp_ects of schooling as improving

One can speculate that at least some impetus for reappraising the quality
of education in America stems not from any significant changes in the
continuing areas of concern but rather from_the decade or so of economic
turmoil the nation has experienced which led to a serious recession (or
depression) and severe unemployment. not only among the harthcore
unemployed. but middle- and executive7class. Individuals as well. In
describing the risk the nation faces, the National Commission on
Excellence in Education (1983) asserted:

Knowledge, learning, information, and skilled
intelligence are the new raw materials of inter-
national commerce and are today sp;eading
thrcughout the world as vigorously, as miracle
drugs. synthetic fertilizers; and blue jeans did
earlier. if only to keep_and improve on tLe slim
competitive edge we still retain in world markets.
we must dedicate ourselves to the reform of our
educational system for the _benefit of allold and
young alike, affluent and poor. majority and
minority. Learning is the indispensable investment
required for success in the"information age" we are
entering (p. 7).

The National Science Board's Commission begins t.'le Executive
Summary of its report (1083) with this statement;

The Nation Oat dramatically and boldly Jed the
world into the age of technology is failing to
provide its own child ,-en with the intellectual tools
needed for the 21st century ....Aiready the quality
of our manufactured products, the viability of our
trade, our leadership in research and development;
and our standards_of living are strongly challenged,
Our Children_ could be stragglers in the world of
technology. We must not let this happen; America
mast not become an industrial dinosaur. We must
not provide our children a 1960s education for a
21st century world (p. v).

Thus, an element in the press for educational reform seems to be the
concern for America's capacity to compete in various markets: A similar
concern was_the major stimulus for educational_reform which followed the
launching of Sputnik in October. 1957, and led to the intensive efforts to
improve education in mathematics, science and foreign languages: The
National Defense Education Act of 1958 was central to reform efforts at
the _time.

Former U.S. Commissioner of Education Harold Howe 11, commenting
on the unprecedented interest in school reform created by the wave of
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reports and studies, suggests that among the reasons are these:
Frustration over the d,ainishing capacity of,the

U.S, to compete in worldwide markets hag
awakened new interest in the old idea that the
quality of huinan-resources is a key element in the
efficiency of the nation's economy. Better schools
that produce better-educated workers are thought
to be the way to outsell the Japanese and Germans.

Another version of the same idea applies to our
defense establishment and_national security. How
can we keep ahead of the Soviets if their youth are
better educated than ours? (Howe; 1983; p. 168).

Beyond commercial and industrial competition and national security,
Howe believes that the dissatisfaction with American education's academic
achievement as manifested by declining test scores and the schools'
inability to resolve civil rights issues liaVe led to "a typically American
reaction ... : let's stop complaining about our educational problems and
do something about them (p:' I68).

Clearly, a combination of factors accounts for the burst of activity on
the reform scene at this timesocietal; political; economic, geopolitical
as well as educational. A decade ago, the Kettering Commission (1973)
Suggested six "conditions" which it saw affecting secondary schools and
having implications for secondary education reform: These included:

1: The end of the boom in education. In the prior
decade, the costs of operating high schools
dbilbled and student populations came froth
more diverse backgrounds even as enrollments
declined. What had been the nation's fastest
growing enterprise had become "the victim of
declining populations."

2. Teacher :surplus from a teacher shortage A
teacher Shortage of one million in 1955 had
reached a surplus of more than 125,000 by 1973.
This fact had implications, the Commission
believed, for teacher trainee selection and educa-
tion, for in-service education and for raking the
quality of teachers and teaching.

3. Reflection on a decade of innovation. The
period 1962-1972 had been described as.

decade of experimentation and intiovationYOn
reflection, the efforts were seen as having "had
little or no lasting effect on the content of school
programs or the quality of teaching and
learning."

4. High schools in crisis. The Commission saw high
schools as "beleaguered institutions" With the
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large-city schools "on the verge of complete
collapse:" Compulsory attendance laws were no
longer working; tardiness and class cutting were
rampant. Violence and vandalism had become
the normal experience in many high schools:
sufficiently so that Congressional committees
were investigating the situation. Declining
achievement, dwindling attendance, reduced
enrollments and crime in the schools were
viewed by the Commission as "diseases [which]
must be diagnosed and cured."

5: Changes in mission: Among the high schools'
problems "has been society's insistence on
sudden and traumatic changes in their mission."
The schools were viewed as "striving to meet the
complex demands of a society in the throes of
social change,"

6. The deschooling movement. The Commission
believed that the efforts to eliminate high
schools were not to be taken too seriously
(pp. 9-10).

Many of these "conditions" are still present today. Changes in family
structure, employment patterns, social relations, economic conditions,
international relations together with conditions in the schools have
focused attention uf various segments of the nation on education and
schooling as they affect and are affected by other aspects of society.

Why So Many Reports?
The number of reports and study groups in 1983 far exceeds anything

experienced before. In the 1970s there were some eight or ten reports.
Speculation as to why so many different projects at this time is difficult.
It is not as if one group did not know of the existence of others since some
directors of some projects served on the advisory committees of others. It
may be that each of the projects conceived of its mandate or its focus as
bringing some unique insight to the generalized problem of educational
reform either by the way it approached its task or by the aspect or aspects of
education it was studying. Some projects focused on improving educations
in mathematics and science, or on fede.-a! and state roles in cducation, or
on curriculum for the college - going; or on the improvement or reform
process itself. More groups, however, dealt with the problems at the
macro level, tackling the high schools or secondary education in toto.
Each of the study groups believed that it had something unique to say
about the nature of the problems and the reforms needed.

Fred M. Newman and Steven L. Behar (1982) characterized the main
concerns of the 29 groups which participated in the 1982 Wingspread
Conference as follows

program content (co"rses of study and student
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learning outcomes), teaching (classroom practices
and teachers' characteristics), school chinate and
organization (institutional procedures; role
definitions; and expectations that affect life in
schools), and the process of school Improvement
(methods of implementing innovations and of
helping schools to engage in rational planning,
cooperative functioning, self-evaluation, and
renewal). Some projects define their mission as
improving or studying the education of particular
groups of students such as minority, disadvantaged,
or college bound (p. 6).

At the state level, proliferation would be expected as each state tackled
the Issues and undertook reform activities for the schools within its
jurisdiction. Walton (1983) reported that during the first _I i months of
1983, 54 state-level commissions had been formed to study educational
improvement needs, many since the publication of the report, A Nation
at Risk. That survey found that about 104 formal state-sponsored coin-
missions had been established since 1980. The Education Commission of
the States (1983) estimated a much higher number: over 175 such state
task forces "already tackling complex education reform issues" by the end
of 1983.

Why the Focus on the High School?
As to why high schools and secondary education were the focus of study

and recommendations for reform, some speculations are possible although
there are few clear indications: The College Board Educational EQuality
Project focuses on what high school students should know and be at le to
do. The National Commission on Excellence in Education was charged
with reporting on "the quality of education in America," but limited its
findings and recommendations almost exclusively to high schools, without
explaining why except that it was charged with paying particular attention
to the high schools. Boyer writes that the Carnegie Foundation trustees
considered the high school years as strategically important: "For many
students, high school is the last opportunity for formal learning, and it is
during late adolescence that critical life decisions are frequently made
(p. xi):

For almost a century, it is the high school that has been the focus of most
educational reform efforts. It was the high school which was blamed for
America's placing second in the race to orbit a space capsule. It was the
high school which was the focus of reappraisal after the turbulent years of
the 1960s. And, it is the high school which the National Commission on
Excellence in Education and other more important studies have focused
on in the 1980s. The "strategically important" place of the secondary
school may be its role as providing a transition between the elementary
school, which is still viewed as the real common school, and the world of
work or of higher education. It is the high school which continues a sorting
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and selecting function. It is the high school which is the recruiting ground
for postsecondary education and for the world of work. If the high schools
fail to provide quality programs in mathematics and science, for example,
colleges and universities will not provide the mathematicians, scientists
and engineers the nation needs. If the high schools do not develop an
adequate Icvel of literacy, colleges and universities cannot provide the
necessary remediation except at a high educational cost.

It can be argued that reform at the pre-school, early childhood; and
elementary school years might obviate or at least reduce the need for
reform at the secondary level. There would, of course, still be a need for
reexamining the nature and quality of secondary education but it would
have a different focus. Why are the high schools always at the center of
calls for educational reform? Probably because the high schools are the
institutions in the middle; playing a particularly critical role providing
either terminal education or preparatory education for youth who are part
of a culture which sets them apart from childhood and adulthood, who are
both dependent and independent, mature and yet maturing.

Moreover, adolescence is viewed as a particularly difficult period and
adolescents represent a difficult group for which to provide an appropriate
education, to guide and control, and to assist in the transition to adulthood.

In the past, most calls for educational reform did not carry with them
warrants for action and implementation. Conant (1959) wrote his report,
The American High School Today, for board of education members and
"other interested citizens," believing that the board members as the
decision-makers would see that his 21 recommendations served as the
basis for reform of the nation's comprehensive high schools. A significant
difference between today's calls for educational reform and those of the
past is not one of clarion quality but in the fact that never before have
scores of task forces been organized to prepare mandates and legislation
for state legislatures and state departments to enact and to implement.
Whether the_ number of such task forc_es_is 104 or 175 or same other
number, in December, 1983, Walton (1983) could write: An Educatic.,7
Week national survey of education reform suggests that the movement
to improve schooling that began several years ago has taken root in all 50
states, becoming so well established that in many the issue is not whether to
make changes, but when and how those changes should be made (p. 5).
Moreover; while it was not clear how long it would remain so; educational
reform had achieved a high priority status on the political scene as well
Not since Sputnik had education been at the center of so much attention. As
Howe (1983) put it; publication of the reports "has resulted in a totally new
environment for thinking about educational issues in the U.S. Suddenly
corporate barons, Presidential candidates, university presidents, governors,
and legislative leaders in the Congress and state capitols have mounted a
crusade to improve the schools (p. 167). Boyer (1983) saw the situation as
"the best opportunity for school renewal we will get this century" (p. 1).
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Recommendations
Some 15 reports the essence of their diagnoses of the problems of

education and their recommendations for reformare summarized in
the second volume of this study. Despite differences in focus, styles of
inquiry, and recommendations for reform, there are some common themes
in the current crop of reports. just as there were in the multiple reports of
the 1970s. These themes provide agendas for consideration of educational
reforms, not blueprints for reform The recommendations are not always
in agreement with one another. although the thrust oflhe reports is similar:
improving the quality of learning and teaching. rebuilding public con-
fidence in the schools, and promoting excellence.

Excellence and Equity
Included in the charge and responsibilities of the National Commission

on Excellence in Education was that it "do all other things needed to define
the problems of and the barriers to attaining greater levels of excellence in
American education" (198.3, p. 40). The Commission defined excellence at
three levels:

At the level of the individual learner; it means per-
forming on the boundary of individual ability in
ways that test and push back personal limits, in
school and in the workplace. Excellence charac-
terizes a :whool or college that sets high expectations
and goals for all learners, then tries in every way
possible to help students reach them. Excellence
characterizes a society that has adopted these
policies for it will then be prepa -ed through the
education and skill of its people to respond to the
challenges of a rapidly changing world (p: 12):

What the National Commission and other groups have done to take
action on that definition is to recommend. among other things the raising
of standards: setting higher requirements for high school graduation and
college admission; eliminating "soft" subjects and mandating a common
core curriculum for all students: increasing requirements in mathematics.
science. and foreign languages: enforcing standards by testing achievement
more regularly: lenghtening the school day and the school year: and
generally getting tough with students, teachers. and administrators

In the same section on "Excellence in Education," the National Com-
mission asserts that a strong commitment to excellence and educational
reform need not mean a diminution in the commitment to providing high
quality education to a very diverse student population; "The twin goals of
equity and high quality schooling have profound and practical meaning
for our economy and society, and we cannot permit one to yield to the
other either in principle or practice" (p; 13):

Adler argues that the revolutionary message of John Dewey's
Democracy and Education was that a democratic society must provide
equal educational opportunity not only by giving 2!t its children the
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same quantity of public education the same number of years in school
but also by making sure to give all of them, all with no exceptions, the same
quality of education" ( p. 4). Adler's Paideia Proposal (1982) advocate. the
same objectives of schooling for all and the same course of study for all: As
Adler puts it "The best education for the best is the best education for all."

Boyer (1983) points out that with the historic Brown vs. Board of
Education decision in 1954, "public education was called upon to serve
more equitably tne historically bypassed studentsthe poor, the under-
privileged. and the underachieving ....Racial balance and compensatory
education became urgent new priorities. Schools became the battleground
for social justice" (p. 56). Moreover. while America's population as a
whole is aging. the population of minority and impoverished youth con-
tinues to be large and increases proportionately. Of special concern,
Boyer notes, is the fact that black and Hispanic young people are precisely
those with whom our schools have been least successful ....Opportunity
remains unequal: And this failure to educate every person to his orher full
potential threatens the nation's social and economic health" (p. 5).

Good lad 's approach to the issues surrounding equity is close to that of
Adler: He sees the distribution of resources for learning; and especially
time as creating inequities in opportunities to learn. He observes: Some
issues of equity regarding access to knowledge have little to do with the
race or economic status of students: Others frequently do relate to socio-
economic status and raceparticularly issues of differences in content and
teaching practice encountered by students depending on their enrollment
in high-, middle-, or low-track classes" (1983, p. 30).-

As one reflects on two decades of compensatory education; with billions
of dollars and thousands of programs aimed at raising levels of literacy
and mathematical competence to acceptable minimum standards in an
effort to create greater equity in education; one can understand the
reservations and concern that the pursuit of excellence, by mandating
tougher requirements and higher standards, puts the drive for educational
equity into jeopardy. The Patdeia Proposal; for example, advocates that
"instruction in mathematics, beginning with simple arithmetic in the first
grade, should rise to at least one year of calculus" (Adler, 1982, p. 24).
Teachers and schools which have struggled with bringing students up to
minimal mathematics competence are not inclined to accept the notion
that it is simply a matter of will and of trying harder. Dennis Gray (1982)
argues: When schools fail, the chief missing ingredientthe necessary but
absent wherewithalis will: the will to set goals, the will to say what is
essential, the will to reduce or abandon what is not the will to do what
reform-oriented research dictates" (p. 586).

Although those reports which deal directly or indirectly with the
excellence versus equity issue all agree with the National Commission that
both goals must be pursued and not one at the expense of the other,
achievement of the goal of developing the talents of all to their fullest
continues to be a challenge in terms of the means for implementing it.
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The New York State Board of Regents' "Proposed Action to Improve
Elementary and Secondary Education Results in New York"(1983) came
under considerable criticism at ten regional hearings in the all of 1983 as
ignoring the needs of the disadvantaged and underachieving students as
well as the academically gifted ones: The plan presumably continued the
Regents' efforts to raise the standards and levels of expectation while
accompanying it by efforts to ensure equal access through special
assistance to those in need" (p: 2): However; the requirements for the
Regents-endorsed high school diploma were so rigid that critics argued
that only the academic, college-bound students could earn one All other
students would have to settle for a less-prestigious local diploma. Other
critics argued that the higher standards would increase the dropout rate as
students, unable to meet the stiffer requirements, would withdraw from
school.

Finally; even the conception of excellence may differ among its
advocates. There are those who argue that higher test grades in tougher
subjects constitute only one notion of excellence. In his book, Excellence:
Can We Be Excellent and Equal? (1961); John Gardner argued that it is
the quality of performance rather than the kind of work one does that is of
significance in determining excellence and that society required achieving
excellence in a variety of fields: High-level performance should be
nurtured in widely divergent fields, not only selected academic subjects.

Goals and Objectives
There appears to be consensus that schools continue to try ti do too

much, responding to requests from diverse sources: As Boyer(1983) put it
Since the English Classical School was founded
over 150 years ago; high schools have accumulated
purposes like barnacles on a weathered ship. As
school population expanded from a tiny urban
minority to almost all youth; a coherent purpose
was hard to find. The nation piled social policy
upon educational policy and all of them on top of
the delusion that a single institution can do it all.

Today's high school is called upon to provide
services and transmit values we ased to expect from
the community and the home and the church: And
if they fail anywhere along the line, they are
condemned (p. 57).

Both Goodlad and Boyer use the same phrase to answer the question of
what Americans want from their schools"V'e want it all!" Goodlad
(1983) recounts that the then-Vice President Hubert Humphrey; speaking
at the 1965 White House Conference on Education, "said that our country
would go down in history for having used its educational system to over-
come problems of illiteracy, unemployment; crime and violence; urban
decay; and even war among nations. However, just a few years later some
citizens were asking if Our schools 11.'0 capable of teaching our young to
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read, write, and spell" (p. 33).
The National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) com-

plained that both society and its educational institutions appeared to have
lost sight of the basic purposes of schooling: "That we have compromised
this commitment is, upon reflection, hardly surprising, given the multitude
of often conflicting demands we have placed on our Nation's schools and
colleges. They are routinely called on to provide solutions to personal,
social, and political problems that the home and other institutions either
will not or cannot solve" (p: 6):

To be effective, Boyer believes, a school must have "a clear and vital
mission," one which is shared and understood by students, teachers,
administrators, and parents: Boyer and his staff found "a numbing
hodgepodge of rules and regulations" as well as "vague and wide-ranging
mandates" which various states had imposed on public education. In
High School (1983) he proposes four essential goals:

First, thz high school should help all students
develop the capacity to think critically and com-
municate effectively through a mastery of language.
Second; the high school should help all students
learn about themselves, the human heritage, and
the interdependent world in which they live through
a core curriculum based upon consequential
human experiences common to all people.
Third; the high school should prepare 4,1 students
for work and further education through a program
of electives that develop individual aptitudes and
interests:
Fourth, the high school should help all students
fulfill their social and civic obligation& through
school and community service (pp. 66-67).

Goodlad (1983) offered a list of goals for schooling in order "to guide
school board members, parents, students, and teachers in the needed effort
to achieve a common sense direction for their schools and to build pro-
grams of teaching and learning related to these goals"(p. 51). His goals are
in four domains and deal with the following areas:

A. Academic Goals
I. Mastery of basic skills and fundamental processes

Intellectual development
B. Vocational Goals

3. Career educationvocational education
C: Social; Civic; and Cultural Goals

4. Interpersonal understandings
5. Citizenship participation
6: Enculturation
7. Moral and ethical character
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D. Personal Goals
8. Emotional and physical well-being
9. Creativity and aesthetic expression

10. Se 1f:realization (pp. 51-56).
In the Paicleia Proposal, Adler sets forth three main objectives of

schooling which he argues are the same for all without exception. The first
objective is to prepare every child to take advantage of every opportunity
for personal growth or self-improvement --mental; moral; and spiritual
which society offers. Thus, basic schooling should "teach proficiency in
the indispensable skills of learning," The second objective is concerned
with the fulfillment of the individual's role as an enfranchised citizen of the
republic and "requires not only the cultivation of the appropriate civic
virtues, but also a sufficient understanding of the framework of our
government and of its fundamental principles:" The third objective "takes
account of the adult's need to earn a living in one or another occupation ...
not by training them for one or another particular job in our industrial
economy, but by giving them the basic skills that are common to all work
in a society such as ours" (1982, pp. 16,-17). To achieve these three objec-
tives, basic schooling must be general and liberal and it must be non-
specialized and nonvocational.

The Twentieth Century Fund's Task Force (1983) believes that all
schools must provide the same core components to all students, a core
consisting of basic skills of reading, writing, and calculating; of basic
computer-use capability; of science and foreign language training; and
civics. The Task Force, however, feels that the schools must go further:

We think that they should ensure the availability of
large numbers of skilled and capable individuals
witholq whom we cannot sustain a complex and
competitive economy. They should foster under-
standing, discipline, and discernment, those
qualities of mind and temperament that are the
hallmarks of a civilized polity and that are essential
for the maintenance of domestic tranquility in a
polytechnic constitutional democracy. And they
should impart to present and future generation a
desire to acquire knowledge, ranging from the
principles of science to the accumulated wisdom
and shared values that derive from the nation's rich
and varied cuitural heritage (pp. 34).

Having set forth what it calls "admitted13 formidable tasks that too few
schools today come close to ack.cmplishing," the Task Force recommends
that "the federal government ctearb Stale that the most important objec-
tive of elementary and secondary educ:4tion in the United States is the
development qr literacy in the English !anguage"(p. 11).

Uncierstandanly, the National Science Board Commission (1983)
focpsed on mathematics and science and its one basic objective was to help
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schools "by the year 1995, ... provide all the nation's youth with a level of
education in mathematics, science and technology, as measured by
achievement scores and participation levels (as well as other non-subjective
criteria), that is not only the highest quality attained anywhere in the world
but also reflects the particular and peculiar needs of our nation" (p. 5).

Goodlad (1983) observed that we are not without goals for schooling.
But we are lacking an articulation of them and commitment to them"
(p. 56). Once again there seems to be consensus that clear articulation of
goals is necessai y but there appears to be no clear consensus on what those
goals should be. A decade ago Coleman's Panel on Youth of the Presi-
dent's Science Advisory Committee (1974)_ proposed two broad classes of
objectives, one essentially self:centered in that it concerns the acquisition
of skills that expand the personal resources, and thus the opportunity of a
young person" and the second outer-directed in that it "concerns the
opportunity for responsibilities affecting other persons" (p. 3).

The four self-centered objectives included:
I. Acquisition of cognitive and non-cognitive skills necessary

for economic independence and for occupational oppor-
_tunities.

2. Development of capability of effective management of one's
own affairs in an organizationally complex world.

3; Development of capabilities as a consumer; not only of
goods, but more significant, of the cultural riches of
civilization.

4. Development of capabilities for engaging in intense con-
centrated activity whatever the specific content of the
activity may be.

The Panel's three outer-directed objectives included:
1. Experience with persons differing in social class, sub-

culture, and in age.
2. Experience in having others dependent on one's actions

apprenticeship for prospective obligations as spouse;
parent, and citizen.

3. Involvement in interdependent activities directed toward
collective goals (pp. 3 -5):

The National Panel on High Schools and Adolescent Education
(Martin, 1974) approached the question of objective:. by stating that a
comprehensive education for adolescents must provide an appropriate
balance. and curriculum mix in five flomains: personal values citizenship
the arts; the humanities and techniques or career eduction (pp. 52-54).

The Kettering Commission called on every school, with community
participation, to formulate a statement of goals together with performance
criteria for students; to be posted conspicuously in each sho_ol building. A
National Goals Survey conducted for the Commission by George Gallup
produced fourteen goals: adjustment to change (mental health), com-
munications skills occupational competence; responsibility for citizen-
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ship, respect for law and authority. appreciation of others. knowledge ofSelf, critical thinking, clarification of values, economicundersta andthe achievements of man, nature and environment (BroWn, 1973; p. 39).As with the current reports. the reports of the 1970s calld for clarifi-cation of goals and objectives and proposed aims which were broader andmore encompassing than thci§e suggested currently. Roth sets of reportsare in agreement that schools are Saddled with - responsibilities which theyare unable to discharge and both suggest clarification and limitations ofthe goals of schooling. HOWeVer, there are differences in the proposals.The purposes expressed in the 1983 reports tend to be more traditionalgoals, essentially those which dominated the high school curricula of thefirst third of the century, thOSe which have continued to be viewed as thecollege-preparatory program, and those to which the SehOOls were calledto return by the critics of progressiVe education in the early 1950s andfollowing Sputnik.

Curriculum
The 1983 reports give verY specific attention to matters of curriculum.standards, teaching. and testing. Several are quite explicit in recommendingthat all students complete a common core of prescribed subjects: thatstudents be required to take more mathematics and science as well as moreEnglish. Soda' studies. and foreign languages; that fewer electives bepermitted; and that students be tested more frequently to assess theirprogress in achieving higher standards: It is in the area of more rigorouscourses and prescribed curricula that the current reports differ most fromthe_reports of the 1970s and resemble more the proposals of earlier times.The key words regarding curriculum in the 1970 reports were electives,options, and alternatives, The Kettering Commission, fdr example,proposed that "the variety of alternative schools in American edikationWill be iimi only by the legitimate needs of adolescents and the vivacityof the imagination of educational planners" (Brown, 1973, p. 101). 'Withrespect to the Content of secondary edilcation, the Kettering COMMissionhad this to say:

Planning for the content of secondary educationhas been a iragmented process which too often has
reflected the competing concerns of subject areas.
The result has been the perpetuation of programsand subject areas whose retention has been ration-alized as traditional or AS "needed" to meet edllegeentrance requirements. The reform of secondaryeducation will be meaningless unless the focus ofchange in content be-comes the needs of Stiidents

rather than_ the desires and interests Of competing
members of high school staffs (pp. 40-41).

The Kettering Commission _argued fcie a wide-ranging syStern ofalternative programs to proVide "a meaningful freedom of educationalchoiet to every student: Every adolescent should-, with proper guidance,
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be able to select those forms of schooling and learning most congenial to

his basic learning style, philosophic orientation; and tastes" (pp. 99-100).

The National Panel on High Schools and Adolescent Education(Martin,

1974) proposed to
shift the emphaSiS away from the comprehensive

schools toward comprehenSive education; arguing

that the confines of One building are no longer

enough to contain all the valuable and necessary

experiences of today's young person: What is

heeded is greater diversity in formal edheation

which reflects the actual diversity of the learning

situations and the variety of experience that living

in today's world demands (0. 8).

The reports of the 1970s gave considerable attention to informal

education as well as education in nonschool settings..Academic credits

were to be awarded for experiences out of the classroom. The California

RISE Commission (1975) recommended that learners should be permitted

furloughs froth School, "these furlotighs should be of flexible duration; of

educational value to the learner, and consistent with the learner's needs

and objectives" (p. I I).

The 1983 reports_ take a ccmpletelY different approach, The Education

Commission of the States (1983), for exatnple, recommends that states and

local districts "establish firm, explicity and demanding requirements

concerning discipline, attendance; homework, grades and other essentials

of effective schooling and that parents be enlisted in the education process

in wayS that are not now suffiCiently widespread" (p. 38). The Commission'S

Task Force urged a "strengthening" of the curriculum from kindergarten

through grade twelve with a goal of providing "richer substance and

greater motivational power; in eliminate 'soft,' non = essential courses; to

involve students more enthusiastically in learning; and to encourage

Mastery skills beyond the basicSproblern-solving analysis, inter-

pretatiOn and persuasive writing, forexample"__(p. 38).

The National CommisSion on Excellence in Education (1983) was even

more specific, recommending that
State and local high school graduation require -

ments be strengthened and that at a minimum,

all students seeking a diploma be required to lay

foundationS in the Five New Basics by taking the

following curriculum during their 4 years 6f high

school: (a) 4 years of English; (b) 3 years of Mathe-

matics; (c) 3 sitars of science; (d) 3 years of social

studies; and (e) one-half year of computer science.

For the college-botind, 2 years of foreign loguage

in high school are strongly recommended in

addition to those taken earlier (0. 24):

lh its "implementing recommendations," the National Commission
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provides rather general statements of what it means "by the essentials of a
strong curriculum" in each of the subject areas. Beyond its New Basics,
the Commission proposes that study of a foreign language begin in the
elementary schools since four to six years is required for minimal pro-
ficiency. The high school curriculum should also include "programs
requiring rigorous effort in subjects that advance students' personal,
educational, and occupational goals, such as fine and performing arts and
vocational education" (p. 26). The elementary school curriculum should
be designed to provide the sound base for study of the New Basics at the
high school level, fostering `'an enthusiasm for learning and the develop-
ment of the individual's gifts and talents" (p. 27).

As Chester E. Finn, Jr. (1983) has pointed out the Five New Basics are
hardly new:

Every good high school in the country recommends
the very same package of courses to its college-
bound students and has done so for decades. Every
good college likes its entrants to bring such an
educational background with them. Every savvy
parent wants his or her youngster to acquire the
skills and knowledge implicit in such a high school
transcript. The only new entry is the proposed half
year of computer science; an altogether timely and
reasonable addition for those who will spend most
of their adult years living in the 21st century (p. 28).

If the New Basics curriculum was essentially the old college-preparatory
curriculum, the question is raised as to its appropriateness for those who
are not college bound. Ninety years ago at a time when only a small
fraction of youth went on to college, the Committee of Ten argued that
while high school was terminal education for most students, preparation
for collzge was really the best preparation for life for all students (Com-
mittee on Secondary School Studies, 1893). A National Center for
Educational Statistics (1983) study found that fewer than 3 percent of 1982
high school graduates met the National Commission's academic require-
rnents. Leaving out the computer science requirement, fewer than half of
the graduates met a three years of mathematics requirement and only a
third met the foreign language requirement;

The issue of higher standards and more rigorous courses for all,
particularly the students not bound for college, opens up again issues
concerning relevance and appropriateness of curriculum. Adler, Goodlad
and others who recommend no differentiation argue, as Finn (1983) does:

To consign the "non-college" students to a less
rigorous academic education is to sentence them to
second-class citizenship, and to condone the
perpetuation of social inequality . If we regard
secondary education as preparation for full-fledged
participation ia American society, then we must
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expect every future citizen to acquire the cognitive
skills, knowledge, values and competencies that
are needed for successful participation in our
complex modern culture, polity, and economy
(p. 28).

This issue of a common curriculum is one with a very long history. The
development of differentiated curricula and the emergence of elective
courses was based on the position that to insist on all students taking what
came to be viewed as the academic college preparatory curriculum was to
doom large numbers of students to a second-class citizenship, to failure,
and to leaving school without appropriate skills and knowledge for either
work or adult living:

In his Paideia Proposal (1982). Adler argues that a politically classless
democratic society calls for a "one-track system of schooling, not a system
with two or more tracks, only one of which goes straight ahead while
others shunt the young off to sidetracks not headed toward the goals our
society opens to all" (p. 5). The Paideia Proposal calls for the same educa-
tional objectives for all and the same course of study for all throughout
12 years of basic_schooling, the only exception being the choice of a
second language, English being the first language for all. Adler's common
curriculum involves three different modes of learning and different modes
of teaching corresponding to the "three different ways in which t1-._ mind
can be improved:"

By acquisition of organized knowledge. Three areas of subject matter
language, literature, and fine arts: mathematics and natural sciences;
history, geography, and social sciences with didactics as the prime mode
of instruction.
By the ctevelopmenz of intellectual skills: Linguistic; mathematical, and
scientific skills with coaching, exercise, and supervised practice as the
prime modes of instruction.
By the enlargement of understanding; insight; and aesthetic. appre-
ciation: Discussion of books and other works of art and involvement in
artistic activities such as music, drama, and visual arts, using Socratic
questioning and active participation as the prime modes of instruction.
Curriculum also includes auxiliary studies: Physical education, health,

manual activities, and career orientation (not vocational training).
Goodlad (1983) has much to say about curriculum: His study indicated

that both parents and professionals wanted more from the schools than is
found in the phrase "intellectual development." In addition to a reasonable
balance between four sets of goalsintellectual, social, vocational; and
personalthere was a concern for the ambiance of the school expresed in
terms of the school as a caring, nurturing environment. Goodlad's data
revealed "not only curricular dominance Of English' language arts and
mathematics but also consistent and repetitive attention to basic facts and
skills" (p. 236). However, the study found too great an emphasis on
possession of information as compared with an understanding of its
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implications and applications. There is, Good lad believes, a "preoccupa-
tion with lower intellectual processes" and a "failure to differentiate and
see relationships between facts and the more important concepts facts help
us to understand" (p. 237),

Good lad is concerned about curricular balance and rejects both
university,entrance requirements and state requirements of specific years
of study for subjects in each field. Goodlad returns to the Harvard Report,
General Education in a Free Society with its "'five fingers' of human
knowledge and experience," and recommends that the students' time be
devoted as follows: up to 18 percent to language and literature; up to 18
percent to mathematics and science; up to_15 percent each to society and
social studies, the arts, and the vocations. The remaining 10 percent would
be available for guided individual choice. Good lad sees problems resulting
from "the confusion of ends and means and the haphazard curriculum
development and Improvement" prevalent in most schools.

Expressing serious reservations about the tendency to simply getting
Lough, raising standards, and otherwise drawing in educational reins,
Goodlad sees two fundamental principles which should guide long-term
curriculum improvement efforts: (1) the provision of general education as
the primary role of elementary and secondary education, means that
curricular deficiencies must be understood in terms of what constitutes
good general education and (2) judicious pedagogical provisions must be
made for individual differences in the student population. Goodlad
proposes a common curriculum which would consist of a common set of
concepts, principles, skills, and ways of knowing aimed at providing a
good general education for all In his view, the best preparation for work
is found in a sound general- education.

In High School. Boyer (1983) lays out his curriculum priorities, "not to
impose a single curriculum on every school, but to underscore the point
that what is taught in school determines what is learned" (p. 84). His first
curriculum priority is language, specifically mastery of English. He
proposes that "every student.. . . should learn to write more clearly, read
with greater comprehension, with more discrimination, speak with
more precision, and, through critical thinking, develop the capacity to
apply old knowledge to new concepts" (p. 89). To achieve mastery, Boyer
would have courses in writing and speech with not more than 20 students
per class.

Boyer's second curriculum priority is "a core of common learninga
program of required courses in literature, the arts, foreign language,
history, civics, science, mathematics, technology. healthto extend the
knowledge and broaden the perspective of every student" (p. 94). He
defines the basic curriculum for all students As "a study of those con-
sequential ideas, experiences, and-traditions common to all of us by virtue
of our membership in the human family at a particular moment in history.
These shared experiences include our use of symbols, our sense of history,
our membership in groups and institutions, our relationship to nature, our
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need for well-being. and our growing dependence on technology" (p. 95).
Boyer sees these themes based, in part, on the traditional academic

subjects, but argues that they are appropriate for all students, not just the
college bound: He warns: however: that "beefing up traditional academic
courses while essential, is not sufficient." Present instructional programs
are too compartmentalized and fragmented. Consequently, beyond
tightening up requirements: Boyer suggests that "we must bring a new
interdisciplinary vision into the classroom and the total program of the
school. I he content of the core curriculum must extend beyond the
specialties to- touch larger more transcendent issues" (p: 115). He
recommends that all seniors be required to complete a Senior Independent
Project: "a written report that focuses on a significant contemporary Issue,
one that draws upon the various fields of academic study that have made
up the student's program" and for which they will receive a half unit of
credit (p 115).

The curriculum Boyer proposes would also include a carefully planned
program of "elective clusters" which give students an opportunity to
pursue their particular aptitudes and interests. He recommends that the
last two years of high school become a "transition schOol" in which
students would devote half the time to the common core and the other half
to the elective clusters. The clusters would include five or six courses which
would enable the student to engage in advanced study in selected academic
subjects or explore career options or a combination of both. The clusters
"might range from health service to the arts from computers_to science
from mathematics or a foreign language to office management," providing
either quality vocational offerings or enriched academic study (p. 128). An
essential ingredient is an adequate system of guidance and counseling; with
no more than 100 students_per counselor.

The final component of Boyer's curriculum is what he calls "the New
Carnegie Unit"a minimum of 30 hours a year of voluntary service in the
community or at school. Citing the National Panel on High Schools and
Adolescent Education report (1974) which depicted schools as the social
'aging vats' that have isolated adolescents and delayed their learning adult
roles work habits and skills," Boyer sees such volunteer service activities
as teaching student values "to help all students understand that to be fully
human one must serve" ( p. 215):

The Twentieth Century Fund Task Force (1983) has recommendations
concerning curriculum and instruction as well The report recommends
that the development of literacy in the English language be declared the
most important objective of education by the federal government. Federal
funds now going to bilingual education should be used to teach non-
English-speaking children how io speak, read, and write English" (p. 12).
The Task Force would like every student to acquire proficiency in a secork4
language_ but recognizes that long neglect of foreign languages in the
United States will require intensive teacher training and curriculum
development efforts: The Task Force also recommends that the federal
government support programs aimed at developing basic scientific literacy
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for all and providing advanced training in mathematics and science in the
high schools: The report states that "schools must go beynd the teaching
of basic science to give adequate training in advanced science and mathe-
matics to a large enough number of students to ensure that there are ample
numbers capable of filling the increased number of jobs demanding these
skills" (p. 14).

In making proposals lor new federal efforts to stimulate improvement
of education in America, the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force urges
that such efforts_are not made at the expense of the handicapped or the
disadvantaged. The Task Force believes that federal programs for the poor
and handicapped should b. continued and, moreover, that the federal
government should pay for ail categorical programs it requires.

The College Board's Educational EQuality Project (1983) is based on
the belief that "in recent years, many college entrants have not had the
knowledge and skills needed for higher education" (p. I ). Its report is
aimed at informing students on what they need to know and what they
need to be able to do. Upgrading the academic preparation of students, the
report states; "is necessary to fulfill our national promise of equal access to
higher education." Based on the judgments of hundreds of high school
and college educators from 2,500 member institutions, consensus was
reached on academic preparation required for college success.

The Project identified the basic academic competencies, the broad
intellectual skills, as follows: reading, writing, speaking, and listening,
mathematics, reasoning and studying plus computer competency. Th
basic academic subjects needed for effective college work are identified as:
English, the arts, mathematics, science, social studies, and foreign
languages. Each of the subject areas is discussed in terms of why prepara-
tion in that area is important and what college entrants need to know and
need to be able :o dc in that subject area. The subjects are the traditional
college preparatory subjects, of course, and the publication is aimed at
having more students better prepared. As the report points out: "We will
all be well served if educational excellence can be made possible; not just
for the few, but for all students" (p. 2). Again, a college preparatory
program is best for all.

In Aclkm for Excellence (1983), the Education Commission of the
States points out that more than a decade has elapsed since intensive
efforts were made to revitalize the nation's science curriculum ana many
of the teaching materials developed then have become obsolete What is
needed. the report states. is a renewed curriculum: "But we must take care
to develop teaching materials aimed at attracting, motivating and estab-
lishing competency in every ability group A concept of curriculum
improvement that focuses on cognitive goals but ignores motivation is
destined to fail" (p. 27). The report urges the launching of "energetic efforts
to strengthen the curriculum from kindergarten through high school" by
eliminating soft, noness-ntial courses, encouraging mastery of skills
beyond the basics, and enlivening and improving instruction.

Sizer (1984) believes that "education's job today is less in purveying
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information than in helping people to use it--that is in the exercise of their
minds" ( p. 84). 'Elie two purposes of the school are education of the
intellect and education in character. Sizer believes there is a set of skills,
reading. writing, speaking, listening, measuring, estimating, calculating,
seeing, which together with the basic modes of imagining and of reasoning
should be at the core of high school work.

Sizer would organize a high school into tour areas or large departments:
11) inquiry and expression, (2) mathematics and science; (3) literature and
the arts, and (4) philosophy and history. Rather than award high school
diploma on the basis of years of attendance and the collection of credits,
Sizer proposes that the diploma be granted when a student reaches an
agreed-upon level of mastery.

The National Science Board's Commission on Precollege Education
in Mathematics, Science and Technology (1983) proposes what it calls
"sweeping and drastic change: in the breadth of student participation; in
our methods and quality of teaching, in the preparation and motiviation of
our children, in the content of our conrses, and in the standards of achieve-
ment" (pp. v-vi). The Commission observes that improvements in
mathematics and science could not really be separated from such other
subjects as English. history, and foreign langu,.ges and hopes that other
groups would correct the "glaring deficiencies" in those areas.

The Commission spells out in some detail what is needed in the way of
redesigned educational objectives and related curricula arid instruction
in mathematics, science, and technology, beginning in the kindergarten
and going through twelfth grade; emphasizing hands-on' experience;
disciplined and rigorous study, and a substantial amount of time-on-task
and home work at all levels" (p. vii). Suggestions for course topics and
criteria for selection are made under headings involving the mathematical
sciences; the natural sciences and technology, kindergarten through
twelfth grade, and a plea is made that "teachers of mathematics, the
natural and social sciences, technology, of reading and writing; history;
English and the arts; will seize the numerous opportunities to demonstrate
the interdependence of human knowledge and encourage students to apply
the skills and concepts from one discipline in seeking solutions in others"
p. 931.

The Southern _Regional Board's Task Force on Higher Education and
the Schools (1983) notes that while students complain that the senior year
in high school offers no challenge, colleges must provide remedial com-
munication and quantitative skills education. It sees "the heritage of the
Sixties, when high schools reacted to the general demand for'relevance' by
expanding the curriculum with elective . . . from movie making to driver
education" continuing to characterize high school offerings. And, while
it views positively mandatory legislative initiatives calling for minimal
competencies as determined by testing, the Task Force is concerned lest
minimums become norms. Competition among colleges for students has
resulted in lowering of standards: "Slackened admission standards by
colleges that no longer require a foreign language, a rigorous mathematics-
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science sequence, or any evidence of what the applicant's class standing is
send no signals to high school students that the academics are importart"
(p. 18). The Task Force recommended that the state boards of education
and of higher education establish joint committees to consider concerted
action to establish and raise standards for the high school curriculum as
well as for the general education component of higher education;" that
state boards of education review high school course offerings in order to
strengthen the major field requirements "preventing the acceptance of
peripheral courses to count for major subject requirements, and
recommending repeal of legislatively mandated courses outside tile major
subjects; that college and university adrnissiou standards be raised" (pp.
19 -20).

Goodlad (1983) sees the current press for curriculum reform as follows:
The "obvious" and "logical" solutions to the
schools' curriculur inadequacies being bandied
about today are those that were most frequently
bandied about yesterday and the day before that.
Essentially, they involve a "get tough" approach
combined with a dose of elitism. Course require-
ments in basic subjects .,:e to be extended; textbooks
are to become "harder,' with less watering down to
the lowest common denominators of student
abilities (p. 291).

In many' ways. curricular proposals in the current reports are reminiscent
of similar calls made periodically in the past. They represent another
swing of the pendulum and a reviving of curricular and instructional
issues which have recurred almost regularly. In his 1955 publication
entitled The Restoration of Learning; Bestor argued: An educational
philosophy is both anti-intellectual and anti-democratic if it asserts that
sound training in the fundamental intellectual disciplines is appropriate
only for the minority of students who are preparing for college and th'
professions, and if it proposes to deprive the rest of the children of our
people of such training by substituting programs that minimize intellectual
aims" (p: 8)

The philosophical position expressed by Adler in the Paideia Proposal
is essentially the same as that of Bestor. The issues raised by the current
reports are traditional curricular issues and now a re being answered with
what may be called the traditionalist position, Is _there a common
curriculum required of all students? What are the ele-rnents of such a
common curriculum? Recognizing the existence of a variety of individual
differences, to what extent if any should there be cur; icular differentiation
to take these Into account? Is the college preparatory curriculumrecog-
nizing that such a cur iculum has different definitionsappropriate for
all students, including those who are not college bound? Does the
secondary school have an obligation to provide vocational education
opportunites and ensure that students leave high school with what Conant
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called "marketable skills?" The National Commission on Excellence in
Education (1983) described secondary school curricula as "homogenized.
diluted, and diffused to the po:nt that they no longer have a central
purpose. 1 . effect, we have a cafeteria-style curric:ilum in which the
appetizers and the desserts can easily be mistaken for the main courses"
( p. 18). In this "curricular smorgasbord, combinei with extensive student
choice," which elements constitute the main courses and wnich, the
appetizers and desserts? Are they the same for all students? Has the whole
concept of "compensatory education" of the past two decades been a
mistake? Need we only

New
raised the standards, toughened the require-

ments,ments, mandated Five ew Basics to reverse the patterns of educational
underachievement which have been of such concern to educators and
laypersons alike?

Two other related topics are dealt with in some reports which are related
to curriculum and instructiontracking and vocational education; Both
of these topics are controversal and yet there is 'urprising consensus
among several reports which examine the questions and take positions.

Tracking
Goodiad (1983) discusses the question of tracking and ability grouping

from the point of view of access to knowledge. He defines tracking as "an
organizational arrangement by means of which students observed to be
making varied progress in school are grouped so as to reduce the apparent
range of achievement and performance in any one grou p" (p. 150). Marked
increases in high school attendance, together with increased diversity of
the student population, resulted in tracking and ability grouping becoming
"widely_practiced by educators as a device for endeavoring to reduce the
range of differences in a class and therefore the difficulty and complexity of
the teaching task" (p. 151).

Research on ability grouping and tracking has been done for at least
the past 75 years but the findings continue to he equivocal. The arguments
pro and con grouping have been rehearsed for years, sometimes citing
research and ,sometimes simply expressing beliefs or convictions;

Boyer (1983) notes that many curricular decisions are shaped most
decisively perhaps by the program o,- 'track' in which the student is
enrolledacademic, vocational or general" (p; 79); The academic
program/ track is the most rigorous, contains the most traditional
academic subjects, and prepares students for further education. The
general program/ track has few academic courses and provides many
elective courses from which to chose. The vocational track serves students
who plan to join the work force when they leave school; these students
take some academic courses as well as vocational courses;

Good lad (1983) reviews the grouping and tracking practices in the
schools he studied and concludes that such practices preclude equal access
to knowledge, especially for the poor and minority children who are
relegated to inferior tracks: Goodlat1 sees tracking practices as creating
the myth that there are basically two kinds of people: those who are "head
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oriented" and those who are "hark.; oriented." In the secondary school,
the latter are found in the vocational or general tracks. He found that
grouping affected the students' self-concepts adversely. His general con-
clusion is that the 38 schools

received children differerhially ready for learning,
educated them differentially and graduated them
differentially prepar:d fo- further education,
employnierL, and presuma5ly, vocational and
social mobility: The 17.!63 students in our sample
had quite different opportunities to gain access
to knowledge during their years of schooling. At
least some of these differences in opportunity to
learn, it appears, were differentially associated
with economic status and racial identification
(p. 160):

Goodlad argues that grouping/ tracking practices are justified by
resorting; on one hand; to the myth of inevitable and irrevocable human
variability and, on the other, to the popular rhetoric of providing for
individual differences in learning." The former, he believes, leads to a
self-fulfilling prophecy and the latter to giving up on many individual
students (p. 165). He would eliminate tracking, suggesting as one alterna-
tive, "mastery learning which emphasizes a combination of large-group
instruction and small-group peer tutoring" (p. 296). At the secondary
school level; Goodlad recommends "a common core of studies from which
students cannot escape through electives, even though the proposed
elective purport to be in the same domain of knowledge," elimination of
grouping students in separate classes on the basis of past performance;
random assignment of students to heterogeneous classesall aimed at
"offering the most equity with respect to gaining access to knowledge while
still preserving the more advantageous content and teaching practices of
the upper tracks" (pp. 297-298). What is needed, Goodlad concludes, is
Improved pedagogy, not differentiated, inequitable tracks and curricula.

Adler (1982) also sees a multitrack system as an abominable
discrimination" aiming at different goals for different groups of children.
The Paideia Proposal advocates the same educational objectives for all,
the same course of study, for all, and the completion of this required
course of study with a satisfactory standard of accomplishment regardless
of native ability, temperamental bent, or conscious preferences" (p. 4i).
Adler's means for adjusting for individual differences is to administer the
program "sensitively and flexibly in ways that accord with whatever
differences must be taken into account" (p 44). He would provide true
remedial assistance where needed and would recognize that some children
need more time and more help than others: As for the gifted; Adler argues
that the quality of the Paideia curriculum is such that programs for the
gifted are unnecessary.

Boyer (1983) also recommends a single track and the abolition of the three-
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track academic, vocational, and general system. He advocates one track
which provides a general education for all students, together with a pattc-n
of electives which keep opt:onf. open for all students for bon further
education and work. Boyer predicts that by the year 2000, twelve years of
schooling will not be enough and that education will be lifelong: His
curriculum proposal is for a single track which will lead to continuing
education options. He sees students tackling the core courses in different
wAys although the basic content of the core courses wolld be the same for
alt. _

In his Carnegie report on the comprehensive high school, Conant (1959)
took a very different position from 'Boyer: "In the required subjecis and
those elected by students with a wide range of ability, the students should
be grouped according to ability, subject by subject" (p. 49). Conant
suggested that there be at least three types of classes: one for the large
group whose ability was about average, one for the more able, and one for
slow readers who were to be handled by special teachers. Els; opposed
"across-the-board grouping to which a given student is placed in a
particular section in all courses" (p: 49): Thus, Conant was opposed to
tracking but supported ability grouping in subjects where there was likely
to be a broad spectrum of ability and achievemeit, such as English,
American history, algebra, and biology.

The arguments pro and con ability grouping aft .1 tracking have been
rehearsed for a good rrizny years and the issues have not been resolved by
the research conducted for some 75 years. The grouping issues have
loomed lage in the equity debates: Surveys have consistently shown that
grouping and tracking are practiced widely at all levels and that teachers
and administrators have deep convictions about the efficacy of grouping.
Elimination of tracking and establishment of one track for all as advocated
by some of the reformers calls for considerable staff and curriculum
development to enable schools to deal with individual differences, real or
only pe,-ceived. There has been attention given to the development of
flexible groupings and strategies for individualizing instruciton but the
recommendation to eliminate grouping will be a difficult one to implement
simply by mandate.
The Gifted

Related to grouping and tracking practices is the concern for the
education of the gifted and talented, since such programs and classes
often use some form of grouping: In the case of Adler's Paedeia Proposal;
the objectives and the courses of study are the same for all and there should
be no special provisions for the gifted. Calculus, which represents
advanced study in mathematics in many programs for the gifted, is to be
studied by all in Adler's proposal. Boyer, (1983) on the other Lind,
recommends the elimination of all tracking but concludes "that every high
school should have special arrangements for gifted studentscredit by
examination, independent study, or special study with universities"
(p. 238). In large urban areas, Boyer recommends that magnet schools be
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established in the arts or science to develop the gifted and talented students
in those fields. Finally, Boyer proposes establishing a network of
Residential Academies in Science and Mathematics and in other fields
sues as forc,gti nguages and the arts throughout the nation. "Special
arrangements" :in residential schools are usually ,:onsidered a form of
grouping as are advanced electives.

The National Science Board's Commission, like several other reports;
clearly states that its "plan is not only for the affluent or gifted. While it
provides the quality and intensity of education needed to continue their
development, it also addresses the needs and potential of all other
students" (1983; p: vi): Unlike the proposals which emerged after Sputnik
when the focus was on identifying the brightest and the most able to meet
the nation's need for sr:ecialized nianpower resources, the 1983 reports
stress the notion that "excellence and elitism are nat synonymous" and
that the Nation should reaffirm its commitment to full opportunity and
full achievement by all (p. vii). The College Board's Educational
EQualitr:. Project (1983) deals with "what college entrants need to know
and be able to do and does not discuss any advanced preparation
(including its own Advanced Placement Program). It leaves it to the high
F.chools to decide on curriculum and organizaion in the context of their
own resources.
Vocational Education

An_ effective education-work policy was one of the consistent themes of
the 1970 reports. The Panel on Youth of the President's Science Advisory
Committee (Coleman, 1974) t'ocused its report; Youth: Transition_to
Adulthood; on_alternate programs for mixing education and work. The
U.S. Office of Education panel recommended that all youth be provided
w:th real-jobs-with-real-work through programs that would emphasize
oh-knowledge; on-the-job training, and occupational citizenship. The
National Manpower Institute included in its many recommendations the
concept that actual work or service experience become an integral part of
all youth education: Although the Vocational Education Act of 1963 had
encouraged major reconsideration of the uaturo. and quality of vocational
education, the programs continued to be controversial, as much for what
they did as what they did not do.

Vocational educators and others have Indicated concerns about the
treatment, or more accurately, the lack of treatment, of vocational educa-
tion in the reform reports of the 1980s Some of the reports omit mention
of vocational education entirely while others give it very little attention.
There is some concern among educators and lay persons that increasing
the requirements for graduation and mandating a common core
curriculum for all leaves little or no time for vocational education. Adler
(1982, p. 18) argues that there is no place for specialized or particularized
job training in the common school and that the common course of study
with its general, liberal and nonspecialized nonvocational characteristics
"is truly vocational in the sense that it aims to prepare children for the
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three vocations or callings common to all." In Adler's view, the techniques
and technology of most work is best done on the job. The National
Commission on Excellence in Education makes no mention of vocational
or career education.

Boyer (1983) describes vocational education as an unfulfilled promise:
"Many factors have caused us to doubt the value of traditional vocational
education" (p. 121). Among the factors is a tenuous link to job oppor-
tunities. Boyer cites a study which found that "job prospects for graduates
of vocational programs are not much better; overall, than they are for
students in the nonspecialized curriculum" (p. 121). Vocational education
programs are limited due to lack of up-to-date and adequate resources and
an inability to keep up with shifting laboz-market patterns. The most
serious problem, Boyer observes, is that vocational education students are
too often short-changed academically: "Job training is being acquired at
the nigh cost of quality education. And options for the future are
restricted" (p. 123). Goodlad (1983) makes a similar observation in A Place
Called School:

A student concentrating on academic subjects but
wishing to enroll in vocational electives does not
necessarily have a broad choice He or she often
discovers that a desired course is not available at the
time wanted or that a prerequis_Ze must be taken
first: Similarly; a student with a heavy vocational
concentration encounters difficulties in lining up
academic subjects. Some schools in our sample got
around this problem by scheduling sections of
academic courses specifically for vocational stu-
dents. The net effect of this was, of course, to separate
even further the two sides of the academic/ voca-
tional division (p: 144):

Boyer found the most successful programs ai specialized vocational
schools, not comprehensive high schools. However in those schools where
the vocational programs were strong, the academic offerings were often
weak Boyer; as pointed out earlier, recommends a single track for all and
the elimination of the v-national track. While eliminating the vocational
track. Boyer would not abolish vocational courses:

What we would eliminate are discriminatory labels
and a tracking pattern that assume some students
need no further education and that cut off their
future oixions. We would also eliminate the narrow
"marketable" skills courses that have little intel-
lectual substance, courses that give students
"hands-on" experience while denying them a decent
education (I). 127).

In addition to English literacy and the core of common learning Boyer
recommends that the last two years of high school be considertd a "transi-
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non school" with half the program devoted to "elective clu tern" which
would include exploration of career options:

Among other concerns Goodlad _(1983) expresses about vocational
education is the fact "that poor and minority students were dispropor-
tionately represented in ocaiiona/ training classes" (p: 343): Goodlad was
depressed by the anachronistic nature of much_ of the training -- training
for the mechanical age recently-lumped over by the technological"( p. 34,4).
Like Boyer, Goodlad would have students involved in a common
curriculum which would provide them with equal access to knowledge
plus the "development of a mature perspective on careers, career choice,
and bases of career decision making" ( p. 344). Goodlad calls for

collaboration of school and elements of the
workplace in assuring a broad career perspective
for even,. student. This would occur primarily in the
vocational career domain of the curriculum and
would replace training in and for specific jobs:
Visits would be accompanied_ by extensive reading,
writing, and discussion. Industrial, business and
professional representatives would participate in
and out of classrooms: After careful examination,
students would select sites for internship-type
experiences in a limited number of vocations
( p. 345):

Like Boyer's proposal for a "new Carnegie unit" which would involve
service to the community or school, Goodlad proposes "a fourth_phase in
the educational schooling continuum . . a combination of work, study,
and service conducted within an education:1i ethos" (p: 347): This phase
would be heavily experiential in_its orienta:ion and with considerable
individual and group counseling. The function of this phase, "whether one
or two yrars for all, is to ease the education-work tr...nsition, on the one
hand, and to strengthen the work-study-service combination as a desirable
condition, on the other" (p. 3481.

Implicitly or explicitly, the 1983 reports seem to call for major changes
in vocational education: in the student population served,_the curriculum
and instruction provided, and the site of such education. By proposing a
common core curriculum with few electives or options, several reformers
are asserting that a sound general liberal education is the best vocational,'_
specialized education at the secondary school level, that all students need
career orientation but not job-specific training at this level, that career
)rientation is best undertaken in expe iential-based internship-type
programs, and that equity is better achieved through such approaches than
through vocational training which creates a second- or third-class citizenry.
V6cational educators, while accepting some elements of such an argument,
believe that such proposals are dangerous andinequitable. Some ed ucators
argue that it is the vocational program which keeps a large number of high
school students in school and which provides them with meaningful
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academic experiences. Others arglie that such training is useless and
deceptive and that all students should have a rigorous academic experience
and to assume that some are not capable of engaging in such an experience
is to demean a sizeable_ pa: t of the population as being uneducable, This
area of controversy suffers, untortunately, from a good many doctrinaire
positions, just as does discussion about grouping and tracking.

Technology
The term technology figures prominently in several reports but there

are significant differences in the concerns and the recommendations
concerning technology: The National Science Board's Commission (1983)
began its report by- asserting that the United States had "dramatically and
boldly led the world into the age of technology." but was now failing to
nurture its children and youth in the intellectual tools needed for the
coming decades. it couples "mathernatics science and technology" as new
basics in which all students need a firm grounding. The Commission dealt
with technology in curricular and instructional as,well as resource terms.
With respect to the latter; the report pointed out:

Computers are revolutionizing many areas of our
lives: they may well do thesamefor education. They
and other new technologies offer the potential to
work patiently with every student, regardless of
level or sophistication_They also offer a means_ to
relieve teachers of much of the drudgery of routine
exercise and record keeping. Furthermore,
computers offer a wealth of interactive learning
resources, including access to word processing,
data bases, graphic capabilities and a host of related
means to expand students' learning potential (p. xii):

The National Science Board Commission links science and technology
and states that: "Students must _be prepared to understand technological
innovation, the productivity of technology, the impact of products of
technology, and the need for critical evaluation of societal matters
involving the consequences_ of technology" ( p: 44). In its "Suggestions f Of
Course Topics and Criteria for Selection," the Commission describes
student outcomes for computing skills "differentiated for those students
who may he particularly interested in computing or will pursue careers in
scientific and technical areas and for those students with other interests
and abilities" (p. 100). The Commission recommends that instruction in
technology be integrated into the K-I 2 curriculum: recognizing that "this
will require a major emphasis on the development of new teaching
materials and on the training of teachers to enable vhem to handle tech-
nological concepts"( p: 101): Its supplementary volume, Source Materials;
has a section titled, "Educational TechnologyDefinition and Domain"
which discusses the computer, educational television, computer-tased
telecommunications, videodisc systems and robot;cs as technologies
currently available and at "the leading edge of the technological
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revolution."
In High School, Boyer (1983) deals with technology as "extending. the

teacher's reach." Lookine briefly at developments since the early 1950S.

Boyer observes that 2d ucttors with long memories will "recall that virtually
every new piece of hardware introduced into the schools in the past thrxe
decades has been oversold. misused, and eventually discarded" (p. 187).
The so-called "technological breakthrouehs" simply languish in closets.
This is so. Boyer believ.s, because the hardwire_ has always been better
than the software. Boyer recommends that ihe Secretary of Education
appoint a national commission to include outstanding classroom teachers
"to evalaate the quality of computer software being prepared for class-
room instruction" and that the commission's recommendations be made
111 a i la b le to the schools (r): 192):

One of the reasons technology revolutions have bypassed schools.
Boyer argues, is that classroom teachers have been bypassed in the process.
He recommends that teachers be educated regarding technology and its
uses and that 10 Technology Resource Centers be set up across the
country to demonstrate the latest technology. giving "top priority to the
development of regional networks to provide computerized library service
to all schools" (p. 194). Boyer recommends that the priorities to be
followed in decisions about purchasing computers should be: ( I) learning
about computers: (2) learning with computers. and (3) learning from
computers. In addition to computers. Boyer suggests attention to cable
television, video disks and cassettes, and related technology which can be
fit appropriately into the curriculum. As Boyer puts it The potential of
technology is to free teachers from the rigidity of the syllabus and tap the
Imaginations of both ;eacher and student to an extent that has never been
possible before" (p. 200).

The National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) includes
a half-year of computer science as one of its recommended New Basics:
This course should result in students being equipped to "(I) understana
the computer as an information. computation. and communication
device: (b) use the computer in the study of the other Basics and for
personal and work-related purposes. and (c) understand the world of
computers-. electronics. and related technologies" (p. 26). With respect to
new instructional materials. the Commission believes they "should reflect
the most current applications of technology in appropriate curriculum
areas" (p. 29):

The College Board's Educational EQuality Project (1983) observes that
"a revolution in communications and information technology is making
the computer a basic tool for acquiring ki.owledge, organizing systems.
and sok ing problems. As_such it is having a profound influence on
learning and on the world of work" (p. II). Consequently, in its discussion
of what students need to know and to he able to do. the Project has added
computer co.npetency to the basic academic competencie: Students
entering coliege. the Project recommends, should have basic knowledge
about how computers work: some ability to use the computer and appro-
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priate software for self-instruction. collecting and retrieving information,
word-processing, modeling and simulations, and problem-solving: an
awareness of when and how computers can be used in daily life as well as
in study and work: and some understanding of the problems individuals
and society confront in using computers, including ethical considerations
(pp. 11-12).

Goodlad's observers' reports caused him to ask: "How did almost all of
[the schools] manage to shield thernsekes so effectively from the techno-
logical revolution now well underway'? The common ,::.jsence of modern
technology will play in the instructional process is still not well defined
but he is certain that "technology increasingly will provide educational
the educative process." (1983, p. 227). Goodlad believes that children and
youth must become tunctionally literate in their understanding and use of
computers "as a necessity, not a frill." Goodlad argues tha the role
technology will play in the instructional process is still not well defined
but he is certain that "technology increasingly will provide educational
delivery systems howeverr, whether inside or outside of schools" (p. 341).
Goodlad points out:

the advent of technology has added to the array of
educating agencies tind institutions, rearranging
what once was a triad of home church and school.
Just how the products of technology have added to
and taken away from the educational role of the
traditional institutions is not vet clear. But we do
know that any' consideration of education beyond
schools must encompass the educating being done
and capable of being done by the mew media of
communication (pp. 342-343).

The Education Commission of the States Task Force (1983) asserted
that advances in technology will have a significant effect on both job
requirements and job opportunities. In their view. "real opportunity, real
changes for upward mobility, will increasingly be reserved for those with
'learning-to-learn' skills: not just the ability to read, write and compute at
a minimal level, but more complex skills_of pmblem solving,_reasoning,
conceptualizing and analYzing" (p. 16). The Commission's Task Force
includes computer literacy competencies in its list of basic skills and
competencies for productive employment, drawing heavily on those of the
College Board's Educational EQuality Project, Included in the com-
petencies is the ability to understand the basic functions of a computer
device (terminal, CRT, etc:)" (p: 50);

Adler and the Paideia Group "embrace" the new technologies oelieving
that since computers will soon be found in many homes and wk rk places
they should also be present in schools and classrooms as well Adler (1983)_

sees computers as especially effective tools for the development of
intellectual ;kills (Column Two of the Paideia Proposal), anticipating "a
time when every student will have his or her own individual mechanical
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'coach"' (p. 41 ). He also sees video tapes as helpful in Column One learning
providing effective and arresting lectures. However, Adler reasserts his
continuing opposition to any kind of particularized job training:
"Endorsing the educational use of technological devices of every kind does
not mean that we approve of their use in basic schooling in order to train
students for careers as computer programmers. as computer technicians.
or for any othe narrowly vocational purpose" (p. 41).

The Business-Higher Education Forum (1983) was concerned with
postsecondary education and observed that education was an essential
ingredient in technological innovation and economic competitiveness.
Asserting that "American workers are the single most valuable economic
resource the United States possesses." the Forum urged the development
of a national strategy for education. training. and retraining at all levels
(p. 20); Computer-related skills "will be increasingly necessary not only
in offices and factories, but in schools and homes as well" (p. 21).

Thus, the reports seem to agree on the need for computer literacy
(defined in various ways) as part of basic education for all, on developing
computer career competencies for some, and on the helpfulness of various
new technologies as a means of extending instruction. As Boyer (1983)
puts it learning about; learning with; - and learning from computers.
Goodlad and other writers are critical about the ways new technologies
are used, not used, or misused in classrooms and schools. There seems to
be some consensus that computer literacy is a necessity for all, but the
notion of what constitutes computer literacy differs and, in some of the
reports. is quite vague. With respect to computer-related careers for a
high-tech society, there is far less consensus and even a good deal of debate
as to the needs and opportunities for careers in industry and commerce
and the levels of education and training required for various kinds of
computer-related careers. This is hardly reflected in the many reports. The
imminence of a high-tech society is accepted but the vision of what that
means for education and training seems to be clouded despite the
enthusiastic pronouncements in a number of reports. There seems to be
agreement that computers and video - discs - represent effective instructional
resources but there are concerns that these nev technologies will be
misused or inappropriately used as were the new iec:Inologies of the past:
Various aspects of technology constitnte a ttymc i in many of the
reports.

Use of line
The National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) presented

its findings and recommendations concerning_ ri::. as one of the four
important aspects of the educational process. Concerning the use of time
in schools and by students, the Commission noiined to three "disturbing
facts": "(I) compared to other nations; American students spend much
less time on school work; (2) time spent in the classroom and on homework
is often used ineffectively: and (3) schools are not doing enough to help
students develop either the study skills required to use time well or the
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willingness to spend more time on school work" (p. 21).
The Commission cites "England and other industrialized countries" as

having much longer school days (8 hours as compared to 6 in the U.S.A.)
and longer school _years (220 days as compared with 180 in the United
States): While there may well have been changes in the last few years. the
instructional time per day and per year at the primary and secondary
levels reported by 19 countries in an International Association lor the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement ( !EA) study based on self-reports
by !EA national technical officers gives a very different_ picture of dis-
crepancies between the United States and other industrialized nations in
terms of instructional hours and instructional days per year (Passow et at
1976. pp. 260-267). The Commission also cited a California study which
reported that due to poor classroom management of classroom time, some
primary school students received only one-fifth of the instruction in
reading comprehension that others did. Also;_the Commission pointed
to the "haphazard and unplanned" teaching of study skills which results
in students leaving schools "without disciplined and systematic study
habits."

The Commission's recommendation is that "significantly more time be
devoted to learning the New Basics. This will require more effective use
of the existing school day. a longer school day. or a lengthened scnool
year" (p. 29). Specifically. the Commission proposes that high school
students be assigned more homework, more attention be given to
instruction in effective study and work skills. school days be lengthened
to 7 hours and the school year to 200-220 days. classroom management
and school days' organization be improved, classroom discipline be
improved "by considering alternative classrooms. programs. and schools
to meet the need continually disruptive students." attendance policies
be clarified and sanctions used to reduce absenteeism, and admini-
strative burdens on teachers be reduced to provide more teaching time.

Goodlad (1983) analyzed the dm:: a vail- ble for learning in the schools
he studied and Found "that students varied markedly in their opportunities
to learn simply because of the classrooms in which they were enrolled"
(p. 96): He found considerable variability in the -total number of hours
spent in schools, the time devoted to particular subjects, and the time spent
on instructional activities. Goodlad recommended 25 hours of instructional
time per week (compared with an average of 22.5 hours currently) but
pointed out that "establishing uniform time utilization target probably
would be less constructive than initiating a process of improvement in
each school" (p: 282): While Goodlad believes that some schools might
find it necessary to the length of the school day, he cautions that
such a step should be taken only after other adjustments in the use of time
have been made: Goodlad points out: "If our interest is in quality educa-
tional eNperiences, we must not stop with providing only time. I would
always choose fewer hours well used over more hours of engagement with
sterile activities: Increasing the days and hours in school settings will in
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fact be counter-productive unless there is, simultaneously, marked
improvement in how this time is used" (p. 283).

Bo2;.er1( 1983) points out that his visits to schools convinced him that
simply "iengthening the school year is not a top priority for school reform.
The urgent need is not more time but better use of time" (p. 232). His
conclusion is that what is needed is more effective use of the time already
available by providing more flexibility, by eliminating incessant inter-
ruptions. and by decreasing constant movement of students.

The urgent need is not lengthening the school day
or :;.;hool year, but ising the time schools already
have more time to complete a se:mee laboratory
experiment. more time to write essays and critique
them, more time to engage in extended foreign
language conversation. Therefore. recommend
that the class schedile be more nexibly arranged
to permit larger blocks of time, especially in courses
such as laboratory science, foreign language, and
creative writing (pp. 2:;2-233)._

Among Sizer's five imperatives for better schools, he suggests :thing
"room to teachers and students to work and learn in their own apr
ways" (-1984, p. 214). Sizer would decentralize authority "to allow tcach.t
and principals to adapt their schools to the needs, learning styles, ;i/to
learning rates of their particular students" (pp: 214-215): Standardization
should be avoided: "the particular needs of each student should be the
measure of how a school gets on with its business" (p. 214).

The Education Commission of the States Task Force (1983) argues t hat
instructional time in key academic subjects must be increased. -'1 hey point
out that the typical elementary school week of 25 hours includes only one
hour of science and less than four hours of mathematics. In contrast: the
Task Force points out in most incloArialized nations

the amount of classroom time devoted to core
academic subjects is several times greater than the
time spent in our schools. Students in thesa countries
are introduced earlier than our young people to
reading: mathematics and science: they attend
school longer eacn day and spenu more days in
school each year. Need we be surprised, therL that
a gap is opening between achievement levels in the
United States and those in Japan and Europe?
(p. 28).

The Commission's Task Force urges that states "should increase both
the duration and the intensity of academic learning" in schools: Using the
existing school day to the fullest must be stressed first but states should
also consider lengthening the school day and school year and extending
teachers' contracts. In addition, to increase learning time the Task Force
would establish "a wider range of learning opportunities beyond the
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normal school day and school year: summer institutes and after -,;chool
enrichment programs sponsored by business, for example" (p. 38).

The National Science Board Commission (1983) found that students
spend insufficient time studying the academic subjects, especially mathe-
matics. science. and technology_ and far too little time with hands-on
experiences in these areas. The Commission recommends

To remedy this situation. schedules must be
changed, more time must be devoted to the teaching
of mathematics; science and technology; and ways
must be found to use time more efficiently and
effectively. Schools must become more efficient
in the use of their academic day. Many nonacademic
courses now offered may have to be reduced or
eliminated, or ways found to teach them more
efficiently and effectively, or not within the normal
school day. The school day; week and/ or year must
be lengthened to provide the ilquired time (p. 23).

To pro Ve more time-on-task for studying mathen,itics, science and
technology. the NSB Commission proposed a minimal daily allocation in
grades K-6 of 60 minutes per day for mathematics and 30 minutes for
science. At the junior high school level, a full year of mathematics and of
science and technology is recommended. At the high school level, the
Commission recommends that three years of mathematics and three years
of science and technology, including a semester of computer science; be
mandated at either the state or local level. If this required extending the
school day. week and/ or year. then that should be done.

The reports thus provide a mixture of recommendations regarding the
time for instruction and schooling. Several reports recommend lengthening
the school day. week. and; or year to match those of other industrialized
countries; especially Japan and West Germany: Other reports argue for
using peesent time more efficiently and effectively. in some instances;
the recommendations are for extendir professional time that is 0
extend the time available for curriculum development and in-s,trvwe
education of staff members in ordet to improve the use of instructional
time The National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) was
clearest in recommending more effective use of the school day .and
lengthening the school da, and year. In its implementing recommenda-
tions it proposed more effective use of time by more homework,
instruction in study and work skills, additional time for learners who need
more instructional diversity such as the gifted and slow learners; better
discipline so that learning is not interfered with better attendar,ce policies
and reduction of absenteeism and tardiness, and "grouping of students,
as well as promotion and graduation polic;.es; should be guided by the
academic prog:Tf.s of students and their instructional needs, rather than by
rigid adherence to age" (p. 30). The National Science Board Commission
recommended more mathematics; science and technology requirements
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from kindergarten through grade 12 and a longer school day to enable
fitting those courses in if necessary.

Recommendations concerning lengthening-the school day and year are
based on a misunderstanding of the concept of time -on -task. There is not a
direct relationship between qaantity of time and student achievement:
Time-on-task is much more ....,omplicated_ than simply time of instruction
since the content of instruction, the teaching and learning strategies, the
climate or environment of instruction: ;ndividnal differences- -all of
theseinteract on effective instruction and learning and student achieve-
ment.

Moreover. if teaching and learning are as sterile, boring: ineffective, and
plain_ poor as is stated_or implied in many of the reports. it is difficult tosee
hoW lengthening the time to which students are exposed to such instruction
will raise the stantiard., of student achievement. The time-on-task research
literaire is not conclusive rrgrr ! vig the relationship that makes for
achievement since the conccr 1 is a complex one in which time is only one
variable. It is fairly cie...r it . the time-on-task Fterature that just
lengthening the time by 1:i v:nr, I. longer school day or school year is
insufficient and is counterproductive. This is not to say_that
instructional time cannot be used efficiently and effectively, that students
cannot be given more opportunities for learning engagements with
appropriate_ curriculum content. or -that teaching and learning strategies
cannot he improved with desired consequences tegarding student
achievement. It may be necessary to lengthen the school day or school
year in order to provide _desired learning exp:Tienc.7.s. For xample; if
requirements for graduation are increased and o 'um balance is
sought, the learning day may be lengthened. liaL is .dear is that recom-
mendations to add to the ,..rhool lay and or school year as a means of
raising standards and toughening requirements is entirely too simplistic.

Teachers and Teaching
There seems to be complete consensus that the poor quality of teachers

and of teaching is a major reason for the perceived :isis in education: It
is not jus: that there is a shortage of teachers in -key subject areas such as
mathematics, science, and foreign larq;uages. Not enough teachers are
academically able: teachers have been inadequately and inappropriately
trained, are poorly paid, work under difficult and unattractive cnditions,
and are simplynot up to the task they face.

The National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) reported
that it had "found that not enough of the acad,.-mically able students an,
being attracted to teaching; that teacher p.__paration progtams need sub-
stantial improvement; that the ofessional working life of teachers is on
the whole unacceptable_; and that a serious shortage of teachers exists in
key fields" (p. 22). Ihe Commission repor'd that too many teachers came
from the bottom q-uartile of high school and college graduating aisses;
that teacher preparation curricula were too heavily weighted with "educa-
tional methods" courses at the expense of courses in subjects to 1-e taught;
that .:achers' salar'es were so low that many teachers were required to
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work part-time and summers to supplement their income; that there is a
severe shortage of teachers in mathematics, science, and foreign languages
as wellas among specialists in snecial education, the gifted, and bilingual
education; and that a large proportion of_ _newly employed mathematics,
science, and English teachers were unqualified to teach those subjects.

The seven-part recommendation of the National Commission is aimed
at improving the preparation of teachers and making "teaching a more
rewarding and respected profession" (p. 30). The Commission
recommends:

I. Person nreparing to teach should be requ;red to
meet high educational st. indards, to demonstrate
aptitude for teaching,_aod to demonstrate com-
petence in an academic discipline . . . .

2: Salaries for the teaching profession should be
increased and should be professionally com-
petitive, market-sensitive, and performance-
based . . .

3. School boards should adopt an 11-month
coraract for teacher:.:. This would ensure time for
curriculum and professional development,
programs for students with special needs, and a
more adequate level of teaching compensation:

4. Schbol boards, adminstrators, and _teachers
should cooperate to develop career ladders for
teachers: ;

5. Substantial nonschool personnel resources
should ne employed to help solve the irrktediat
problem of shortage of mathematics and
teac_hcs. inciading ecc.nt
graduat:. '.-;ith mathematics and science degrees.
graduate s:ucknts, and industrial and retired
scientists could, with appropriate preparation.
immediately beg,.r teaching in these cields . .

6: Incentivr such as ,rants loans. shOulu oe
made available to attr..1 oJis+anding student ;
to the teaching prof,...scion, parti ^ulstrly *v. those
areas of critical :Clio. iage.

7. Master teachers should be involved
teacher prepa rat on programs andin supervising
teacher,, z."..;rin,,, their probationary years
(pr

In afore, Sornpromise, ,1984) Siren
urges renewed pubic attention to the imnortance
of teaching in high schools :end to the complexity
and subtlety :If that craft. Wh;.le our systems of
schools contains many consequential charac-
teristics for example, the subjects of the cu: iculum;
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the forms of governance, the uses of technologies and
teaching 'is; the organization of programs for
special groups none is more. impc..rrant than who
teachers are and how they work. .Without good
teachers: sensibly deployed: schooling is barely
worth the effort (p. 4).

Horace's Compromise is; Slier writes: a celebration of the work of the
classroom to -her but, "its primary recommendation is that America
restore teachers and to their particular students the largest share of
responsibility for the latter's education." There are, he states, a good many
good to tcher but too mai.y of them are demoralized and frustrated in
their e orts to teach effectively.

Boyer (1983) devotes considerable attention to teachers and to ways of
renewing the teaching proles, ion. He takes the position that while teachers
are blamed for much of hat is wrong with schools, they cannot be
improved without the help of the teachers already in the classrooms. Boyer
points out that most of then will he in those classrnorns for many years
to come and must be viewed "as part of the solution_not the problem."
Examining the conditions of the teacher's work, he finds the teacher's
world is often frustrating, frequently demeaning, and sometimes
dangerous. The result for many teachers is a sense of alienation. apathy;
and what is now fashionably called 'teacher burnout"' (p. 159).

Boyer recommends that teachers haVe no more than four formal class
meetings plus responsibility for a seminar or for helping students with their
independent projects: that they have a minimum of one hour daily for class
preparation: that they be exempt from routine monitoring assignments
in halls and lunchrooms: and that the intellectual climate of the school
be improved by making it a '"center of inquiry' where teachers are freed
to inquire into the nature of what and how they are teaching" (p. 160).
Conditions of teaching would be improved by providing greater safety for
teachers through setting and enforcing fair standards of student disci-
pline. Boyer believes: We cannot expect teachers to exhibit a high degree
of professional competence when they are accorded such a low degree of
professional treatment in their workaday world. Nor can we e:tpect to
attract the best and the brightest into teaching when they have had twelve
years of opportunity to observe first hand the daily frustrations and petty
humiliations that many teachers must endure" (p. 161):

Boyer also proposes to renew the teaching profession through
recognition and awards for outstanding teachers and urges students and
their parents to convey "directly to teachers their appreciation for a job
well done" (p. 165). He urges that teachers' salarizi be increased "by at
lest 25 percent beyond the rate of inflation over the next three years, with
immediate entry-leve; increa..2s" (p: 168): He recommends the addition
of a two-week Teacher Professional Development Term to the school
year, a special contract every five years with extra pay to support a
Summer Study Term, and a Teacher Travel Fund which would make it
possible for teachers to compete for grants to keep current in their fiel.is.
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Boyer points out that the most gifted students have never been recruited
into teaching: "NOt only do poor students enter the srofession but those
Who leave teaching often are the ones the school can least afford to lose"
(p: 172); He urges that teaching become a top priority and gifted students
be recruited to teaching by a process which begins in every high school with
the establishment of a "cadet teacher" program. Higher education
institutions must also become involved in. recruiting better students nto
teaching. Boyer recommends a National Teacher Service particularly for
teachers of science and mathematics Ely t would be similar to the Peace
Corps. This program would provide tuition scholarships for student:> in
the top third of their high school graduating classes and would require
them to serve at least three years in _public school.

Beyor d recruiting, Boyer believes that the schooling of teachers must
improvc." He proposes a five-step program for this schooling. During the
first two years of college, all prospective teachers would complete a core
of common learning similar to the core curriculum Boyer advocates for
high schools: Carefully selected teacher candidates would then enter _a
three-year teacher preparation sequence in their third year of college. Only
StiidentS With a 3.0 or B or better average and those who are supported by
two professors would be admitted: During the junior and senior years; the
students would complete a major in an academic discipline and observe
classes._ After completing the core cu: i.iculum and a "solid academic
major," the teacher candid-ate would have a fifth year of instructional and
apprenticeship experiences. They would take a _four-course education
sequence which would consist of: Schooling in America, Learning
Thetit- and Research, The Teaching of Writing, and The Use of
Technology: The fifth year would also include classroom observation and
teaching experience_plus a series of one-day Common Learning Seminars
where students would meet outstanding arts and science scholar-teachers
who would relate their disciplines to a contemporary political or social
theme. The time has come, Boyer asserts, that continuing education should
be recOgnized as an essential _part of the teacher's professional life:
"E.celience in education will be achieved only as we invest in the education
of zeachers in the classroom" (p. 179).

The ,ack of a :areer ladder and the leveling off of salaries are cited as
probleriS in the profession. Boyer proposes a ladder which includes an
associate teacher status with such teachers working under the mentorship
of senior teachers for two years; a teacher status; and a senior teacher
status. Such a clear caieer path would, in Boyer's judgment, "bring health
to the profession confidence to the public; and excellence to the class-
room" (p. 183). Finally, Boyer recommends that outstanding professionals
be recruited to tea, .1 part-time in classrooms in fields where shortages exist
or where they carp poide r.!nrichment: He suggests several approaches
to enlisting such pa at:me professionals. One approach would have
districts entering into partnershtps with business and industry to set join,
appointments. Teacher certification requirements would have to 13:t

modified to make it possible to accredit part-timers,
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Boyer's recommendations are based on the conviction that teachers
are professionals and that if his reforms for recruiting, schooling, and
rewarding teachers were carried our "teachers would . he regarded as
professionals, they would be treated as professionals, and they would
consider themselves professionals" (p. 185).

Goodtad (1983) also devotes considerable attention to teachers and the
circumstances of teaching. He found a _large majority of the teachers in
the sample "tended to be idealistic and altruistic in their views of why they
chose to teach" (p. 173). Unlike some other studies, Goodlad's study found
that the percentages of teachers expressing career expectation fulfillment
and a de sire to choose a teaching career again were quite high. In
Good lad's view, "the practicing teacher .. . functions in a context where
the beliefs and expectations are those of a profession but where the
realities tend to constrain, _likening actual practice more to a trade"(p. 193).
The sample of teachers in Goodlad's study seemed to have entered teaching
because of inherent professional values but: in schools: they encountered
many realities not conducive to professional growth. Goodiad suggests
the possibility that the instructional time of teachers be reduced to 15 hours
per week and, at the same time, school-based programs be initiated for
curricular and instructional improvement by the entire staff. Thus,
teachers "would spend an additional four hours in Ole tasks of developing
more viable curriculum and in orepa-ring markedly improved lessons"
(p. 195).

Goodlad summarizes his findings as lollows:
Those women and men --who do enter teaching
today work in circumstances that include some gain
in their autonomy in the community accompanied
by some loss of prestige .-ind staus; an increase in the
heterogeneity of students to be eduated, especially
at the secondary level; increased utilization of
schools to solve critical social problems such as
desegregation: a marked growth in governance of
the schools throli ;h legislation and the courts; con-
tinuation of re'atively low personal economic
return; limited opportunities for career changes
within the field of P.e:tication; and continuation of
school and classroo:a con 'itic ns that drain physical
and emotional energy ar,u tend ro promote routine
rather than sustained creative teaching. Merely
holding teachers i,:,..ountanle for improved student
learning withoi aciii;-essing these circumstances is
not likely to improve the quality of their profes-
sional lives and the schools in which they teach
(p: 196):

Goodlau believes that the low ratio of salaries after I') years tc beginning
salaries is a major deterrent to attra.cting persons _into the field. He
proposes clear distinctions among various assisting and aprentice teachers,
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career teachers, and head teaLhers.
He proposes revising teacher education programs so that students

will acquire and persist in using as practicing teachers a greater variety
of methods designed to assure students' interest and accomplishment in
learning"_ (p. 314). He recommends a two-year program of professiOnal
studies and clinical experiences before a period of resident status. During
an internship, "they would be called upon to demonstrate a full repertoire
of teaching procedures, each designed to develop students' abilities in the
range of goals" espoused (p. 317). These methods would be ftirthet refined
and evaluated_ during the teacher's residency period as the individual
moved toward designation as a career teacher. Goodlad expresses an
urgency in reforming teacher education programs but seems not to be
optimistic about necessary imminent breakthroughs:

The Education Commission of the States Task Force (1983) asserts that
the nation is_suffering a "teacher gap" in terms of a shortage of qualified
teachers in critical subjects: not in overall numbers. The Task Force
cautions that the teaching profession- should not be blamed for the cap;
however: "Perhaps the chief cause of the problem is _the value that our
society places upon elementary and secondary school teaching: a value
measured by what we pay our teachers" (p. 25): Not only are salaries for
teacher low hut, in most states, teachers are paid according to rigid salary
schedules based primarily on training and years of experience" (p. 26).
According to the Task Force, no state rewar ,-Aceptional teachers for
their superior p_erformance. Moreover, the tenure t.ystem maker, it difficult,
if not impossible, to deal with teachers ikiiO are ineffective or unmotivated.
Pay differences between beginnaig and experienced teachers -aft small in
most states. Little wonder, tl:e Task Force obsenes that 25 percent of
teachers currently at work in the classroom have stated their intention to
leave teaching in the future" (p. 26).

The Task Force makes_ four recommendations concerning teachers and
the teaching profession. First, every state and local school district wil(with
full participation of the teachers "drastically improve their methods for
recruiting; training and paying teachers:" Second: each state should
"create a 'career lacklerjor teachers that will help attract and keep out-
standing teachers." Third, either alone or in cooperative programs, states
should "establish better preservice and inserviee ethleation programs for
teachers, so that teachers -can constantly enrich their academic knowledge
and improve their skills." Finally, in addition to paying higher Salaries,
states and communities together with the media and business leaders
should "establish new forms of recognition to honor the contributions
of teachers and to underscore publicly their crucial importance in our
national life" (p. 37).

In addition. the Ta Force recommends that boards of education and
higher education design and install "systems for fairly and objectively
measuring the effect' ,.-ness of t:th.bers and rewarding outstanding per-
formance:" that sta.ci improve the certification processes for teachers arid
adniinisirators; that "states examine and tighten the procedures for
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selecting not only those who come into teaching, but also those who
ultimately stay:" and that ineffective teachers be dismissed "in due course
ai:d with due process" (p. 39).

is he Southern Regional Educational Board's Task Force on Higher
Education and the Schools (1983) gave high priority to upgrading the
quality of teachers and other school personnel. Among its recommenda-
tions regarding teacher selection, the Task Force proposed that selection
procedures should be applied throughout the entire teacher-preparation
process (not at the end point only), should start with tighter admission
standards and end with beginning teacher performance evaluation: that
the feasibility of developing regional assessment of teacher selection
techniques he explored: and that the interstate migration of well- qualified
teachers be accommodated by accepting a c..mmon to . strengthen
teacher education, the SREB Task Force recommender t ongoing
evaluation of such programs by state higher education and state education
boards aimed at eliminating duplication and consolidating programs while
assessing "the need or and the quality and productivity of all teacher
education programs (and specialties)" (p. 8). The Task Force recommended
real coordination between sc000lS- and teacher education programs to
provide qua!ity student teaching assignments with early and sustained
classroom exposure beginning with the junior year in order to select out
persons unsuited to the profession.

The SREB Task Force also urges states to modify their certification
processes to remove "rigid and unnecessary requirements." P..ovisional
certification for all beginning teachers. including arts and science
graduates for secondary school positions, should be provided until
performance in the classroom has been evaluated: Weaknesses in content
or rnethoe, areas which are indentified during provisional certification
should b. _dealt with by additional courses and, or staff development
activity before regular certification is granted.

The SREB Task Force gave special attention to several categories of
school personnelmathematics and science teachers, vocational guidance
and vocational education teachers for specializfd industrial occupations,
and building leaders. It recommended a variety of incentives to attract
science and mathematics teachers, including scholarship and loa n_ pro-
grams tied to teaching those subjects within the state. It recommended that
states permit mathematics and science graduates lacking professional
preparation be permitted to teach in high schools with safeguards to
insure the quality of instruction." such safeguards being unspecified.
Teachers in "surplus fields" should be permitted to teach mathematics and
science "with refresher courses as needed." As for vocational guidance and
education, it proposes that the "SREB should convene school officials,
representatives from vocational and counseling groups, practicing labor
market specialists, and appropriate college faculties to develop a model for
the effective delivery of vocational guidance in the region's high schools"
(p: 13): The relevancy of professional education cow-:.es and forma:
degrees for skilled personnel to teach oc ..i pational programs 'should be
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reconsidered.
The tying of teacher pay increments and recertification to the

completion of meaningful staff development activity and graduate educa-
tion is also recommended as one_ part of achieving comprehensive
continuing education plans. The SREB Task Force recommends that
states increase st, if development funding for local SchbbIS, "contingent
on strong_ joint efforts_ by school administrators and teachers at the local
level in the &sign of staff development plans" (p. 16)._ Colleges and
universities are :aged to use salary and promotion procedures for their
faculty_ which specifically recognize and reward service to schoOlS,
particularly when such Service is in response to a request for staff develop-
ment assistance.

Adler states flady that the c,vality of learning depends very largely oh the
quality of teaching, In PaiacLi Po oblems_and P(Issibilities(1)83); Adler
argues that it is not true that then. ,,vereo few teachers availablt :..anable of
effectively initiating the Paideia pi ogrard: If they Jr_ given i. i a13 >

to work under proper ,:onditions, and if their tale; ts and skills :re
employed for the guidance-7-in effect, the coachingof less ::ble teachers;
the level of teaching in a school can he raised to the requisite quality"_(p.
56). Adler believes that man.,; teachers in schools presently are probably
much better than they now have 1.ny chance of showing" and "if freed
from the onerous grind of their present occupational burdens, they can
readily be inspired by the intellectual attractions of the Paideia prograir"
(pp. 56 -57). Tenhers will require train.ng in the modes of instruction,
especially the Socratic methOd, and stildent deportment will have to be
improved:

Adler believes that :here are a n !al:vely small number of talented,
motivated, and committed teachers who perform creditably despite the
adverse conditions in which the:-; work but that tizittibe is insufficient.
Bad working conditions: poor pa v. lack of respect, inferior social status,
and distracting demands impede good teaching. Teachers, Adler argues;
"should themselves be at Ifast as well schtitilc.d as the graduates of the
schools in which they are e,;pected to teach. They should have completed
the required course of star.4.y" he recommends in his Paideia Proposal
(1982 p 59) Such a program would enable teachers to "teach not just this, .

cr that portion; but all of [the Paideia curriculum]." Adler argues that
teachers should not have a college education which requires specializing or
majoring in the subjects no required for teacher certification. Rather;
after they have completed the general college education "either in graduate
courses in_ a university department or school of education or in what is
comparable to internship- in medicine practice teaching under
supervision --only then woule the teacher get the s>ecialized training..

It is the luitire_ teacher's own experience in leaiaing that .;hables the
acquisiron of self-understanding that, in turn the individual teacher can
help others ze learn. This. Adler argues, is best developed by supervised
practice: "Ail the skills of teaching are intellectual skills that can be
developed orly by coaching, not by lecture courses in pedagogy and
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. methods such as are now taught in most schools ox departments

.,-.,qcat:.)n and are now required for certification" (p. 61).
:"..e National Science Board Commission (1983) puts the importance of

quality teaching this way: "If mathematics. science and technology are to
be successfully learned: it is clear that the teachers must be of high talent.
high motivation and must be allowed to function in a setting in which
effective teaching is possible" (p. 22). The NSB Commission would give
top priority to retraining present teachers while recruiting and retaining
mathematics. science, and technology teachers. A substantial portion of
the nation's i.17 million elementary t...achers "lack sufficient knowledge,
training and, in many cases. interest to teach mathematics and science
effectively" (p. 29). The NSB Commission observes that the use of special
mathematics and science teachers at this level would reduce the retraining
task. A majority of the 200.000 secondary mathematics and science
teachers require additional training because of the knowledge growth in
these areas and in cognitive psychology.

The NSB 'Commission concludes that the Federal government has an
important rote in providing such teacher training and retraining:
Specifically. the Commission recommends that "state governments should
develop teacher training programs in mathematics, science and techi..%logy
in cooperation with colleges: universities and science museums: and pro-
vide for acacemic year and summer programs to meet the particular needs
of that state" (p. 30). Where they have particular expertise. industry
scientists and engineers. together with government personnel. should
participate as teacher trainers: The NSB Commission sees a responsibility
fo7 the federal government in funding in-state teacher training programs
in zhese area with summer and in-service institutes supported by the
National Science Foundation as happened after Sputnik. The use of
science museums teacher !iHning sites should be encouraged. The NSB
Commission would have the retraining and upgrading program completed
in five years, after which states and local school districts should .hat
teacher training continues ac an ongoing program. The National Science
Foundation should asist .,/a,..'shing state or regional teacher training
programs using new info' , I ;;)1, hnologies.

In addition to the tt, :rad!.g program. the NSB Commission
recommends that "!.;tatc., sno aid Ldopt rigorous ertification standards
for incoming mathernat.cs and science teachers: Such certification
standards should not :et up any artificial barriers to entry into the teaching
profession. but shoule. be only those which are relevant to ensuring high
qulity in tl.e 1:::achini; of mathematics. ccience and tecnnoi-,og:, tp. 311.
For elementary scht teachers: the primary requiren?ent "showd be a
comprehensive liberal arts education supplemented by a limited number
of effective education courses together with demonstrated teaching,
including appropriate internships under a highly qualified teacher" 4). 31).
For secondary school teachers. the requirement should be a full major in
the subject matter" plus a 1:mited number of education courses, demon-
strated teaching and internship: As many other reports have recommended.
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the NSB Commission recommends that colleges and universities should
establish higher admission, curriculum, and gradLation standards for
future mathematics and science teachers: They would have the liberal arts
colleges play a much greater role in training teachers. The Commission
recommena that education courses be thoroughly reviewed and revised
to incorporate the findings of recent research in the behavorial and social
sciences," that "student teaching, which acquaints the teaching candidate
with children and classroom procedures, and proven methods courses be
emphasized:" and that "teacher training should incorporate the use of
calculator- and computers in mathematics and science instruction"(p: 32):

To till the present gap until teachers can be trained or retrained, the NSB
Commission recommends drawing on industry, higher education, the
military; government and other sources as well as retired persons,
modifying certification requirements for such personnel "who are
qualified in the subject matter but lack certain education credits." Local
schools should use such "special teachers" and arrange for appropriate
classroom supervision.

The NSB Commission is concerned with teachers' salaries and recom-
mends adjusting compensation so that they can compete for and keep high
quality teachers in fields where there are shortages: "States, together with
teacher unions when they are bargaining agents, school boards and
industry representatives, should carefully examine current working
conditions. salary levels; issues of comparability; length of the work
day week year, tenure provisions, promotion procedures and other
factors that are important aspects of teacher compensation" (p. 34). They
would have excellence in teaching be rewarded by the teacher's moving up
a salary and status ladder while remaining in the classroom. They would
have school systems explore ways of extending the employment year for
mathematics and science teachers by paying for in-service education,
curriculum development activities; and the lengthening of the school
year. The Commission also suggests that industry, the military, and
governrriLt provide summer or year-round part-time employment for
science and mathematics teachers: Finally. as did the National
Commission on Excellence in Education, the NSB Commission suggests
that the excellent teacher be rewarded through publicity and special
financial awards:

To improve classroom conditions and enable teachers to be more
effective, the NSB Commission recommends that mathematics and science
teachers be given the time to teach and that they be relieved of other tasks
frequently thrust on them or their students during the class period; that
school districts adopt rigorous discipline policies which reflect their goals
arid expectations; and that they provide reasonable and manageable class
sizes up-to-date texts and curriculum materials; and necessary classroom
equipment and materials.

While "excellence in teaching" is never defined, clearly impled is
teaching w1 ;ch results in high academic achievement by students: The
reports tend to agree that teaching does not attract enough academically
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able students: that teacher preparation programs arc inadequate: pro-
viding too much in methods courses and not enough in academic studies:
that teaching must be made much more o 'tra,.-tive and that the conditions
of work must be improved: that there J 1' ges in ki:y subject fields:
that outstanding teaching should be rm.; and rewarded, possibly
through merit pay:and that salaries should be increased and career ladders
established: Rut: aside from in4feasing teacher salaries and making the
conditions of teaching more attractive actions which are generally
supported by the teaching profession except when merit pay is attached to
the proposals --most of the other diagnoses and prescriptions simply
reopen long and continuing controversies of the past regarding the
selection, education, certification, and continuing education of teachers.
A good number of states are reviewing state legislation and mandates con-
cerning teachers and teaching:

In a review of research regarding teachers. their preparation and their
work, Sykes 09831 observes: "Concern about the quality of education
today frequently focuses on the teacher. Policymakers and the general
public worry over who is entering teaching how well qualified the student
teachers are, how adequate their preparation has been, whether veteran
teachers are committed to their work, whether a teacher shortage looms,
and what the future holds for the profession" (p: 23):

Sykes observes that the evidence concerning the academic ability of
persons entering teacher preparation programs "is compelling but not
decisive . . . Teaching appears to attract the least academically able and to
be decreasingly attractive" (pp. 23, 25). However, this is not a new
phenomenon: eduction has never attracted the brightest and the best.
The situation has been exacerbated in recent years by the women's
moi.:.:nent which has opened career opportunities in previously male-
dominated professions, with teaching becoming less attractive.

However, Sykes asks what academic ability has to do with good
teaching: "Everyone would agree that teachers must be masters of the
subject matter they are to impart to students, but scores on intelligence
or general achievement tests are imperfect substitutes for subject
mastery" (p: 26): Sykes concludes that subject mastery is clearly a
desideratum for teachers but the evidence is not clear that there is "a
relationship between teacher academic achievement or ability and student
outcomes" (p. 26): Sykes speculates that there may be a "floor effect" with
teachers whose academic aptitude is below _that threshold being less
effective but "there is no evidence on what the floor may be or on whether
we are in danger of approaching it" (p. 26). Several reports assert that we
have already reached the point of accepting academically less able students
into teacher preparation programs. The issue is whether raising the
standards for admission and toughening selection will, in fact, result in
more academically able students entering teacher preparation programs
without other concurrent changes in the teaching profession, the
conditions of work in the schools, and more general labor market and
societal conditions: These related conditions may actually h' antecedent
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conditions rather than necessary concurrent changes. Sykes: example.
asserts that in teaching the processes of recruitment and reterilion tend to
select out the more academically able: "To 'raise standards: then by
restricting entry to programs of teacher education would ultimately
produce a teacher shortage" (p: 26):

The proposals for reforming teache, education proposal are hardly new.
he issue of the balance between what Borrowman (1977) called the
"liberal" and the "technical"- the general education and the professional
education of teachers- -has been argued for decades and has surfaced
regularly in the emergence of teacher preparation programs. Part of the
discussion hinges on the conception of professional education, whether
there is a body of knowledge skills. insights, and understandings which
can be transmitted through professional experiences or whether mastery of
subject matter to be taught without pedagogy or with a very limited
amount of pedagogical training is adequate. For decades there have been
those who argue that what is needed is study of academic disciplines in a
program largely devoid of pedagogical studies and that this will produce
qualified teachers: Other have argued that there is a knowledge base for
teacher education which rec -.-es a balance betwen the liberal and the
technical. Most of the report' take the former position. at least with respect
to high school teachers. recommending that a heavy liberal arts program
with a substantive major in an academic subject. a very limited exposure to
pedadogical professional study, and some student teaching/ internship
experiences arc adequate for preparation of classroom teachers: There are
others who would argue just as strongly for a bal possibly adjusted
from the current balance. Probably all would agree i reform of teacher
preparation and certification programs is necessary- professional
education organizations and teacher educators have continuously argued
about the nature and direction of such reforms -but there is no consensus
beyond that.

In taking the position that teacher preparation and certification
especially for high school teachers, should focus on subject matter and that
persons who are well prepared in subject matter areas should be permitted
to teach even though they lack pedagogical training. the reps its are not
proposing a new style of teacher preparation or certification but are once
again reviving a position long advocated, one which surfaces regularly.
Even tt recent attention to Competency-Based Teacher Education
(CBTE): so popular among state education departments in the 1970s,
seems to have been buried in the proposals for teacher education and
certification based essentially on subject matter achievement. State
legislatures and departments of education seem to be taking the position
that more liberal arts and subject matter study is needed but pedagogical
training is also necessary. Consequently. some teacher education
programs have been lengthened: student-teaching and internship
programs have been postponed until after undergraduate preparation. and
special attention is being given to shortage areas such as mathematics and
science to attract individuals with strong math-science backgrounds into
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the classroom. Student teaching or_ internship experience still seem to have
favor among the reformers: In fact, some reformers suggest that appren-
ticeship teaching expo: fence is ready all that should S-:e required for teacher
certification.

There is consensus that whatever approaches are used for teacher
preparation and certification; continuing education or in-service educa-
tion is essential for staff development. But heyond the agreement that
continuing education be an integral part of professional development.
there is little agreement on the nature of such education, where and how it
should_ take place, under whose auspices. and under what conditions:
Several reports recommend longer school years as a means of providing
recompensed time for staff development and curriculum development.
Several were critical of current in-service education activities as not con-
tributing to either liberal or technical growth of teachers but only to salary
increments. Again the nature and quality of in-service education has been
the focus of considerable research and study and the issues concerning
in-service education should not be resolved by personal preferences. What
constitutes what Boyer (1983. p. 179) calls "a realistic continuing-education
policy that serves all teachers" is not at all clear even though the goal is one
on which there is little controversy.

Recot,rnendations concerning teacher salariesthat they he increased
for begin: ;rig teacher and for experienced teachers as a means of making
teaching more attractive_ for recruitment and retention purposesare
strongly supported by all parties except those who have to fund such
increases. Old ideas of merit pay, differentiated pay, differentiated pay
and career ladders, master teachers, all of which have surfaced from time
to time, are again proposed. Because they are not new does not mean that
they do not have merit, of course. However. unless the issues surrounding
them are examined and understood: there is no reason to expect that they
Will he more widely accepted or implemented this time around; Even the
pro: to make "teaching more rewarding and respected" seem to
ie : ,tidies of what it is that cause teachers be more satisfied with

of their profession. There are incri -is that factors which
er. hers to teach and sti lents to learn ;i.e. dynamic environ-
mei at least as important as additiona ; ^g. Again. simplistic
solutions for complicated problems are hard'. produce dramatic
changes in the nature and quality of teaching and learning.
The school Principa..

In line with the "effective schools" literature, several reports Locus on the
importance of the r.ailding principal as leader, Boy. r (1983). for example.
reports that his field studies support the findings of t',e pivotal role of the
principal: In schools where achievement was high and where then; was a
clear sense of c,,inniunity. we found, invariably; that the principals made
the difference . . . . If the goals we set forth_ in th;3 report are to be
accomplished, strong leadership will be needed to pull together the
separate elements in the school and make them work" p. 219).
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Good lad (1.:.i; also sees the building prt-cipal as exercising planning
leadership. He suggests that the principle of "every tub on its own bottom'
should guide district organization but schools should not he cut loose
eat. frum the district office or from each other. His view of decentrali-
zation is one of schools linked to the district office as a hub and to each
other in a network: Thus; the principal is the captain with full authority
and respon: r,ility for the ship. But. if reasonahl wit e nd prepared for the
post. he or SI: will make [decisions] in the company and with the counsel
of others" (p: 277).

The school principal's role_, in Adler's view. is different from other
administrators in the school district or school system since unlike those
units. the school is a community whose main business is "tcac:iing and
learning. The head of the school--its principalshould; therefore;
administer all other affairs [of the school] in ways that facilitate the main
nosiness" (1982, p. 64). Adler would have principals be "notably
competent and dedicated" teachers with considerable classroom
experience. who should have the authority to hire and fire teachers and the
power to enforce standards of conduct and discipline.

Despite the findings in numerous studies that 'one key determinant of
excellence_ in public schooling is tit,: :-,::.dzisnip_of the individual school
principal," the Education Commission of the States Task Force (1983)
b2!ieves that "in too many schools; principals spend too little time
managing education and too much time managing everything else:
buildings. grounds. paper.vcrk and other efforts that are only indirectly
related to teaching and learning" (p. 29).

To improve leadership by the school principal, the ECS Task Force
recommends that the "principal should be freed from distractions:
encouraged to give priority to improving classroom instruction; given
sufficient discretion over personnel and fiscal nlannig; and put squarely
in charge of maintaining the school's moral, discipline and academic
quality- (p. 40). In addition_ the Task Force recommends higher ;,ay;
related tc' principal responsibilities and effectiveness: higher standards
or selecting principals and monitoring their performancc; and, with the

help of business. better training and use of effective management tech-
;;;ci.les.

In Boyer's view. school systems are top-heavy with administration and
"scito,..-,1 leadership is crippled by layer upon layer of Aministration"
(1983. p. 274). Principals. _h believes. need to be given greater authority
over functions for the have responsibility. Preseatly, the exercise
of leodership csiricted: "Principals have limited time few resources, and
little leeway for decision making." little control over budgets, few d:s7
cretionary funds, limited ability to reward outstanding teachers or deal
with unsatisfactory ones. and constitlims on freedr to develop new
programs: Boyer re?ommends_that in each nf these areas--budget. school
improvement discretionary funds, monitorin6 arid rewarding good
teaching. selection and retention of teachersthe school principal be

. giver .::-eater authority and autonomy so that the "principal becomes not
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.itiSt the lop authority but the key educator. too" (p. 229).
Good lad (1983) found in an earlier Study Of change inid .chool improve-__ _ _ _ _ _

meat that most of the school principals lacked the skills and understatding,
needed tc bring about educational improvement: ""1 ile). did not know how
to select problemstikely to provide leVerage fi r Selitiblwide improvement.
how to build long-terra agenda: how to assure some continuity Of bilSitieSS
from faculty nueting, to faculty meeting. how to secure and recognize a
working consensus, and on and on"( p. 306). The reason, he believes is that
the selection and prepa ttttttt of principals is, tit say the least, casual."
What_ is needed is an upgrading of both the "status of the principalship
and the quality o! those who aspire to it." There s_hculd Goodlad
belie%es, a continuous effort to _identify persons with leaderShip potential
and an investment y the district in developing such potential for a future
pay off. He proposes that "states might well underwrite the costs involved
[in selecting and preparing candidates for principalships] by eliminating
much of the cumbersome: costly machinery now required for aceredititig
programs and eth!ishing fellowships for our future educational leaders:
It would be difficult to suggest a better way to use public funds wisely"
(p. 307y

Goodlad- al- :2 recommends employing head teachers to provide leader-
ship for schooling units. Such head teachers would be highly successful
classroom teachers with a doctorate, who would be paid additibhal salaries
beyond the emsting scale aild would continue to teach part-time while
Scring as role models for fellow teachers, providing them with in-service
help, and assisting then; with instructional problems. In prop:riff, head
teachers as "instructional leaders:" Goodlad recognizes ;ie is making
"a coun'erproposal to th_ cur, ently popular one that principals themselves
betneinstructioral leaders in schools, acquiring the necessary specialized
preparation: teaching pedagogical skills to the teachers, and oialuatifig
teachers' p_erforrn- nee" (p. 302). Goodlad agrees that the principal has a
responsibility for assur,ng tha' teachers have opportunities for imrcoving
ti;--ir teaching but believes that "the more eaten defir,:tibt of the
moue:ling and evahating role" is inappropriate: He would str :,s doing
hetier w;th the :..:Ichers we have, redefining the role of teachers who are
,-..,%)able of providing leadership for instruction.

Strongly- _admit istrative leadership by the building principal is
ctt- ,-.)c the linchpins of effective schools. As ' ciltional Commission

!- Stat,-,
tied

Force (1983) puts it "Where the principa;
_

moti' ee and zealously devoted to inspiring, excellence
: a ad s'udents. the e:,ect is bracingeven in ghetto schools whose

facilities are inadequate and whose stud nts come from poor families"
(p. 29). G oodlad's r,nsons f. proposing head teachers as instructional
teachers are threefold: ( I) the task of being both the role model and the
monitor of all teaching is too much. one or 'he other assignments will
suffer if one individual is called on v. Jo both fUll=tittieriobs; (2) it is "naive
and absf,rd" to assume that a prim :pal who may or may not have been a
good clas.Toom teacher will maintain a higher level of teaching expertise
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than full-time teachers, especially at the secondary school level where
there is such diversity in subject areas: and (3) -the trust_ in the principal-
teacher relation will suffer it the principal is to be both the evaluator and
the judge of teachers. Clearly, the building pi incipal has an important role
to play in instructional matters; but simply designating the principal as
....:':ruLtional lead( does not ii,:cessarilv make him or her one.

ne Fdticat ."Zommission of the States Task Force (1983) suggests
that "in manN, places, the prevailing definition of the principal's role must
he changed to_put the principal squarely in charge of educational quality
in each school" (p. 40).

Business Corporation-School Partnership
Several reports urge business corporations to become more hezvily

in..c..ved in public school education. Boyer_ (1983) Thserves that "!radi-
tionahy, corporate America has stood aloof from public schools. While
complaining ah.jat the 4.; jality of education. it has failed to get involved"
(p: 268). Among the ways Boyer suggests corporations can get involved
are: ( I) Adopt-a-School partnerships, (2) helping disadvantaged students,
(3) providing enrichment for gifted and talented students, (4) helping
te: hers through employment opportunities._ in-service education,_and
mini-grants for innovative projects, (5) helping students_ connect from
school to work, and (6) providing management and leadership training for
staff members.

Other reports urge busirv:ss corporation-school partnerships be
developed to secure financial support for the schools. Such cooperation,
Boyer beiieve.

yields a special profit. The pay-off cannot always
be clearly roc: cured la dollars and cents, but Ole
chance _ta v,ork with young people who may socn
oe employees, to help to :ifitivPte in them a sense of
responsibility and an exciterent of discovery, to
enrich the teachers, to give the _principal support
while at the same time evii.trging the corporate
visior by wo,,mg for the betterment of society
these are am.mig t ie returns_that some executives
are already including on their company's balance
sheets (p. 260).

the Business-Higher Education Forum (198_11 focused its entir- report
on forging new partnerships between businiTss and higher education
to': rd "strengthening the ability of this nary" n : -orn,,ete more effectively
in the world marketplace" (p. Descr'bine, American workers as
America's "single most valuable economic rt.sour.e," the report suggests
th:;t a national strategy fr education_, trainiag, and retraining is nez,ded
that_ will involve the public sector, business-inci.octiy, at.A the government.

The Education Commission of the States (1981) called for nes.: alliances
among educators and other groups:
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W4 especially that businesses, in their role
as employers, should be much more deeply involved
in the process of setting goals for education in
America and helping our schools to reach those
goal.;. And sve believe that legislators, labo, leaaelS,
pay:ins, and institutions of higher learning, among
other. shoild 'le far more involved with the public
ctioois tha z,..4y are at presc!lt (p. 3).

Federal, Sate, and Lout! '.toles and Responsibiliti6
Sorriu reports are directed specifically at the roles to hr played by

particular sectors: The -...ventieth Century Fund Task Force (19_83)
focused on federal elementary and secondary education policy. The
Task Force examined the federal commitment in the past and the need
for a continued federal role iii 'says v. lich complement al control. This
calls, the report believes, for "a change in direction, replacing the current
emphasis on regulations and mandated with a new emphasis on incen-
tives" (p. 7).

The Education Commission of the States (1983) acknowledged the
importance of a strong federal comitment to education, one backed by
sufficient resources. However, their report focused on "action at the state
and local level, and to call for a new commitment and new action from
the states and communities of America" because that is where the major
responsibility for education lies. The report observes: "Education for
economic growth is indeed a national challenge; and it justifies national
leadership and a national response. But important national commitments,
in our judgment, do not only trickle do. :n; they also bubble up" (p. 3).

The National Science Board's Commission 1,1983) actually gave the
federal government Ls key role in implementing its action plan. The cost of
recommended federal initiatives was estimated at $1.51 billion dollars.
Some fourteen specific recommendations are assigned price tags; with the
last one. "Private industry aad government agercies should create pro -
gtaws opportunities which let children see science and technology in
actual operation is, their plants and installations" (p. 114), costing nothing
additional: The Department of Education and the National Science
Foundation are given major roles and r -Aibilities in the Plan's
implementation.



IV. Dealing with the rt::.--sform Reports of the 1980s

Among the term. which recur regularly in the various reports calling for
educational --form in the 1980s are the words crisis and excellence.
Variations ol "There is a crisis in American education" and "Drastic
anges are needed if we are again to pursue the course of excellence in
education" are found repeatedly. Of course, no one is really opposed to
excellet:ce in education although there are diverse and often conflicting
understandings_ of its meaning.

The notion that there is a crisis in American education. especially in the
high school: is taken as a given in most of today's reports. There are issues
concerning the nature arid the extent of the current crisis: The crisis theme
has recurred regularly over the past 90 years o, Crisis was the theme
expressed in several report!, on the high sctiOol:, cf the 1970s. in ,ne
literature dealing with 1,1' educatio and the disadvantaged in the
1960s. in the attacks on progressive education in the early 1950s and the
post-Sputnik literature at the end of that decz' de. in the life-adjustment
and vocational education literature of the 19401: and the post-World War!!
writings. the educational_ reports issued during the Great Depression
years of the Po. Lawrence A. Cremin (1964)stimmarized the indictment
of the high schools by the Progressive Education Association's Com-
mission on the Relation of School and College in its 1931 report in
familiar terms: "They, had failed to coro,:_y a sincere appreciation of the
American heritage: they did not prepa.e adequatcly for citizenship: they
seldom challenged gifted students to the limit of their abilities; they neither
guided nor motr.ated their NI; Ps effectively; and their curricula_ were a
hodgepodge of lifeless material unrelated to the real conce; as of young
people" (p. 252):

Part of the perceived reasons for _these shortilomings has always been the
expectations and prioriti?.S the public has had for the schools. In her study
of American education betwoen 1945-1980, Diane Ravitch (1983) points
out:

Throughout history: Americ:i:;s have expected
much of their educational institutions: sometimes
schools have been enected to take on responsi-
bilities for which they were entirely Jnsiti'..ed. When
they have failed. it was usually because their leaders
and their public alike had forgotten their real limi-
tations as well as their real strengths (p. xii).

One of the major reasons for cries in American education is the shifting
expectations. Should the schools he held responsible for Sputnik having
been launched l,cfore, the American satellite? For the current economic
problems of America's industries vis-A-vie. an and West Germany?
Should schools share in the praise when the nation is economically
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healthy! Schools have fui;illed many expectant ; t that
America's schools semi to he in a perennial s ii ol :,11:cting
reasons. however. dot..., not make the ciirren ; . tio,rrr any les,
urgent nor does it per -nit dismissing thcni 1 "so, wha' cly
new?" Rather, the n et rring notion of our .c.:lools being in a state
crisis however thos r crises are definedcalls for C n ing Kisis for
those concerns in au! current context.

The Crisis in Education Today
The Nation:: -omrnission on Excellence in Education [;()F3) set the

tone for current reports by listing 13 "educational Limensions of risk"
before the nation which constituted indicators of a crisis. T:lese included
reports of poor scores on achievement ests; decline in eni.ollments and
achievement in science and mathematics, nigh cost of rein -dial and
training programs for business and the military, and unacceptable levels
of functional illiteracy found among American children and adults. Many
of these same indicators are found in one form or another in other reports;
although the extent of blame assigned to the schools for what the National
Commission calls "the rising tide of mediocrity" cal ies. Boyer (1983), for
example, while suggestins that the National Commission may have over-
stated the c:..se, still points out that "a deep erosion of confidence in our
schools: coupled with disturbing evidence that at least some of the
skepticism is justified; has made revitalizing the American high school an
urgent matter" (p. 6).

Although the idea of an educational crisis and of shortcomi! is in our
schools is firmly reasserted in various reports; the data can be read
differently and not all analysts take the indicators or the interpretations
at face value. Lawrence C. S.:d!nan and Marshall S. Smith (1983), for
instance, exaniine4 four reports he "quality of their analysis and
recommendations iath.7n- than on the theoretical or political importance of
the documents" ano observed:

At the outset, it should be recognized that these
reports are political documents; the case they make
takes the form of a polemic not a reasoned treatise:
Rather than caref'illy marshalling facts to prove
their case, they present a 12tany of charges without
examining the veracity of their idence or its
sources. By presenting material starkly and often
elr.quently the commissions hoped o jar the pub:.
iilto action, and to a great extent they have been
successful. Caveats and detailec" analysis of
evic'Ftrice might have lessened the reports' impact"
(p. 6).

Looking three as.,:,:cts of the case for reform made in A Nation at
Risk the quality of t:ie evidence for the "sorry of Ameriean educa-
tion, the comparisons of the achie!.eniznt of U.S. students with 'lose of
other nations, and the assumption that our economy: system is undergoing
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a high technology revolution to'zether with the recommendations made
in the report concerning leadership time, content, and teachers, Stedman
and Smith conclude:

The commission' used weak arguments and poor
data to make their Neither the decline in test
scores, the international comparisons, nor the
growth of hi-tech employment provided a clear
rationale for refer; t,i: By ignoring their background
report. and carelessly handling data, their reports
further lost credioility. In particular, the com-
missions made simplistic recommendations and
failed to consider their ramifications. They pro-
posed increasing time without altering pedagogy,
instituting merit schemes without describing
procedures. and adopting the new basics" without
changing cad definitions. They Ignore numerous
problemsteenage unemployment, teacher burn-
out: and high dropout ratesthat must be solved
before American education can ")e considered
sound. They did not address the special needs of the
poor and minorities (p. 35).

In the background paper Paul E Peterson prepared for the Twentieth
Century Fund Task Force (1983); he reviewed current trends in American
education and concluded: "Nothing in these data permits the conclusion
that educational institutions have deteriorated badly, and, certainly,
nothing supports the claim that an increased federal role has had a funda-
mental effect" (pp. 59 -60). Nevertheless, the Task Force begins its report
with the statement: "The nation's public sa-icols ate in trouble. By almost
every measurethe commitment and competency of teachers; student test
scores; truancy and dropout rates, crimes of violence the performance of
our schools falls r short of expectations" (p. 3). And, the report proposes
an increased federal role.

Similarly; Peterson (1983) y the proclamations of crisis as
the most arrestiv-t portion of the six reports he p^21:-." for the Brookings
Institute, conch ed tha; "the information offered in supo,rt of I he claims
that American ools nave failed is ;.:.;.(chy; dated; P.: f not nearly
dramatic as the rhetoric employed" (p. 4). For example, Petevson

The studies are quick to assume that declining
high school test ;cores can he attrnAited to
comings of the educational system. i hei: ar
though, other factors that may be at work
such as the incr.msed use of drugs and alcohol, a rise
in the percentage of students who live in sinEle-
pat ..r.t households, and declining employment
opportunitiesand no one has been able to
establish that changes in the classroom, independent
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changes in the larger society, are to blame for props
in lest results (p. 4).

[Furthermore] they survey the educational scene
in such a sweeping fashion that only through the
selective use of uncertain evidence can the,: make
the case that American schools have declined. By
attempting to speak to general problems, they pre-
clude themselves from analyzing particular ones
(P. 5).

The objectives the commissions proclaim, in Peterson's view._are "so
much the accepted wisdom that they arc truisms." What the panels fail to
do is "to ;low how to get the quality and excellence we all desire. ri). 106).
While eterson believes that educational commission reports have only
limited value, these may ultimately be seen as having r. :-:ior impact on
American education because student achievemer' eady begun
improving, Ole schools may not be subjected to as m: 7 tic events
(such_ as desegregation) and sustained ecol.%mic grog r.ation may
benefit ;.7hools. Thus, there may b,: visib'e improve .ich are only
coinciden:ai with the recommendations contained in . orts.

The Context of Schooling
In many w-L:,s; the rports oT a decade :,go were much .none cons trned

with the 1,rtyl.der context of schooling and school climate as these affect
vie quality of life and education szhoois. For instance, the Ca!ifornia
Commission for 12 zl,trm of Intermediate and Secondary Eaucation
(1975) observed:

Through television; 9ther media and
actual experience, today's adolescents are witness-

culturai pciitical, and technological events
their parents and grandparent-, never have

Young peopl !! now are confronted with
conc:,ing and complicated social problems and
turmoil that -!arlier generations never encountered.
These sittn..:ions have a profound effect on today's
youth and upc:. the attitudes and performance of
young people in and out of school (pp: x-xi):

he California RISE Ct mmission -ited, what it called "warming
statistics''.::oncerning the "unstable social in which children and
youth are. being raised: divorce rate, poor voting record, alcoholism,
suicide, drug abuse, child abuse, venereal disease, vandalism, dropouts,
and lastly; dropping achievement test scores These are conditions "which
stem_largely from society's inability to find OTective solutions to the veil,
problems it created" (p. xii). -11::! RISE Commission argil, 3 that "Irtainly
the schools cannot be responsible for curing society's ills but that these
ills affected education:_ school; "can and should be able to prepare young
people for the demands and problems of model :ife" (p.

Ther 1: art those who argue that concern wi:h such fac.tors
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impacting on student performance is simply an evasion by the school in
fulfilling its responsibility for educating _youngsters. By avoiding a
discussion of the social _context of education and schooling, the reports
imply that students and schools are unchanged aiid that we need only
return to the prc grams and practices of yesteryear to recover the
,-,:cellence we havt: presumably lost.

:le Poor,_ the Minoritiesi_ and Urban Schools
One of the criticisms made of the reports of the 1970s was that they
'nod to be based on a high school popelation which was essentially

middle-class. male: and suburban. While some of Boyer's and
Good.. J's schools were certainly urban and even inner-city, in general the
report, :-ailed to attend to the particular problems of schools with large
popuii: ms of _poor and minority children: For more_ than two decades;
urban ',:hoots in particular have been engaged_ in ser:ous compensatory
education efforts aimed at givi;,g meaning to the concepts of equity and
equality of educational opportunity for disadvantaged studentr: While
there has been discernible improvement with respect to the socio-psycho-
educational problems which compensatory education programs have
attempted to address, if there is a crisis in education iF in the urban
sch.lols and it is_ _a very real _one. The levels of literacy and numeracy in
urban schools still tend for the most part _to izg below that of the nation's
schools in general and probably account for :,.good share of the National
Commission on Excelleoce in Education's 1,:_!,cator of risk.

Most of the recommeri,..-!ations simply Ignore the part needs of the
poor and minorities. There is an implicit assumption that urban disad-
vantaged are no d;ffereri from other stuthmts and to believe otherwise is
anti-intellectual and anti-de:nocratic. The basic concept of compensatory
education is to design curricula. instructional strategies, educational
resources, and school climates which will stimulate both affective and
cognitive development. Simply recommending that school personnel_get
toucher, stifp?,n academic demands, and crac't down on discipline
proems without dealing with the pedagogical/curricular/personnel
innovations needed is tantamount to advising urban schools to "try harder
ind do better."

A related concern for urban schools, although not restricted to them, is
issue of bilingual educationan area which; with one exception; is

ignored by_the study groups. The twentieth Centnry_Fund's Task Force
recommends that the federal government assert clearly that the develop-
ment of literacy in English is :le most important objective for elementary
and secondary schools and that federal funds now used for bilingual
education be used to teach English to non-English speaking children.
Boyer's first priority is the "mastery of English" for all (1983; p: 86), but the
problems which bilingual education attempts to address_are ignored.
Current policy. hnrh legislative a ndjudicial, is to promote bilingual educa7
ti Dn. There exists a ft,cod deal of research and literature on the pros and
cons of bilingual edu,m,ion. A sizeable section of the elementary and
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secondary student population is involved. What is the basis for the
Twentieth Century Fund's recimimendation and why have the issues
surrounding bilingual education been ignored? Incidentally. the Twentieth
Century Fund report does urge that al! children be given the opportunity
to acquire proficiency in a second languagepresumably the child's
mother tongue after lir.;ag acquired English language proficiency.

Exclience; Equity; and Standards_
The National Commission on E. cellence in Education defined

e.cellence at the level of the individual learner as "performing on the
boundary of individual ability in ways that test and push back personal
limits" and, at the level of the school, as "setting high expectations and
goals for all learners, then [trying] in every way possible to help students
reach then," (1983 13. 12). But excellence is the shibboleth of the day.
Excellence, in the reports, has come to mean higher standards, tougher
academic requirements, reduction or the elimination of electves. more
mathematics and science: more homework, longer school days a school
years better school discipline and classroom management, and more
regular testing. This also means a common core curriculum of basic
sublects to he required of all students, best exemplified by the Nationa.
Commission on Excellence in Education's "Five_New Basics" and the
Paideia Proposal's common course of 'study for all.

The issue is one which has haven with us a long time. It represerr.:
basically an id ..ological schism between those who believe that there
common eulti:re to be transmitted to all through a common currict!'.
anti those who believe in individualized, differentiated programs foci
on the needs of students. This is a grossly oversimplified statement o. .e
issue which might also be view( d the difference between the Rev--; of
the Committee of Te.. in 1893 and the Cardinal Principles of Seca):

it 1918. The proposals dealing with a common curriculuro. a
c. ;moil set of requirements:, elimination of tracking at the, high .;. pool,

n or elimination of vocational emphasis arc all part
Chester E. Finn, Jr. (1983) points out: "Th.. importa:It CUR-

;;;-n is that most or the contemporary efforts to impu,ve educationa:
"iiversalistie scholiocentric, and cogiative. They unabashedly

assu, . c;-,one rid should learn the sac.ie :.!lings, at least up to
a point th? should be the same for evecvone in a scho(I, a
comrnunil; in entire state" (p. 21).

The basic questions have to do with whether a common curriculum and
uniform standards are appropriate in a pluralistic society-, whether such
curricula and standards can be realistically implemented. and whether
individual differences can and shouk; be accommodated.

AdIct-%1 citation of Robert Maynard Hutchins' ass.rtion"The best
education for the ts the best education for all" is a..;ain a challenge
to those who belit that different program r. nd services are necessary if
we ar,:, in the words of the Educational Policies Commission (1952) up to
"the weighty ti:k of giving life to the great ideal of educational opportunity
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for the varied children of a heteroy ous people" (p. 24).
It is this ideological difference all, programs and practices which

flow from that again raises the question 31 equity and excellence. Most
reports deny any conflict between the goals_of educational equity and
excellence. simply asserting that both must be pursued simultaneously
and that equity is not possible without c Ncellence. Some are concerned
that _a common curriculum with uniform standards will result in large
numbers of poor and minority youth leaving the schools as unable_to
attain the required standards. The reports imply that, to the contrary, this
will result in higher levels of performance for all: The uproar over New
York State's Proposed _Action Plan was, in large part, an equity vs.
excellence debatewhether disadvantaged children and youth were to be
doomed to failure since the schools seemed not to have the programs,
strategies. or resources needed to produce a desired achievement. Since
commission reports r ._e designed to provide the big ideas, leavin?, the
details of implementation to be worked out elsewhere, the
should not be faulted for implying;, if not asserting: that we nee2 on: 1; to
raise our expectations and the desired high standar,- xce!1, will
iaterialize. Several commentators have observed ie coi..aussion

reports propose very acceptable goals but are weak it :aing the means
for achieving them other than to urRe that we raise the standards and
increase the rigor of schooling.
_ A quarter of a century ago writing on "The Pursuit of Excellence:
Education and the Future of America," Gardner (1_961) urged that we not
adopt "a narrow or constricting view of excellence but we should embrace
many kinds of achievement at many levels:" that we rc:ognize that excel-
lence is a product of ability; motivation; and character: not native ability
alone: and that we "rec:ignize that -judgments of differences in talent are
not judgments of differences in human worth" (p. 356). Gardner argued:

it is possible for us to cultivate the ideal of excellence
while retaining the moral values of equality:
Whether we shall succeed in doing so is pet haps the
fundamental issue in development of our human
resources .. Our society will have passed an im-
portant milestone of maturity when _those who are
the most enthusiastic proponents of a democratic
way of life are also the most vigorous proponent,
excellence (pp:356-357):

Gardner was not speak:ng r.'t a very narrow conception cf eAcellence,
based on high academic achievement especially._ in mathematics and
science, but an excellence based oil the quality of one's performance in
socially valuable areas. Many commission reports agree on cultivating
excellence ad equality but with a much more_ narr9v:_coneeption of the
former which raises questions about the latter. Many of the_recommenda-
tions, implemented without development of new and appropriate
strategies arid programs and tafring account of changing climates and
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envir mments, could le; 41 to increased dropout pushout among those
who are not acad.:Init. a;:hievers. While this is denied by most report
writers; mere protestations will not resolve this "fundamental issue in
development of our human resources."

Reforming the SchoolsTeaching and Learning
Even, or especially if. the sad diagnoses concerning the sorry state of

American education in the 1980s are accepted; including the depiction of
the high school as an institution which survives only because students and
teachers have negotiated a live-and-let-live truce, then surely the recom-
mendations can generally be characterized as simplistic, conservative,
perhaps unrealistic but communicated with earnestness and a sense of
urgency.

With perhaps three exceptions. the reports again focus on the
schools; proposing higher standards and tougher curricula; paying little
or no attention to the early childhood and elementary experiences which
prepare youth for the Five New Basics and the rigorous courses they are
required to take at the high school level;

In proposing a common curriculum for all, the requirements_are not
unlike those of the traditional college preparatory program before the
colleges dropped their foreign language requirements after World War II.
1 he common curriculum concept cauld_ have come straight out of the
Report of the Committee of Ten (1893), Bestor's Restoration of Learning
(1953), Conant's The American High School Today (1959) (although
Conant would never have approved of only two years of a foreign
language) or a number of proposals which followed Sputik. The Corn-
mittee of Ten asserted that high schools were not meant for that small
portion of youth going on to college alone but that the college preparatory
curriculum happened_ to he the best one for all students.

fhe issues surrounding the common-re,.luired curriculum can be viewed.
in parL as a continuation of the traditionalist-progressive debate. Unlike
the reformere,, of the ,1970s who looked at the changing nature of high
school youth in a chariging society and proposed reform by options and
alternatives, the reibrrners of the 1980s propose reform by a return to what
is an updated set of basics wiiich form a common curriculum for all:
Boyer (1983) has added ".a new Car- gie unit" involving volunteer service
in the community or school . is not unlike the community-based
experience education of the '

However, there is a re" ot Carnegie unit" with the recom-
mendation that state a; .ocal high school graduation requirements be
strengthened to includ a set number of years of Engikh, mathematics;
science, social studies, computer science, and foreign languages. Sizes
(1983) is one of the few current reformers who proposes exhibitions of
mastery, not number of units or years. as the basis for a high school
diploma. Sizer opposes the common standardized curriculum aigaing for
decentralized authority in order "to allow teachers and principals to adapt
their schools to the needs, learning styles, and learning rates of their
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particular students" (R. 214-215).
A major problem with respect to the common core curriculum is that

years or units do not spell out substance and content. A year of English
may be little more than a remedial reading course or it may provide the
study of literature at an advanced level or some other elementary or
athanced experience. Students may be forced to take more mathematics
and science without substantively improving their level of achievement: In
short, the difficult tasks of developing curricula which are more appro-
priate for the twenty-first century., designing instructional strategies for
implementing such curricula: and providing teachers capable of teaching
such curricula make up the real problem of reform beyond recommending
more academic requirements. The National Science Board's Cornmission
recognised the need for curriculum development. materials production
and teacher education if science and mathematics programs were to he
upgraded. The Commission urges that the_National Science Foundation
once main take leadership in such efforts. In making those recommenda-
tions: the Commission does not address the question of what was learned
in the so. called "era of curriculum reform" which followed the Sputnik
launching. Will the same mistakes be repeated'?

Several reports recommend abolition of tracking in the high schools:
Adler (1982) describes grouping as an "abominable discrimination" and
Boyer (1983) proposes a single track for his required common curriculum
with a pattern of electives and options available for further study and work
experience: Boyer also suggests that "special arrangements" he made for
gifted students. including the establishment of magnet schools and
residential academies. Grouping and tracking practices have been con-
troversial for some time and yet they continue to he widely employed:
Goodlad (1983) implies that we really do not know enough about
individual differences to group children. Adler (1982) is quite clear in his
assertion that there are individual differences but they must he
accommodated pedzigogically, not through curriculum differentiation.
Recommending the abolition of tracking without suggesting alternative
organisational arras gements and possibilities is another example of the
"you work out the details" approach fund in many reports.

Considering the stimulus for much reform activity, the recommenda-
tions concerning mathematics. science. and technology are not
surprising: students should take more for longer periods of time and have
better quality teaching. Also, extra resources should be provided for
upgrading instruction in these areas for all students, not only the gifted
and talented: Will there he a cost in terms of instruction in the humanities
and arts areas? If !:o, is the cost a matter of concem? Can we simply demand
more study in mathematics and science without building the necessary
skills area required for advanced study? What Lf-fout the "education of the
citircnry in the spirit of the polity'?" The National Defense Education Act
Of 1958 started off focusing on science, mathematics. and foreign language
instruction but soon broadened to consider curriculum and instruction in
all curricular areas. Should we focus on subjects and disciplines only or is
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there a place for interdisciplinary studies kind alternate ways of organizing
knowledge?

While the value of vocational education programs has been the focus
of considerable study kind debate for many years, the current reports seem
to favor the Adler position that there is no place for vocational education
in the common school and that the liberal education he proposes is really
the best vocational preparation schools can provide. Boyer reports that
vocational education graduates' prospects for jobs are no better than those
who have not participated in such programs: Goodlad argues that voca-
tional education students are short-changed in the academic areas and
vice versa. While eliminating tracking. Boyer would not eliminate
vocational courses only those so-called "marketable skills courses"
which lack intellectual substance. A decade ago, the development of an
effective education-work policy was recommended as a high priority
agenda item for secondary schools. The more successful urban high
schools are those with a strong. well-conceived vocational education
component. _Whether the career education efforts will provide for this
function of the school is still questionable. In moving hack to the Five New
Basics and a common core curriculum for all; the issues concerning
vocational and _career education can be ignored only at the peril of failing
to serve a sizeable student population, particularly in urban schools. The
deadline has long since passed for a reconceptualization of vocational
career education and of education-work policies and such review cannot
consist of a return to the traditional academics alone.

The reports see a rosy future for high technology and urge that the
schools get at the business cif prepaying youngsters for that future. -i he
National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983) recommends
that a half year of computer science he part of the "new basics." The
National Science Board's Commission writes always about "mathematics;
science and technology" and proposes at least a semester of computer
science. One report (Lazerson et al., 1983) raises questions about problems
of equal access to computers and to computer-assisted instruction. noting
an increasing gap between the have and the have -not schools.'Clearly
there are many issues in olving the nature of the nation's high tech future,
the nature of appropriate computer studies for diverse student groups the
nature of computers as aids in education, and the relation between home
and school computers. These are not resolved by adding a half-year
requirement to the high school curriculum:

Lazerson et al. (_1983) believes that criticisms of what is viewed as a
smorgasbord or cafeteria style curriculum that have led to demands for a
common core curriculum do force us to look more carefully at the
purposes of .kehooling. Too often. however; the debates ask the wrong
questions and run the risk of setting up only minimal expectations: "Most
of all . . debates about a core curriculum which concentrate on what
students are taking rather than how much and how well they are learning
will fail to enhance either the commitment to learning or learning itself"
(p. 74).
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School Climate and Environment
\1 h hit: been written recently about the schook as communities and

tibiitit the qtnility of life iii those communities. The ticcounts vary as do the
schools. Some high schools are depicted as restricted prison -like
communities; others war /ones in which a truce has been declared
betWeen students and teachers; and still others as thriving, living corn-.
munitics in which real learning flourishes. Of course, schools are all of
these and more.

Considerable titteittititi is given to improving school discipline so that
teaching; and kat ning ctin go forth without hindrance, School violence and
vandalism, absenteeism and trtitintism, rampant ,:kis.; cutting were all
cited as significant problems a decade ago. Several reports recommend
tightening, up i.0 discipline in the chools and the Reagan Administrtition
is giving high priority to this problem, including study of shays of altering
cis it rights legisltition that the 2\-dministrtition perceives as htimpering, the
school authorities' ability to deal with discipline:

decade tigo there were calls for lowering th: tige of compulsory
attendance. .As the Kettering Commission i Brown, 1973) :put it: "By the
age of fourteen, ti Sttident who has not developed some motivation toward
learning is not likely to profit from compulsory' schooling. Secondary
education must drop its custodial burdens" (pp. 4142). Severtil current
reports_%iew Lick of discipline as ti signiticant element in the educational
crisis. Boyer (1983, p: 160) recommends that "every school should have a
fair, clearly stated, widely understood code of conduct" Which should be
enforced fairly and consistently with prompt removal from classrooms
of disruptive students.

Grant's report, Education, Character and Anwrian Schools, focuses
on hOW different kinds of ethos or climates are created. In Grant's (1983)
view, "The central problem we as a society confront with respect to educa7
tion is the problem of how we reconstitute the necessary intellectual and
mural authority Without which schools cannot function while preserving
the gains we achieved in fashioning a more equitable and just system"
( p._I 3 ).

"The problems and concerns of eductition are integrally wrapped in
equity issues and the probability that the "get tough with the offenders"
approach will resolve the problems is low. Grant reminds his readers -that
schools are institutions that educate the emotions, indelibly affecting
bOth heart and intellect:" New curricular requirements introduced without
attending to the ethos and climate of the classroom and the school are
hardly likely to bring about significant reform.
Better Teachers and Better Teaching

Most reports agree. with Boyer when he speaks of teachers and teaching
as the heart of the matter." And, most of the current reports also concur
scith the Commission on Excellence in Education that too few =demi-
-calk; able students enter and stay in teaching, that teacher education
programs are inadequate if not useless, that the conditions of teaching are
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unacceptable, and that there are serious shortages of teachers in certain
subject areas. Except or a brief period which followed the publication of
the Coleman Report. Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966), when
it was questioned whether teachers and, indeed, schools make a difference,
the central theme of most school reform has focused on upgrading
teachers and improving the quality of teaching.

The recommendations which emerge are essentially the same remedies
offered in the past without being couched in new rationales for the most
part. They include: raise the standards and toughen the selection process
for admission to teacher training programs; sharply reduce or even
eliminate the professional pedagogical component of teacher education
so that teachers have a liberal arts education plus specialization in the
discipline they are to teach; raise salaries of teachers to make them
"professionally competitive, market-sensitive, and performance-based";
(National Commission on Excellence in Education: 1983; p. 30); lengthen
the school year to provide time for curriculum and staff development;
develop career ladders for teachers so that they can grow professionally
without leaving the classroom; use nonschool personnel to alleviate
teacher shortages in critical _areas such as mathematics and _science:
establish merit pay systems; design more effective continuing education
or in-service opportunities for teachers: Several reports focus very
specifically on the conditions of teaching which_are seen as problematic
at beet. Sizer'S primary recommendation is that America restore to
teachers and their students the largest share of responsibility for learning.

Boyer argues that while the enti-e teaching profession must be renewed;
schools cannot be improved without improving -the teachers already in
America's classrooms. For some time to come, he notes, these teachers
will continue to teach and must be viewed as part of the solution, not the
problem" (Boyer, 1983_ p. 159)._Other analysts believe that the greying of
America's teaching staff means that a new cadre of teachers will be entering
the profession in the period ahead and that they can be recruited, trained
and inducted very differently from our current procedures. -The current
reports propose reforms which have been the focus of perennial debates
the balance between what Borrewman (1977) called the "liberal" and the
"technical:" the existence of a knowledge base to guide the professional
preparation of teachers; the value of merit pay in attracting better teachers;
and even the place of tenure. The recommendations are hardly novel: make
teaching more rewarding (better salaries) and respected; recruit more
academically able persons to the profession and certify individuals with
good liberal arts backgrounds for the classroom; build career ladders and
differentiated staffing patterns; and make teachers more accountable:

What seems to be missing from most reports is a recognition that
teachers and teaching have changed over the past two or three decades,
just as American society has been changing. To cite just a few items of
change: as has been pointed out by a number of writers, the women's
movement has resulted in opening up a number of professions_to women
which were not available earlier: classroom teaching is no longer the
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attractive option and: in some instances, one of the few options available.
the p.uol of ,,,,men- candidate, is being reduced as the professional

choices for women broadened. the growth of what is described as
Militancy among teachers' grups: leading to hargaini_ng and negotiating
of a wide %ado)._ of terms and conditions beyond raj issues, has changed
the profession. I he giow<<li of accountability systems. competency- and
pertiii-iiiariee-based education, and testing programs aimed_ at both
students and teachers has c affected t he_conth 'ions of teaching. l he change
in tamil and society values has hrought about significant changes in the
climate and relationships of school and corm trinity. Grant (1982) asserts
that "the spread of the children's rights literature through the secondary
schools has been one of the great untold curriculum stories of the last
de-ea-de:7 elintributing. in his sies . to "a collapse of adult authority as
representing a standard for children- fp. 301. Init "crisis in tau horny-
affects the entire educational process. I cachet- burnout" is a common
expression today. it is not that teachers. teaching. and the teaching
profession have not been studied: Rather: with a few exceptions of which

Horace:s Compromise is_ most notable. there seems to he little
connection between the recogmia tile recommendations and the conditions
of teachers and teaching in today's contexti

After sputnik: there was _a sense of urgency about upgrading the
teaching profession. Ihis led to the pfiSSige Of the Nation il Defense

tieatiiiii .yet Of 1958. the resulting efforts focused on improving
teaching skills and knowledge of disciplines to he taught, on the improve-7
mcnt of instruc6 omd materials, on using the specniliStS' insithts and
experience to help teach teachers and upgrade: teaching resources: The
assumption was that there was a core of teachers capable of mectina the
nation's needs: particularly in such areas as mathematics and science.

I he tone and recommendations of the current reports is not quite so
Already governors and chief state education officers arc

proposing that teacher education programs he modified and or eliminated,
that persons without professional preparation but with strong liberal arts
Magi-din-WS he hi-Ought into the classrooms and given on-the-job training.:
and that dill,:rential pay scales be established. The rhetoric is that fi
rational approach to the complete sequence of teacLer recruifment,
teacher edneMiiiii, retention, and continuing education as well as an
attack on the professional working conditions_of the teacher_ and
rezipprziisal of society's view of the profession all arc heeded and all arc
integrally linked. BecatiSe such a -comprehensive rethinking of teachers
and teaching in today's society is complex and difficult, the proposals deal
with some elements and rely on recommendations made previously
although not always implemented.

Intrinsic Value of Education
What seems to he missing from many of the current reports is a meaning-

ful discussion of the intrinsic worth of education, the pleasure of learning,
the affective aspects of education which Must complement the cognitive
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achievement. the building of polity and community. As during the post-
Sputni k era when the prime, if not sole, purpose of schools was seen as
helping to meet the nation's need for specialized manpower and skilled
workers: the current stress is on producing persons who will enable
America to compete industrially Arid commercially with other nations.
The Nation il Commission on Excellence in Ed ocition (1983)asserted that
its concern went well beyond industrial and commercial matters; it also
included "the intellectud, moil, mid spiritual strengths of our people

hich knit together the ery fiibric of our society"( p. 7). If its concern vent
beymid matters such as industry and commerce, recammendations_dealing
with those concerns are hiird to mind. Goodlad (1983) observed "the
absence of aniythine designed to delibenitely cultivate the values and skills
of constructive social interaction and group accomplishment which we
extoll as a characteristic of our people but neglect in_ the breach" ( p. 241).
Goodliid found it "difficult to be sanguine about the moral and ethicil
le rnings accompanying mane of the experiences of schooling" (p. 241):
True, in listing the purposes_and goals of schooling, the several reports
go beyond cognitive and academic aims but the recommendations ignore
attaining them.

Meg Greenfield ( Howe: 1983) reminds us that there is a joy in learning
which "everyone v. ho has ever had one great teacher of a serious subject
knows" about. She believes that it we could iicquire, come to honor, this
great value, if we could truly aspire to become a 'learning society: the
rest the competitive_ irld material benefits would follow. But we keep
trying to do it the other way around" (p. 172). Greenfield worries that
the values we bring to the [reform] effort to right the situation ;ire pre-
cisely the ones that got -us into trouble in the first place and are only likely
to _perpetuate our grief."

In raising questions about a proper bidiince between cognitive and
affective deyelopment; attendance to personal and social aspects of
education as well cis icademic and intellectual; intuitive, creative and
productive thinking and leiirning; experiencing the joy of discovering and
learning there is no intent to denigrate cognitive_ and academic aims _but
only to remind us of a concept of educiition which has an intrinsic worth -
learning for its own sake'. Such a concept is concerned not only with the
subjects to be studied ::ind the courses to -be taken but with the climate_ for
learning: the formal aid informal learning opportunities, the subliminal
learning.

Schools and Non-School Educative Settings
That education and socialization take place in various swings in

addition to schools has long been_ recognized. 1 he California Rise Com-
mission ( 1-975) rejected whiit it called the traditional view of schooling
"restricted to a piece of real estate where licensed adults teach and students
passively learn during specified times of the day" and projected in its stead
"a school system that tiikes place at many times and places in which both
adults and young work as teacher and learners .. , [one] that attracts;
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motivates, and satisfies young peopleT (p. 2). Several reports currently
urge that there he a partnership created between business-industry and the
schools for personnel and resources as well as financial support.

For the most part, the reports do not examine the implications of
education in nonschool settings except) or the mention of home computers
and television. Hoyer's proposal for a "new Carnegie unit" to consist of 30
hours per year for four years of voluntory service _in the school or
community does recognize at least indirectly the learning possibilities in
the community, although its focus is on the learnings derived from service.

The one exception is the report of the National Science Board's Com-
mission ( 1983) which observes: "Much that affects the _quality of_ formal
education occurs outside the classroom and beyond the control of the
school great deal of learning takes place unintentionally and uncon-
sciously tit' ough casual reading and experiences" (p. 59). The report
suggests that the learnings of the classroom be reinforced by a wide range
of activities which "lend meaning and relevance to the rigor and discipline
of formal study:" The Commission recommends: "Youth organizations;
museums broadcasters. and other agents of informal education should
cooperate with school districts and each other to provide a rich environ-
ment for early and continued learning and motivation outside of the
schools- (p. 59).

The reports of the 1970s criticized the high schools as segregated and
isolated institutions, failing to capitalize on the formal and informal
learning opportunities found in nonschool settings. In focusing on the
classroom and the school, the reports of the 1980s seem to ignore or
downplay the essential relationships between the schools and nonschool
educating agencies insofar as teaching and learning are concerned.

Reforming the Schools
summing up prospects for reform in April 1976, Passow wrote:

"Although criticisms. reappraisals, and proposals for reform of America's
high schools are a continuing activity. the education professions and
general eitizenry_have never faced such a_plethora of commission and panel
reports as they do presently. Their number alone might he sufficient basis
for immobiliiing those individuals who would like to change the high
schools" (. 52),

Of course, the reports of the 1980s outnumber those of the 1970s by
better than two to one. The National Commission on Excellence in
Education ( 1983) noted that it was "not the first or only commission on
education, and some of our findings are surely not new, but old business
that now at last must be done. For no one can doubt that the United States
is under challenge friiti many quarters" (p. 36). That Commission urges
that students and parents join "faculty members and administrators, along
with policy makers and the mass media" in bringing about the reform of
the educational system: The Paii/eia Proposal is addressed_ to a wide
varier of persons who are "most concerned with the future of our public
schools" (Adler, 1982, p. xi) and that consists of just about everyone.
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Good lad argues strongly for the individual school as the unit for improve-
ment and those associated with it as the persons to effect change. Boyer
urges colleges. universitie ., and corporations to establish partnerships
with schools to enrich the quality of education. The National Science
Board Commission has specific roles tor einernment agencies, private
corporations and loundations, the states and other groups, min of its
overall action plan to improve matheintitics: science and technology by
1995. The Education Commission of the States also has specific roles tor
state and local boardS of education, educators. l usine.ss leadefs, and
others in its eight-point Action Plan on Education for Economic Growth.

As with other reports mer the years. these reports are policy. statements
and as such should he Judged and assessed in terms of criteria one would
apply to policy. analyses: Do the reports have the situation right'? Are the
analyses of schools and the problems identified correct? Are the recom-
mendations sound on the bases of the diaenoses and analyses? Are the
recommenthitions implementable? As with most reports of this genre: the
answer concerning the current reports is "yes and no:"

Despite the assertions of several of the reports, there is considerable
diversity among the schools along all dimensions of schooling: ecologi,
climate, relationships, nature and quality of instruction; school,
community interactions, and so on. There are schools Which have achieved
equity and excellence and there are schools which have attained neither.
There are schools which are constantly engaged in a process of self-renewal
while there are others which have never even started, There are schools
which would have to do relatively little to implement the recommendations
of one or more of the reports while others probably could not implement
the recommendations even with herculean efforts. Some
recommendations, such as mandating common core curriculum, can be
implemented by a single school or scnool system while others, such as
changes in teacher education and cee tification: would require action at a
state level: Establishing research and development centers to improve
mathematics, science, and technology education would probably require
joint federal and state funding. When Conant (1959) issued his report on
The American High School Today, he made 21 recommendations whicf,
provided_ a checklist guide to improving America's comprehensive high
schools. In the foreword to the report, Gardner called it a "down-to-earth
report" aimed at individuals who are ready to roll up their sleeves and say
"Precisely what can we do tomorrow morning to improve our schools ?" (p.
xII). Few "national reports" have ever been as focused on their target and
as specific with recommendations which could be readily implemented by
a single high school. Conant's prestige caused high schools to read the
report and use the checklist although there is controversy, as to how much
actual reform took place, Few of Conant's recommendations_were radical
proposals and most could be implemented readily if a sehool decided to do
so.

Peterson (1983) has argued that national commissions "do have their
functions in American politics but fact-finding, rigorous analysis, and
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policy developments are usually not among them. Commissions are more
appropriate for dramatizing an issue, reStilViiig,peilitiCal differences, and
reassuring the public that questions are being thoughtfully considered"
(p. 1_1). I n _Peterson's national commission reports are likely to have
the lollowine characteristics:

I. The report is_ almost certain to exaggerate the
problem it addresses.

2: The report will state only broad. general objec-
t ives.

3. The report will recommend cha-nges that are
beyond current technology and resources:

4. The report will not spell out the details of its
proposed Innovations.

5. The report will seldom call for institutional
reorganization.

6. lite report will poorly_document the value of the
solutions it proposes (or. 9 -10).

Peterson may be hard on the current national commissions but his
observations do describe some of the current reports and the problems
schools.and school systems may have dealing with them:

AS With the 1.970 reports, the current reporst do not_ reflect the insights
and understandings concerning the change process which have emerged
over the past two or three decades: The processes whereby changes are
likely to occur in _schools and classrooms _have been the focus_ of a good
many studies and there is a growing body, of knowledge which school
reformers might use: At a minimum. the exhortation approach is not
likely to produce- change-and the National Commission on Excellence in
EdUcation'S "A Wded to Parents and StudentS"(1983) makes fdrattraeiiiie
reading but one can hardly be sanguine about its reversing the tide of
mediocrity of_ a nation at risk.

However, the reforms which take place in the near future may be -much
greater and effected more quickly than those reforms recommended by
prior reports. This possibility exists because of a combination of factors
includinit the political climate an I the national and local media which have
made education and school a high priority agenda item once again. In
addition, the fact that every state has committees: commissions. and
panels dealing with educational reform means that policy mandates
directives, and legislation may result in implementation of many recorn7
rnendations. certainly the more simplistic ones. Whether these reforms will
lead to significant improvement; in_th_e quality of education in schools and
classrooms of the kind really r.:eded and wanted is of course, another
question. The "Era of Curriculum Innovation" which followed the
launching of Sputnik led _to considerable curriculum innovation and
materials development which, in the end, clid not result in the drastic
changes which had been desired and anticipated.

What the current crop of proposals may do is to once again mobilize
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the a riot's groups. age.icies: and institutions to action on the need for
assessing their oAn programs and operations using the reports as a_ guide
to Nk hat should he studied and what reforms are needed. There are different
demands made on leaders at the local, system, state, and federal levels. At
each level, leadership is needed to start the study and change processes and
to relate it to the other levels since everyone is in the act, the leadership
roles are especially critical. And, the National Commission on Excellence
in Education is right all of us have a role to play in reforming our
schools and our society.
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